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and his mascot were more than a match for the two scoundrels. The dog sank his teeth deep into
the thigh of one. while his active master caught-the other by the wrists and flung him to tJ:ie ground.
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Y UNfi WILD WEST'S MASCOT
-OR-

THE DOG THAT WANTED A MASTER
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
•

TIIE DOG THAT WANTED A M.ASTl!."R.

It was a pleasant spring day in the year 1878.
On the bank of the Sweetwater River in Western Wyoming
a company of United States cavalry were encamped.
Judging by the general appearance of the men it looked as
though they had been having a hard time.
More than a dozen were wounded, and half a dozen ablebodied fellows were digging graves on the sandy elevat ion
just back of the camp.
The truth of lt was that the troopers had had a hard fight.
That morning at day br eak they had been attacked by a
band of Indians and white renegades, and being outn umbered
two to one, the brave Boys in Eiue had been forced to mount
and flee, leaving a dozen dead and dying behind them .
But fortunately they were not pursued very far, and it was
just at noon that they found a camping place well protected
by a growth of tfmber. in the rear, and fronted by the Sweetwater River.
Five of the wounded died on the way, one of whom was the
captain, and it now fell to the lot of the lieutenant to take
command of the men.
The lieutenant's name was Lefferts, and he appeared to be
a bright fellow of thirty, a born fighter, and there was a sinister look in his eyes.
The spot where they were camped was about twenty miles
from the eastern end of what was then called the Great South
Pass.
This pass cut through the Gi;een River Mountain Range
and was a memorable spot, as in days gone by many a family
of emigrants had been ambushed and murdered there by Indians.
At the time of which we write it was still dreaded. Not
only hostile Indians made it a place to commit their depredations, but white men who chose to plunder and pillage.
This particular troop of cavalry had been sent out from
Fort Casper along the old · pony express route to meet a troop
from Fort Bridger. They were to join in making a search
of the Green River Range for an expert government surveyor
named Professor Rathbun, who was supposed to be held captive by a band of Sioux Indians and wWte renegades.
They had with them three of the greatest scouts of the
times, but unfortunately for them, these had gone on ahead a
few hours before the attack had been made on the cavalry,
otherwise they might not have been forced to mount and flee
from the Indians and whites.
"I have an idea," said Lieutenant Lefferts, speaking to the
officers under him, "that the band that attacked W! is the

very one we have been looking for. I would be willing to
take an affidavit that I saw a big giant of a half-breed who •
acted as a lead,er, though it was not light enough to see very
good when the captain gave the order to mount and make for
cover."
.. I, too, saw him, lieutenant," spoke up a corporal. "According to the description we have receivea, it was surely
Blackpowder Dan."
"I think there can be .no mistake abou,t it," resumed the
lieutenant. "It is too bad that our scouts were not there!
Young Wild West alone is worth a dozen in a scrimmage of
that kind."
'·And Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart are worth another
dozen," added the surgeon, who had come up, after having
finished dressin;;- the wounds of the men.
"Those are true words, if true words have ever been
spoken, " said the second lieutenant. "If Young Wild West
and his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, had
been with us '"'.hen the attack was made, I feel confident in
saying that we would have won the battle, and our captain
might have been a!ive yet."
T he speaker looked hard at his superior when he finished.
But wha tever that glance meant, it \vas not noticed by
Lieutenant Lefferts.
"It is time our scouts were showing up, anyhow," he said,
after a pause. "'Young Wild West said they would be back
before noon, meaning at the place we were camped in; and as
we have followed after them tor fully fifteen miles they should
be back long before this."
Just then the barking of a dog came to the ears of the talking officers.
It was surely a dog of the larger breeds that was making
itself heard. for the bark was deep, and it had a sort or mo-amful ring to it.
An orderly came running up just then, and touching his
hat, said:
"Lieutenant, there is a big black Newfoundland dog outside our Jines. No one seems to know where he came from,
and he absolutely refuses to make friends with any one. I
thought I would report the matter to you, sir, as some of the
men might take it in their heads to shoot him, and he seems
to be too fine an animal to be shot for nothing."
"Bring the dog here and let us have a look at the brute,"
retorted the officer.
"I can't do that, sir. He will not follow me. He-''
"Here come our scouts!" interrupted the second lieutenant
at that moment, and he waved his hat to three horsemen who
had just come around a bend in the timber line a hundred
yards away.
"It is time they were here," said Lefferts, in a snappy voice.
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" Come, surgeon, we will go and see this wonderful dog b&fore the brute is shot."
The surgeon followed him to the east side of the camp where
la number of the cavalrymen were gathered around a fine
specimen of a Newfoundland dog.
Though he showed no signs of biting, they kept at a safe
distance.
First one and then another would pat their knlle and try to
make him come to them, but the dog would not make friends.
There appeared to be a yearning look in the big brown eyes
of the dog, and at irregular intervals he would let out one of
lh is deep-toned barks.
"Pooh!" said Lieutenant Lefferts, with a sneer. "A big
black mongrel! I shall order him shot at once. We want
:no dogs around our camp to bark and let the enemy know
'Where we are."
"That dog isn't a mongrel, lieutenant," mildly protested
the surgeon. "It is a Newfoundland, and as fine a one as
I ever saw. He is not much more than a pup!)y, either."
"What's the odds whether he's a Newfoundland or not!"
/s napped Lefferts. "He has got to be shot, and that's all there
is to it. Get out of here, you big brute!" and he advanced
toward the dog and made a kick at him.
At this the animal growled and showed his teeth, but did not
1move an inch.
At this juncture a dashing young horseman rode up and
·d ismounted.
He quickly pushed his way through the crowd that had
gathered around the d.o g that had refused to make friends
::With any one, and was just in time to see the lieutenant draw
'h is revolver.
"What are you going to do, lieutenant?" he li.sked.
"Shoot that confounded cur! He refuses to allow any one
to make friends with him and just showed his teeth to me."
Then something happened that was surprising to all.
'l'he dog walked over to the newcomer and, wagging his
't ail in a pleased manner, licked his shapely hand.
Then a low murmur of applause went up from the cavalrymen.
They were surprised, and glad, as well, to see that there was
isome one the dog would make friends with.
"I'll take the dog, lieutenant," said the young scout, as he
bent over the animal and allowed his long, chestnut ·l ocks to
touch him, while he took the proffered paw and shook it as
though he was clasping the· hand of a friend he was very glad
to see. "It Is only a dog that wants a master. I'll be his
.master, since he has picked me out."
"Step aside, Young Wild West. I am going to shoot the
.
~og!''
Lefferts had drawn his heavy Colt's revolver and was even
now trying to aim it at the animal's head.
The young scout who had been addressed as Young Wild
West was erect in an instant
He quickly stepped over so as to shield the dog, and then
In a ringing voice exclaimed:
"You are not going to shoot that dog, lieutenant."
"What!" roared the officer, tlying into a passion. "Do you,
a common scout, dare to talk to me like that?"
"I am no common scout,' lieuten:ant. I am your • equal in
'every respect. You must remember that my services were
1
sought after by your superior:!!, and that I agreed to accompany you on the condition that I was to be my own boss. I
say you are not going to shoot the dog! "
"And I say I am! .Stand back, Young Wild West, or you
may get the bullet that is intended for the brute!"
Up went the revolver again until the muzzle seemed to be
on a line with the Newfoundland's nose.
And Young Wild West had his hand on {he dog's head.
The lieutenant surely mea.nt business, for he did not flinch.
Just as he was going to 'pull the trigger the right fist of
the young scout shot out and sent the weapon flying from his
'g rasp.
At the same moment the dog utt ered a gr-0wl and leaped for
the throat of the man.
"Lie down!" commanded Young Wild Wes.t, and the dog
obeyed.
"Now, then, lieutenant," he said, speaking as calmly as
though it was only a little fun that was t aking place, "what
'are you going to do about it?"
"Do about it?" shrieked Lefferts. "I am going to shoot the
dog, a nd you, too, Young Wild West!"
The lieutenant had certainly lost all control of himself, for
with a quick move he seized a revolver from the belt of one
of th e cavalrymen and was in t he a ct of leveling it at Young

Wild West when the clenched fist of the young scout again
shot out.
'l' his time it caught the officer full in the face, and he went
down as though hit by a battering-r am.
"Lieutenant," the champion of the Newfoundland said to
t,h e second lieutenant, "I wish you would call th e captain."
"'l'he captain is dead, sir," wa.s the reply. "Lieutenant Lefferts is now in command."
"Ohl" and Young Wild West looked surprised. "Well, I
shall refuse to obey any further orders from this command,
then; neither will I report, unless an apology is made for the
insult given me just now."
The boy-for he was nothing more, as far as age wentturned and walked away ::is he said this, the big dog following
him as though he belonged to him.
But Lefferts was not through yet, by any means.
The blow had dazed him considerably, but he managed to
get upon his feet just as the young scout was walking off.
"Seize that man and put him under guard! " he thundered,
pointing to the boy.
Young Wild West folded his arms and looked him squarely
in the eye, while the dog gave an ominous growl.
Not one of the men made a move to carry out the command
of the officer.
For the space of several seconds a deathly silence reigned.
Then it was broken by Young Wild West.
"Lefferts," said he, dropping all the courtesies, "I am, as
I said before, on an equal footing with you, in any respect.
I am not bound to serve the United States Government, as you
are; I am acting in the capacity of a scout of my own free
will, and with the understanding that I am to come and go
when I please-to obey the orders of no man, unless I think
it wise to do so. You have ordered me to be placed under
arrest! Now let me see your order carried out!"
Bow-wow! and the dog jumped up and placed his paws
against the speaker's shoulders, as thou gh he understood what
was said, and wanted to show his appreciation of the ringing
words.
At this Lefferts drew his sword and sprang upon the scout
as though he meant to finish him then and there.
"Hold on, you measly coyote!" cried a stern voice, and
a hand gripped h is arm and caused him to drop the sword.
"If y.ou don't quit your crazy actions I'll break the butt of
my revolver on ther top of your head!"
It was Cheyenne Charlie, one of the companion scouts of
Young Wild West, and as his tall form loomed up before the
angry lieutenant there came a faint murmur of applause from
the men.
"Ogden," said Young Wild West, turning to the second lieutenant, "I advise you to take command. It is plain that Leffej"ts has either gone crazy, or that he is entirely incapable."
There was a cheer at this, showing only too wel! that the
privates had no liking for Lefferts.
"Go ahead and take command, Ogden," exclaimed the discomfited officer. "I am done. I will wait till I get back to
Fort Casper; then my turn will come."
"You are afraid to go back to Fort Casper, after what has
happened, " declared Cheyenne Charlie. "Don't you suppose
our word is as good as yours, you blamed coyote? ;you go
back there, and your stripes will be taken from you, and
you'll land in th e guai:d-house."
"We'll see about that. Anyway, I'm done."
The man, whose face was now r ed with passion, picked up
his revolver and walked away.
Five minutes later he mounted his horse and was riding
away over the trail in the .direction they had been fleeing from
the enemy.
A sigh of relief went up from the s urgeon ~s he saw this.
"He was not a fit person to take command, anyway," he
said to Youn g Wild West. "It seems to me that the captain
was shot in a queer manner, anyway. He was shot in the
back while facing the enemy."
There was a lot of significance in the rem.a rk, but the young
scout n ever said a word just then.
But he had an opinion, jus t th.e same.
With the <log following him, he walked over to where his
horse stood.
It was th.e faithful stallion Spitfire, tl).e beast that had carried him safely ~hrough many a tight place.
The sorrel was covered with foam, sh.owing that he had
been fr aveiing at a fast gain, and when the dog came up he
dropped his head till the noses of the two met.
Tha t seemed to make them acquainted, for the horse allowed his ears to come to their normal position instantly, and
the Newfoundl and wagged bis tail.
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'' Jim," said Wild to his boy chum, "I suppose I ought to
name the dog, since I have adopted him for go od. What do
you think would be a good name for him?"
"Well, I will tell you," was the reply. "When be sprang
to grab LeffertG by the throat he put me more in mind of a
lion than anything else. Why not call him Lio n? "
"Good! Lion it shall be. Here, Lion, old fellow!" and he
snapped his fingers at the dog. The animal respo nded by a
joyous bark as he did so.
That settled it. Lion was the dog's name.
' "Just what sort of a mascot he will prove to be I must learn
later on," Young Wild West resumed. "I will first find out
just how much he knows and how well he will mind. It
seems rather odd that he took to me so r eadily, after having
refused to make friends with so many. One thing, if he had
not taken to me, I should not have allowed Lefferts to shoot/
CHAPTER II.
him. Lefferts proved to be just what I took him to be when I
met him the other day-a man of violent temper and of very
DANGER.
INTO
RUNS
WEST
YOUNO WILD
little principle."
"And the surgeon intimated as much as that--"
The second lieutenant was now forced to take command of
"He shot the captain," Wild said, taking the words from
th e cavalry.
He called them all in line, and told them that he was going Dart's mouth.
"It seems hardly possible that he would be guilty of such
to do his best by them, and that he expected them to do the
dastardly act."
a
same by him.
"Well, if the truth was known, the surgeon could tell more
In coI!cluding he said :
knows for a fact that
"I can't understand what made Lieutenant Lefferts act in than he did. I have an idea that he
th f' way he did. but you may rest assured that be oan do Lefferts shot the captain."
"It looks that way, or he would not have said as much as he,
nothing that will hurt any of us if he . does go back to the
fort and give in a report. You all know that he did very did."
"Well, we will be liable to find out more about it when we,
wrong in acting as be did, and you also know that I took no
an investigation o!
part in it whatever. When he deserted the camp, I, of course, get back to the fort. There is bound to be
had to talrn charge. That is all there is to it, boys, and until what bas occurred, you know."
"Oh, yes; that is a sure thing."
we receive orders to the contrary, we will push on to the
When they had covered a mile, they suddenly came upon the
Great South Pass."
Wild West had,
cheer went up from the men, showing that they were wagon tra in of supplies for the fort Young
pleased with their new acting captain, and then he turned and spoken ·of in his r eport.
Those in charge of the outfit ha d considered it advisable,
alked over to where Young Wild West was talking to his
to halt for an hour nnd feed the tired animals and themt wo friends who had been out on the trail with him.
selves.
"You may report now, if you wish, Mr. West," he said.
There were but seventeen men, all told, and one of these
"Well, sir, I will be pleased to do so," was the reply. "We
seen
r ode straight for the Great South Pass and reached it witho ut was an old gnide in the employ of the army who bad
meeting with a white or red. As we rode on through it this lots of experience in his day.
That morning wns the first he had ever met Young ·wnd
,morning we met a provision train heading for Fort Casper.
As there were not many men in charge of it, we came through West, but be had often heard of him.
He had formed a strong liking for "tb e boy with til er .
with them and escaped being attacked. The train is coming
hi m, nnd he,
down the trail with in a m ile or two of here, I huve no doubt, grit, strength an' tact of a man," as he called
riding
if they have not halted. We thought we had better ride a long jumped to his feet and wa1•ed his hat when he saw him
ahead and get here to make our report. We saw no signs of along at the hen.d of the cavalry.
Lieutenant Ogden at once called n h!llt.
the cavalry from Fort Bridges that we are to meet."
Then he started to hold a conversation with the ofilcer In
"Ah, now I am rntisfied that the band that attacked us at
daylight this morning is the one we are searching for. I charge of the train.
And while they were talking. Jake Stein, the old guide,
am certain I saw Blackpowder Dan among them."
'"If that is th e case, sir, it is no wonder we went through called Young Wild West aside.
"What do you think about it, my boy?" he questioned. "Do
t be pass unm olested."
all right? I jest
"The attack the fiends made upon us wa.s a savage and de- yer think we will be able to git to ther fort Dan's gang of·
Blrckpowder
termin ed one, but after they succeeded in routing us they heard ther lieutenant say th~tt
reds an' whites pitched into 'em this mo rnin'. lf that's tber
did not take the trouble to pursue us far. "
be somewhere hereabo uts.
'"If it re::illy was the notorious Blackpowder Dan it was evi- case, thor sneakin' coyotes must
on us, an' it nre dol!::u:s to
dently his intentions to simply cripple you all he could, as he It wouhln't do for 'em to :jump glacl
to do it, ·cause we'Ye
no doubt has tile idea that you are bound for the Gr eat South doughnuts that they'd be right
would come in mighty
Pass to hunt for Professor Rathbun-tha t is, of course, if he got a whole lot of supplies llere that
bandy for 'em."
really has him confined somewhere in the mountains."
"By Jove! I believe you arc right, Mr. Stein!" exclaimed
"Yes; I suppose he has a way of finding out things, as well
gave that a thought when
as we have. Blackpowdcr· Dan is said to be a very crafty fel- the dashing young fellow. "I never
I made my report to the officer in charge. I think we hacl,
low ."
the fort with you, especially as
"Well, so - I have heard. I should like to meet him," and better turn and go back to
we were sent out to hunt up Blackpowder Da.n, and it is alYoung Wild West acted very much as if he meant it.
most a known fact that he is not a great way from us. I 'll
" vVelJ, what is your advice, Mr. West?"
it to the lieutenant as soon as be is thro ugh talking
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"That's ri ght," said Young Wild West. "You might as well
be fr iends. Spitfire, old boy, this is a dog that wanted a master, and I guess I fill the bill, so lie is my dog, and we are
going to travel together, tor a while, anyhow."
The other two scouts, who bad come out with the cavalry
with the same understanding as Young Wild West had, now
stepped over to him.
Jim Dart, who was a young fellow about Wild's age, put out
his hand .
"Shake, old chum, " he said. "I hope you will stick to that
dog as long as he lives. He was looking for a master, and
since you have taken him, I hope he will prove a mascot for
you."
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Ile was riding along the bank o( the riYer, n 11<1 trying llanl
pup. too. :111· as goocl-uaturerl ns a p0t ln;nb. Young 'Yilcl
\Yest. that's an intellige11t critter. that is, an' uow's yer time to rea ch th e timber, which was not 01· 'l' a mUe 1li tant.
"He is eertainl~· a bostiie Indian." thought tbe younµ; prinre
to lenrn him tricks an· ·icl1. \Yhat' · hi: name?"
of the sanclle. and it i. my clnty to cll'Op him for not stop11ing
"IJion."
"Well. 1hat'. :i mig-ht)- irood naml?, I should say. Hi head when I fired the shot. But I ·an't <lo that. I cau't ;;hoot a
is i:;hn111?cl like them lions lhnt belong in Afrilrny what I'.-e man in the bMk uule::;s he fires nt me first."
But tllis the Indian ban no intention, or doing. it seemed.
seen pictm •s of. au' if ~·ou was to cut all his hair off but his
Our hero figur e:! tllat h e would jus1· about ovcrt:1ke him
mane he would lle a li on for fair. Come here, old fellow, and
•YIJen he rca ehc(l the ell~.rn of the timl.Jer, antl as he felt quite
shake lrnnds with me ...
'.rhe Xewroum1ln111l wagged his tnil slightly. and then looked sure that the f('llo\\· must have friend;,; wailing for llim th ' re,
he did not care to get too close to it.
at llii; youn;:: m:ii:;ter.
He couclucled to go a little nearer, though, anu be urged his
"Go ahead an<l slrnlrn hands 11·ith him, Lion," Wild said,
as though the look had been a que::;tiou from the animal as horse to a faster gait.
"'When he was within a quarter or a mile of the timber a
to whether he should shake hands or not.
Aud then. much to the snrprise of all hands. Liou walked sayage yell broke from the woods, nncl the ue.·t instant a
horde of Intliaus came galloping from the co.-er of the trees
over nnrl held ur his paw to the olc1 man.
"TlrnL ther ticket ' That's 11·hat I call a polite dog!" and to meet him.
, tei!l shook hi paw, after which he gave him a pat on his
head.
CIIAPTER Ill.
The X wfounclland then walked back and sat clown beside
Wild. opening his big jaws and panting in the usual canine
TIIE DOINOS OF A l'ltA TTOR.
fashion.
"l'i'ild has got a mascot now, " Jim remarked.
When Lieutenant Lefferts look Iris clepnrtme from the <.:amp
"A ma f;co t?" queried Stein. "\Ybat in thunder do you call
he was certainly in a very angry mood.
that?"
Having been born with au eYll dh<11ositiou, it was w onder"/1.. mascot is one who is supposed to bring good luck."
"Oh. that is what a mascot is, hey? Well, I hope ther dog ful how the man had lived. to get as high as he •vas in th2
will bring Young Wild \Vest goo(! luC"k. for I guess ther boy army.
Leffert had been guilty of mnny evil clceds in 11i!'; life, lrnt
is deservin' of it, from all accounts."
"\Yell, I baYe been .-ery lucky. so fnr," Wild answered. "I be wu s one of the so rt who, as crtlfty :i~ thl.'y are. surely come
was lucky enough to trike it ri ch in the hills over a year ago, to n l.Jnd end.
As the surgeon of the company bad intimatNl, b0 had killccl
anrl I ha.-e l>eeu .-ery lucky In CYerything I un<lertook e.-er
1since. Only once did a small streak of bad luck get the best the captain while the fi;?ht IY:ls raging liet.1 eeu them antl the
of me. nn<l that was when I lost a hundred thousand dollars band of Indians autl renegades.
He had shot the officer, who ll':l:; ns braYc a man as C'Onltl
in gold in tile twinkling of an eye. That ha11peued so quickly
that I had no chanre to change the luck from bad to good, be founu in the service, in the bat:k, an cl tlle surgeon had ::;cen
land all the ma scot iu ·reati.on woultl not ha rn been• sufficient him commit the crime.
But there are times when a person will not girn another
to do it. But t hat streak of bacl luck taught me a lesson that
nway ' when he commit. a crime.
I will never forget."
The surgeon owed the lient0nant a poker !lellt 1ha t wns
"I ·hould think- it would! Lost a huudrecl thousand, hey?
Well. I re e:kon I'll never lo ·e that much, 'e:a use I'll neYer really a. larger sum than he wonlll h e ah~ e to pay fo1: ·n Jon~
h:we it 10 lo!<e ..., and the guide chuckled as though he hacl got time, and it was that fact that kept lliu1 fn1m i11!'ormil1;.! on
the:> .-main at the lime the dnstarcll~· a ·t wm; connniltt•Ll.
off a good joke.
And there was another who. though lie had 11 t (•xndly Srt' :l.
Lienteuant Ogcleu now came over to " ' ild.
"I ilear, :.\[r. \Yest, " said be, "that the stores this train ts the crime committed, Im.cl wituesse<l enoug-h imme<liately after
tnking over to the fort are much needed there. What do you it happenecl to convince him that Leffert: had clone it.
'.rb,is one was Lieutenant Og<len. but as be hml no prooi he
think about it?"
"Well. I lrnve just been talking to ::\fr. Stein here, anJ we clicl not say anything of it.
But it ·wa bi.s intention to fling; it at hi;; snpe:·ior nt eYe;y
have ag1·eel1 that it would be a good ic1e2 that the train should
opportunity, hoping thus to mtike llim angry and f!iYe !Il:~1be eseortecl in with your cavalrymen."
'"l'hat is just what I think about il. I don't know as I ·el( away.
And Lefferts was suspiciou;,; lhnt some one bn<l i;<·en Ltim
would b censured by the commander of the fort for acting
on that line. Besides, it strikes me that I ought to go there \ shoot the captain, too.
'l'hat was one reason •vhy he go t into snch nn u1rl.Y mood
and make a revo rt of 11·hat bas occnrrecl, anyway."
"Yes, I think so. The carnlry from l~ort Bridger will wait all of a StHlden and acted the 1niy he dlll nllont tl1e Llog that
for u., ::is it wa their orders to meet us near the mouth of trayed to the camp.
The lieutenant hnd two reasous for wanti1H; t!1e c:!'!pt:lin out
the pas on this si<le. I gness tlley will be able to hold their
own. in cn:;e of an attack from the band we are hunting for. of the way.
The first, as one would. naturally s uppose , was thut in rw;e
l'i'e will go back to the fort with the train, :i'.lr. Ogcleu, if
of his being kil:etl in battle, he woultl be likely to :>Hc:cecu
you have no objections."
him as captain of the company.
"So be it, then. "
But the ·ecowl was a slill clecr:Pi; rl!a :-;on.
When the men belonging to tile train had fini. bed their
They were both in love >1·ith the snuw gir l.
nooutl;ly meal, and the horses had been Ced and watered the
And pretty :\Iarie Daniels. the cl:iui::;l.Jle1: of Oenern l Daniels,
whole party set out alonl? the trail for Fort Ca ·per.
They had a trnndrecl miles ahead of them, but they hoped commander of the fort. w~ s the maiclcu in the ease.
But ri"ht here Jet it l>e saiLl that tllOU"u the "irl loved
to make it in two clays by traveling part of the night.
"'here the trail was level and hard the teams ·went along neither ;{f them, she alway;; treated 'u1ern Jn :i pro"rer m:1!1•
n
which
tlifficult,
becam
at a smart Jog, but when tile traYe!lng
1.,
Both bad offered her their baud in marriage, lrnt sllc hnd
was till' ca~e Yery often, they we1·e forced to proceed at a
. turnecl them aside.
.
walk.
'l'his naturally caused a feeling of jealousy to c·ome brtw<' n
It was just about du ·k that the keen eyes of Young Wild
\Ye;,;t. wno wns riding in advance of the train, caught sight them, though the c::ipttiiu was not the one to think of foul
means to gain his irnint.
of an .lmliau gnllop_iug :nrny in. the distance.
Neitlwr was aware that the other had proposell to the girl
Callmg out for Cnarl!e and Jim to take cure of his mascot,
'
for the <log eonld not possibly run as fast a: tbe speedy sonel, and been rel't1sed.
Thn t made them each think that the ot h ' r w'1" the lnC'ky
he stnrtccl to catch the redskin and learn >1·bat his mission
one.
was iu thnt .-icinity.
And all the time :\iarie DalliPls wnf. in Joye with n man
Young \Yilll 1\·est gained rapidly upon the Indian. and when
he >1·:1s "·ithiu two hundred yards of him he raised his rifle who Jrnd not yet i1lucl,e1l up snfficient con rH"e to propose to
'°
her.
to his shoulder and sent a bnllet whistling over his head.
He was no other than the bold and dashing Jieutenn nt who
'l'hii> meant fo~· the redski.u to come to a halt.
was now iu charge of the cornpany of rcgnlani that hncl met
Bnt no attent1?n was paid to it.
It was uow qmte dark, but ·w11d cuuld see the moving horse- with such a disastrous <lefeat in the light with the l.Jauu o!
Blackpowder Dan.
m::n, for all that.
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"You moan, then, that you have deserted the army?"
George OgdC'n, the modest second lieutenant. was madly in
"Yes.•·
love with the girl, and though he felt certain that she fav"A foolish thing for a first lieutenant to do, it seems to me, 1
ored neither of bis superior officers, he was afraid to propose
to her on account of her being the daughter of the commander and the half-breed looked quizzically at the uniform the man.
,,
,
wore.
of lbe fort.
"You suppose I must have had a reason for deserting?"
Lefferts being the most vicious and hot-headed of the three
"Yes: lemme hear your r eason."
admirers of the girl, hacl been the one to show his nature,
"I shot the captain of my company this morning while you,
and by so doing he hacl lost all hope of winning her hand.
But when be rode away from the ca.mp-a deserter-he was were attacking us."
"You did?" n.nd Blackpowder Dan became very much inthinking of a wny to make tile girl become his wife, whether
terested.
she wanted to or not.
"Yes; I shot him!"
In a single instant he bad decided upon a course of action,
The lieutenant's eyes flashed in a manner which told that
and he had now s tarted to carry it out.
He would try and find Blackpowder Dan and join his band. he was not sorry for doing it, either.
"What did you shoot him for?"
~'hen be would get the villainous crowd to make a raid
"Because he was after a girl I want for my wife," was the
on the fort, and in the raid he would carry off pretty Marie
truthful reply.
Daniels.
lt was a daring scheme, but when one takes In consideration
"Ah!" and the half-breed became more interested than ever.
that Lefferts knew just how everything was situated at the
"I want to join your baud so I can fix it that you can make
fort. it was not so daring, after all.
a raid on the ' settlement at Fort Casper. You can get lot.el
If be could spike the half a dozen old field pieces that made of booty to pay you for doing it, and all I waut for my troubl~
up the armament of the fort, it would not be such a hard is the girl. I will take her off to your stronghold in the hills!
matter to surprise the place and put It to rout in short order, and get a medicine man of the Sioux to marry us. Then I
since there w ere few troops there at the time.
will stick to you and try to work myself up till maybe you
With these thoughts in his llead, the rascally lieutenant rode will make me an officer under you. As I clare not go back t~
on aloug the trail in the hope of meeting Blaekpowder Dan, my own people again, it will he my mission to do them all
or some of his men.
the harm I can. Blackpowder, I have spoken, now what d<>i
And it seemed that luck was with him in this respect, for you say?"
"You have a tongue that seems to talk straight," repliedi
he had not ridden more than a couple of miles past the spot
where the attack on the camp had been made when he sud- the half-breed. "Come to my tent and we will talk morel
deuly came in sight of half a dozen Indians who were evi- about this."
Lefferts felt that be bad won, and with a confident smile.,
dently scouting along the trail."
'£he instant they saw the lone cavalryman riding toward be followed the villainous leader into a tent that was located
'
in the center of the camp.
them they opened fire upon him.
And so be had won, for , after an hour's conversation, Black·
But the distance was so great that their bullets flew wide of
powder led the way outside and passed the wortl for th0i
the mark.
Then he quickly pulled his handkerchief from his pocket, officers under him, both whites and reds, to assemble.
and fixlng it to the end of his sword, held it ·over his head,
In a few minutes they had gathered about the two, and,
still continuing to tide slowly toward them.
then the leacler of the band raised his hand for silence.
'!'bey ceased firing instantly, and being a brave fellow,
"Boys," said he, "I want to introduce you to lieutenant1
despite the fact that he was a villain, he rode boldly up to Lefferts. He has left the army, and from this out he will!
them.
be one of us. You will treat him righ~1 for it Is my orders.
"Ugh!" grunted one of the redskins, When he came to a I want you to tell this to the men un<Yer
you, so there will!
halt within fifty yards of them. "What does the soldier be no mistake · made. This man will be allowed to come and
from the fort want with the i·ed men?"
go as he sees fit, ther same as tber rest of you."
"I am no longer a soldier from the fort," answered Lefferts.
Lefl'erts bowed right and left as though it was one of the1
"I have left my people to join the band of Blackpowder Dan. proudest moments of his life.
I dare not go buck to my people, for if I do I will be shot."
It seems strange how quickly a man can fall sometimes.
"Paleface tell heap much lie!" said the Indian. ·
The traitor had to ld all the secrets of the Cort, and also
"I am not telling a lie," declared Lefferts. "Take me to that a '"agou train loaded with supplies was due almost atl
Blackpowder Dan, and if he finds that I am telling a lie he any time.
can kill me."
Blackpowder Dan meant to atta<:k this train, for he well
This seemed to satisfy the Indian scouts, so after holding knew he would find lots of things he and his men could makel
a short consultation in the!r own tongue they told him to use of, especially in the line of provisions.
come on, and that they would take him to Blackpowder Dan.
After th e introcluction Lefferts ancl the ha lf-breed had anThe rascally officer was confluent that he would have no other tall;:. the result being that the traitor mounted his horse!
troubl e in getting into the good graces of the notorious half- and rod e off in the direction of Fort Casper.
breed leade r, so he rode along with them, jubilant at the
success he was having, and thinking of how be would soon
have the girl in his clutches.
CHAPTER IV.
The Indians conducted him to a heavy growth of trees on
THE DOG TO THE RESCUE.
the bank of the Sweetwater River in the center of which
the camp of the mixed band of lawless men was located.
Thougll Young Wild West suspected that the Indians had1
Lefferts was conducted right through the lines, and though companions lurking in the woods, he '"as a little su rprised to
the trowns and dark looks he received were many, he paid see them come out in such numbers.
He wheeled his horse with remarkable quickness, for be1
no attention to them.
In a few minutes he was standing before the dreaded leader knew be could not cope successfull y with so many.
of the band that had been playing such havoc In that part
The troopers and the wagon train were at least a mile off,,
of the country, and which was supposed to hold Professor so he could expect no immediate help from th at quarter.
Rathbun a prisoner somewhere in the hills near the Great
As the gallant sorrel startecl back with the speed of the
wind the daring young scout turned in the saddle and raised l
South Pass.
Blackpowder Dan could speak as good English as the ma- bis rifle to his shoulder.
There was a sharp crack. a flash of fire from the muzzle, and ,
jority of the whites in that section, and when he bad carefully sized up the villainous lieutenant, he said, in bis usual then the death yell of a Sioux brave sounded above the warwhoops and hoarse yells of the white renegades.
gruff voice:
"There goes one!" muttered the boy.
"Well, lieu tenant, what do you want here?"
Just then three shots rang out iu quick s uccession from a
"I have come to join your band, if you will have me," was
direction that was at right angl es to that which he wns pur- 1
the quick retort.
suing.
"And if I won't have you-what then?"
In the faint glimmer of the stars he sa}V half a dozen horse"Oh, well--" and the man shrugged bis shoulders.
men bearing down upon him from that direction.
"Well, what?"
Young Wild West was in a tight place.
"I suppose. I will have to run the chances of being shot by
The newcomers were bound to bead him off; he could see
your crowd, or by the troopers, or by Young Wild West, that's
that.
all."
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-.•hen they
Hi only hone was to keep them oIT until Cheyenne Cllarlie, thickest of the fray. and bad kept bis men. fi~hting
were on the Ycrge of retreating- more than once.
Jim Dart and- the cnvalry 'got there.
Tile victory was all clue to him, and when llis lieutennnts
He uow began firing at the indistinct forms as fast as he
thought it over after the fi~bt they made up tlleir minc1s that
could handle the rifle in his hands.
tbey had the greatest leade r that haO, ever been known in
But it was difficult to get a bead on them, and wllen he the West.
empbeen
had
saddles
two
only
had firec1 half a dozen shots
A double line of sentries was placed around the camp, so
tied.
could be no possible chance of surprise, and tllen Blackthere
came,
off
him
heading
Nearer and nearer those who were
stalked over to the tree to which Young Wild \Vest
powder
quarclose
at
fight
and realizing tllat it was going to be a
bound wllen he had been brought a prisoner to the
been
had
re·his
drew
and
t ers. he swung his rifle over his shoulder
camp.
vol\'ers.
This was the first meeting between the two, though they
When they got close enough he would certainly make them knew each other from the description they bad received.
scatter.
"So this is the great Young Wild West, is it?" said the halfYoung Wild West was a whole dozen when it came to a breed, with a sneer.
fight at close quarters with revolvers.
"And you are the notorious half-breed leader, Blackpowc1er
With tlle bridle rein in bis teeth, he rode on, fearless and Dan, I presume," was the cool retort. "I am sorry that we
read>· to deal out the hot lead that he was keeping in store meet on such uneven terms."
for them.
Blackpowder Dan laughed as though he regarded the latter
Two seconds later they were neal,'. enough for him to be- remark a good joke.
gin 01Jerations.
"What could a boy like you do i! we met on even terms?"
He fired just one shot, and then Spitfire pitched into a he asked. "I have heard that you are a dead shot, but what
tr eacher ous hole · that was hidden by the prairie grass, and would that amount to with me? I, too, am a dead shot, and
I can also handle a bowie-knife as no living man can."
fell in a llcap.
"You are what the Indians call 'a heap much brag,' " reYoung Wild West, being unprepared for anything of that
kind. ·went flying over the animal's head and landed in a con- torted Young Wild West. "It ls very nice for you to ti~llc
like that when there is no one to face you on even terms with
ftlfed heap three or four yards away.
An exultant yell came from the foremost of the pursuers, a revolver or knife. I would be only too glad to meet you
and before the boy could get upon his feet two of them had with either."
"Would you Y" was the sneering rejoinder. "Well, it may
dinuountecl and seized him.
He was too du.zed from the sudden fall to make much re- be that I will give you a chance before I turn you over to the
sistance, and almost in the twinkling of an eye they disarmed Sioux, who hate you so. Young Wild West, I am yery glad
to meet you, for they told me that when you once got on my
him.
:\Ieanwhile his gallant horse struggled to hls feet and gal- trail you would surely make it hot for me."
"And so I will."
loped from the spot before the fiends could catch him.
Again the half-breed laughed.
Young Wild West was quickly rendered helpless by a lariat
"When?" he asked.
being wound about his body which pinioned his arms to his
"Oh, the time will surely come ...
·sides, and then he was thrown on a steed before a Sioux
"It does not look much like it now," and with that the vilwarrior aud carried s'viftly toward the timber.
It was just at this time that the cavalrymen opened fire on lain walked from the spot.
After that it seemed that every Indian and white scounthe Indians, but not one of them was hit, and t:b.ey only rode
all the faster to get to the main band, which was now man- drel In the camp took a turn at jeering and taunting the boy
'
euvering to attack the wagon train, one of the Indian scouts captive.
But he paid not the least attention to them, nnd after a
having given the word as to where it was.
it was Blackpowder's band who had captured the young while they grew tired and let him alone.
Young Wild West bad often been in fixes of that kind and
prince of .the sadclle.
told him it was best to remain quiet on such ocexperience
and
back,
his
at
hundred
two
nearly
had
The half-breed
casions.
rifies.
modern
with
a.rmecl
were
them
of
all
about
True to his nature, his pluck and coolness dl<l not desert
Thn t made them foes not to be despised.
Young Wild West was quickly carried through the ad- him.
.
He knew that the cavalry had been defeated in the fight
vancing lines and taken to the camp.
Then fully three-fourths of the band spread out into a semi- and that the wagons had been raided, but that did not keep
circle ancl went for the cavalry and men belonging to the him from th~g that he was going to manage to escape
somehow.
train.
Wild had been bound with a lariat of buckskin, and be was
It was a rather daring move on their part, and an unexpected one, too. After a hot exchange of shots for fifteen glad of it, for by making an occasional effort, he could stretcll
minutes Blackpowder got the main body of his men between it.
.A.s the nlght wore on, and be was left to his own reflecthe troopers and the wagons, and then he fell back and took
·
tions, save for the stoical brave who had been designated to
them.
and forth in front of the
Then the villains had all the advantage, for the wagons watch him, and kept walking back
to work bil:I
helped shield them from the bullets of the brave band of tree to which be was bound, the boy contrived
hands free.
whites.
But his arms were still bound to bis sides, am] tlle lariat
After a shai·p fight, during which the cavalry was repulsed
about it.
three times, they were forced to withdraw for the time be- that held him to the tree had many turns
"If I only had a knife I would cut myself loose and run
ing.
They were outnumbered two to one, and though they only for it," h e thought.
While he was meditating thus he felt sometlllng cold aud
lost two men, over half of them were wounded, brave Lieumoist touch his hands.
tenant Ogclen being one of the number.
Young Wild West gave a start.
Bot h Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart received :llesh wounds,
Just what it was he could not imagine, but a moment later,
too, but neither was forced to stop fighting.
It w::ts on the ad vice of the former that the fight was given when he beard just the least bit of a. whine, it came to him
like a flash.
up for tlle present.
Tlle clog h e had taken under llis care bad come to him.
"We can't do anything aga.!nst 'em in ther dark," he sa!.d.
Instantly he thrust his right hand us far as he co11lc1 lle"'Wait till dayli;;ht an' then we kin pie!&. 'em off."
Ogden was not willing to do this, bUl be saw the wisdom hind him, and it came in contact with the ::-<ewfoundlnnc1's
head.
of it. aml soon gave in.
"The dog bas certainly been trai.nell, •· muttered Wild, aH
l\IC'::mwhilc tile band of victorious villains were having great
be patted bllll on the head. "Jf be bad not been he ITOl'.ld
fun at raiding the wagons.
Th('y took absolutely everything of value and then set fire have come bounding to me, regardless of how IDnuy "·ere
about. He bas been ownecl by some fellow well versecl iu
to them.
\\'hile the flames were leaping skyward they rode otr for woodcraft, I am certaiu. Well, now that Lion, my mns(·or,
has come to me, I guess I will get away fron1 b(;re. I wonder
their camp in tile timber.
if Lion knows how to chew a lrnot loose'? I gu('s»-- Hello! "
When they reached it Blackpowder was jubllant.
No wonder the boy breatlled tlle suddeu exclamation.
He hau not received a scratch, though he had beeii in the
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But let us follow him and see just what he did.
Around the clog's neck was a strap, and to the strap were
It was a long ride ahead of him, and he did not spare bis
tied a revoh·er and a knife!
With his eyes fixed on the Indian wbo was walking slowly horse that night. dawned he took a rest of an hour, duriug•
When morning
up and down. Young 'Wild West gradually changed the
which he gave his steed a good rubbing. so his joints would
weapons to bis own hands.
the end or bis joumey.
The revolrnr he soon slid into his hip pocket, and getting not stiffen before he reached
Then he started off again, gradually Increasing his speed.
the knife in his right hand, be began cutting the lariat that
He was following the course of the river, for the trail ran
bound him.
parallel with the bank, and when noon came be halted long
1~ot a :ound came from the dog while all this was taking
young buck, from which be cut a haunch
place. ancl never once dicl be show himself so even his master enough to shoottoa cook
himself a meal.
and proceeded
could see him.
He rested about two hours, and then when be was ready to
Young Wild West was going to attempt to do a most daring
resume his journey, he smeared the blood of the buck on his
thing.
it appear as if be bad been in a
To get out of that camp allve seemed an utter Impossi- uniform and hands to make
dreadful encounter.
bility.
He had less than fifteen miles to go to reach the fort, and
If be were to dart away and attempt to escape through the
of determinati on, be mounted and rode
lines he would stand no show, since there were plenty of the with a grim smile
off.
waniors who were as fleet as he.
Nearer and nearer he came_ to the fort, and presently he
And then, again. they would most likely fire a volley at him
could see tbe stockade in the distance with its old-fashion ed!
before he got away.
around it which made up
Young Wild West did not intend to mnke his escape log fort, and the few low buildings
~o!
the settlement.
In that way.
The flag he had deserted was flying from a pole near the!·
He was going to try and get away from the ca.mp without
fort, and as he looked at the glorious Stars and Stripes the
the knowledge ot Blackpowd er Dan and bis men.
his shoulders, as though he was thinking for
\\1Jen they found be was not there it would be too late to traitor shrugged
what be had done.
of
time
first
the
stop him.
off the feeling, and a few minutes later
threw
soon
he
But
Wild
Young
bert.t
could
who
living
person
a
not
There was
of the stockade and was admitted by
gate
the
to
up
rode
he
woodcraft.
of
art
West in tbe
him in accordance with the rank be
saluted
who
sentry,
the
prairie,
the
reach
and
sentries
the
past
get
If he could not
army.
the
in
held
no one could.
"I must see the general at once," said Lefferts, as he disBut the big Newfoundl and dog! ·would be not be apt to ata.ffecting great weariness as he did so, in front of
mounted.
and
camp,
the
guarding
Indian
the
of
tract the attention
residence of the commander of the fort.
modest
the
attempt
daring
bis
frustrate
to
boy
the
thus bring them upon
to the presence of General Daniels withconducted
was
He
to escape?
time.
of
loss
out
so.
suppose
One would naturally
"What is the matter, lieutenant? " asked that official in
But Wild did not.
"Are you wounded? What has happened that you
surprise.
guards,
the
by
seen
being
'rhe dog bad reached him without
alone, covered with blood and in an exhausted
back
come
go
could
he
lines,
their
and if he could come there through
condition?"
back in the same way.
"I am covered with blood and glory, general," lied the scoun'rbat is the way our hero figured.
"I am not wounded anything to speak of, though. we
.drel.
disgreat
a
not
were
That Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
yesterday morning by Blackpowde r's gang,
attacked
were
tan ce from the camp, Wild was sure.
beaten. Over half our men were slain and
badly
were
we
and
to
revolver
and
It must have been they who tied the knife
was one of the first to fall, ancl I was
captain
The
scalped.
neck.
dog's
the strap, and then fastened it about tlle
to escape by killing three of
managed
I
prisoner.
a
taken
liberty
and
boy
There was only one obstacle between the
the redskins who were guarding me last night, and here I am.
now.
The band, which numbers over two hundred, is camped off to
That was the way be looked at it, anyway.
the left about forty miles in a grove of cottonwood s. They
been
And that one obstacle was the Indian brave who bad
are in a sorry plight, too, as many of them are wounded. Now
night.
appointecl to watch him during the long hours of the
ls the time to put the finishing touch to them."
· 'rllat red man must die in order that the white boy should
All this string of lies the general drank in eagerly.
regain bis liberty.
While it goaded him to think that so many men had been
It had to be done, and when Young Wild West succeeded lost, he was anxious to get at the mixed band that was such a
In cutting the thongs so that a single step would cause them terror to that part of the country.
to drop to the ground . he nerved himself for the unpleasant
Lefl'er.ts was given a drink of brandy, and when be had in·
lluty that confronted him.
in a good wash he told the general a story in detail
dulged
'rhe In rliau was now walking toward him and would pass that would throw him entirely off tho scent and send the deInsid e of two secon'tls.
tachment he proposed to order out immediatel y on a fool's
As he got in front of him he stopped and looked keenly at errand thirty miles away from Blackpowde r Dan's band.
the pri oner.
The result was that half an hour later thirty men were dis.A.t first Wild thought he had noticed that the lariat was patched to find the half-breeds, with orders to kill or capture
loose.
them all, and then bunt up the cavalrymen who had been so .
But he saw that this was not the case, for he turned and badly routed.
went over to a tree a few feet distant, and after looking
Besides the thirty regulars and officers, there were less than
around carefully, sat down.
a dozen men now at the fort.
a
taking
of
risk
the
run
to
going
was
and
tired,
was
He
The traitor felt jubilant, for when darkness set in the allied
rest for a while.
forces of the half-breeds would be there to make the attack.
that,
doing
by
life
bis
saved
bas
"He
"Ab!" muttered Wild.
and then while the fight was raging he would carry off the
though he is not aware of it. I will get away without having general's daughter.
a
in
me
notice
not
will
and
sleepy
to kill him, now, for he is
Just before sunset Lefferts contrived to get into the log
minute."
fortress and spike the few guns there were there.
Sure enough, this was the case.
This done, be set about to find a means of getting pretty
Tlle Indian must have been pretty well tired out, for be had Marie Daniels away.
to
began
he
when
position
scarcely settled into a comfortable
The river bank was close at hand, and as he walked down
nod.
to it his eye caught sight of the boat the glrl was wont to go
Young
hesitation,
any
without
It was quite dark there and,
rowing in when the weather was fine.
Wild W est allowed the severed lariat to fall to the ground,
It was a finely built little craft on the skiff pat.tern, and
his
tree,
the
from
away
and the next moment he was moving
capable of carrying five or six with perfect safety.
was
neck.
dog's
band clutching the strap around the
"That is it!" he exclaimed under his breath. "Now, if
Blackpowde r Dan does not forget to send the men straight to
the general'll house the minute they get there, as he said he
CHAPTER V.
surely would, it will be easy enough. He will take the girl
. THE CAPTURE CF THE l\IAlDEX.
to the boat, and then row up the river with her. When the
It was a daring scheme that Lefrerts had concocted.
ls returning, after a victorious raid, they will come up
When he set out for the fort he Intended to arrange things band us,
and then we will abandon the boat and take to the
with
•o Blackpowd er Dan would ha;re au easy thing of it.
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It bad been years since the fort had been attacked, and
horses. ft is a great scheme, as no one here will think of such
a thing as the girl being taken away with the boat. ·when this made such a thing more surprising to the men.
Like so many demons, the allied forces swept upon the
they find out she is gone they will think she was captured
and carried away on horseback. And as there won't be many little cluster of houses, ignoring the frowning muzzles of ti:lc
.men left to follow and try to rescue her, I guess there will not guns entirely.
Blackpowder Dan must certainly have placed a lot of faith
be a particle of trouble in doing the thing without a hitch
in the word of Leff er ts, or he would never have dared t~ cbargo
in it."
The sun had just gone down below the line of the western right up to the fort.
Those of the men who did not fall at the first onslaught
ho rizon when Leffer ts paused at the gate of the general's resihastened to get the women and children inside the fortress of
dence.
He had noticed the girlish form seated on the top from the logs.
Meanwhile, Lefferts dropped . in the shadow of a big rose
distan ce, and he could not resist the temptation to have a few
bush in front of the general's house.
words with pretty Marie.
The attacking party made quick work of it.
"Good-evening," he said, tipping his hat politely. "I have
They ct.rove the men inside the fort, where they poured a hot
had a hard time of it, Miss Daniels. At one time I thought l
fire from the loop-holes.
would never set eyes on the old fort again."
Lefferts smiled in a fiendish manner as he thought of their
"Yes," answered the girl, a trifle wearily, it seemed, for she
really detested the man, and did not even care to bold con· feeli ngs when they found the cannons had been spiked.
A minute or two later there came a rush toward the genversation with him.
But , he was resolved to talk to her now, for it had struck eral's house.
The traitor now walked out.
him that it would not be more than half an hour before the
Two of the villains coming were whites and tlle r est Inattack would be made, provided the half-breed kept bis word,
.
dians.
1and nothing happened to prevent him.
The latter carri ed burning brands in their hands and meant
"It would be a fine evening for a row on the river," Lefferts
to set the houses on fire.
suggested.
Lefferts quickly called the white men, who immediately ran
"I was thinking that," she replied.
up to him.
"Won't you allow me to take you out for half an hour?"
"No; I think I will go alone. I can handle a boat as well asj "Tell us what to do, cap," said one of them. ""\¥c ain't got
a man, Lieutenant Lefferts. Did I understand that you re- much time, though I guess we killed putty nigh half of 'em."
"Come with me," answered the traitor. "The girl went out
ported to my father that Captain Alden was killed in the
on the river in a boat. Come."
fight?"
Off the trio went for the bank, Lefl'erts in the lead.
"Yes; the poor fellow went under almost at the start."
The shooting was still fast and furious, which told him that
"And the second lieutenant-bow about him?"
The question was asked in a tremulous voice, and the traitor the brave defenders were putting up a stiff fight.
But he cared not bow many were killed on either side.
gave a start.
All he wanted was to get the girl.
"What can she be interested in Ogden for?" ~e thought.
It so happened that Marie Daniels had been some distance
"Well, I will tell her he got killed, too."
up the river when the Indian warwhoop and the firing came
Then aloud be said:
"Lieutenant Ogden is among the killed, too. I saw the to her ears .
Badly frightened, because she could scarcely realize what
poor fellow get his billet just before I was knocked from my
ho rse and made a prisoner. He was literally · riddled with it meant, she turned the boat and started back.
And she got to the landing just in time to meet Lefferts
bullets."
J\ suppressed cry of agony came from the lips of the girl and the two men.
when she heard this, and then the brow of the villain dark"Don't get out of the boat, my pretty one ! " exclaimed the
ened.
traitor, springing in beside her and forcing her back upon the
"So she is in love with Ogden, is she?" he muttered. "Well, seat in the stern. "The fort has been attacked by a thousand
this is news to me. Ha, ha! the little minx. She shall be- Indians, and we must get to a place 'of safety."
come my bride, though, no matter who she is in love with.
The frightened girl look€d at him as though she did not
1 have lost everything to gain her, and I will not be thwarted know whether to believe him or not.
'
now!"
But she could not avoid uttering a shrill scream just then.
"Shut up 1" hissed Leffe!ts. "Do you want to have them
The girl got up and went into the house without another
word.
all after us? Push her off, boys. That's it! Now, which of
Five minutes later Lefferts saw her go out by the back way you can row?"
and make for the river.
"I kin," and one of the villains pickrd up the oars. and a
She was bareheaded and had a light wrap thrown over hsr minute later the boat was gliding swiftly up the river.
shoulcJ.ers, and in the gathering twilight she looked more beauThe poor girl had fainted, so there was no danger of her
tiful than ever to him.
screams attracting any one to the rescue 'just then.
Straight for the bank she went, and he peered through the
The boat had riot gone far up the stream when a fresh burst
trees and saw her go to the place where the boat was moored. of firing was heard from the direction of the fort.
Then he lighted a cigar and began pacing back and forth,
Then there came yells that told them plainly that the Inwai ting for the expected attack to begin.
dians bad been subjected to a sudden surprise.
But he took pains to walk where he could keep an eye on
"Help roust have come to them at the for t, " said one of
the river bank.
the men, significantly.
"Young Wild West an' his gang, most likely," remarked
If the girl did not return to the house befcre the attack
was made, it would be so much easier to accomplish his foul the other.
"If that is the case it is too bad," said Lefferts. "I had
purpose.
things fixed up just as I told Blackpowdcr I would, and there
Half an hour passed, and it was now thoroughly dark.
'l'hcre was no moon, either, and that would give the villain- was no trouble for him to make a clean sweep of it. If the
ous band an excellent opportunity to reach the stockade with- men of my company and Young W ild West have got here, I
am sorry, but I can't help it."
out being seen.
"No; of course .you can't," retorted the first speaker. "Well,
Leffer ts now began to grow nervous:
"It is time they were here," he thought. "I hope they have I r eckon we are about as well off in this boat as anywhere ~!so
no t come in contact with the detachment, for if they have around here just now. Cap, ther gal is comin' to. You had
th e cake will be all dough, and I will have to make myself better fix her up so she can't holler."
scarce, for there is no telling but that Young Wild West and
Marie Daniels bad recovered, and she was just going to
his gang m!gbt take it in their beads to ride over here. I won- utter a scream for help when Lefferts placed his band over
der if Blackpowder Dan got the supply wagons? I wonder her mouth.
if--"
"Be quiet, my pretty one," be whispered. "I am taking you
At that instant a wild yell · sounded on the still evening air, away to the mountains, where you will become my bride anrl
live like the queen that :•ou are. Ab, well, I will have to bind
and al! was in confusion .
and gag you, then," and with the aid of the man who was not
The attack had been made.
The gate of the stockade was torn down in short order, it handling the oars he soon did so.
Whatever had happened to Blackpowder Dan, Lefferts had
being a rather dilapidated contrivance, anyhow, and in
.accomplished his purpose, anyway.
swarmed the Indians and their white allies.
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In the distance Wild could see a group of trees not fa.r from
the bank of the river and pretty close to the trail.
Lion was beading that way, and he came to the conclusion
that his friends were there in hiding.
THE DOO PROVES HIS WOUTII.
And so it proved, for three minutes later, when he was
of the trees a voice called out in a low
Young Wild West soon found that he could place the utmost within fifty yards
tone:
couficJenl'e in his mascot.
"Hello, there!"
The dog seemed to understand the situation thoroughly.
"It was Jim Dart, and the heart of Young Wild West gave
Like shadows the two flitted through the trees and underbound.
a
feet.
ten
heard
be
coulrl
that
sound
a
making
not
brush,
"Hello, Jim!" he answered. "I am here!"
Once tbe boy looked back, and finding that the Indian sen"Good!"
tinel was st111 sitting down with his chin on his breast, he
"So ther dog found yon, then?" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie,
gained courage enough to move a little faster.
is what I call great. He wanted'
The next minute he released his hold upon the strap stepping into view. "That
to get away so bad ever since you've been gone that me an'
around the Newfoundla nd's neck.
Jim come to ther conclusion to let him have his own way
Wild felt that it would be a good idea to Jet the intelligent about it. We tried three .or four times to work our way to ther
animal lead him from the camp.
camp of ther Injuns an' white rascals, but we found we,
On either side he could hear the footfalls of the slowly couldn't do it."
the
of
out
sound
moving sentinels, and he knew that the least
"So we let Lion go, after tying a knife and revolver to the
ordinary would bring them to the spot.
we had to put around his neck to keep him with us," '
strap
hands
his
on
The dog had his nose to the ground now, and
Jim.
added
and knees Young Wild West crept after him.
"And he found me, and after I had cut myself from the tree 1
Once t he dog got a few feet ahead of him among the bushes, I was tied to he led me from the camp in safety. Lion is a
and when Wild stopped moving, undecided as to which way to noble dog, aren't you, old fellow?"
proceed, he came back with a tread that was soft as that of a
The Newfoundla nd jumped up, showing his delight at being
cat and touched his master on the forehead with his nose, as
hand.
much as to say: "Come right on; I will get you out of this all spoken to and licked his master's do it," resumed Cheyenne
"I didn't think it was in him to
right; trust to me."
Charlie, shaking his head as though he was still in doubt
After that the boy kept right along with him.
about it.
"You are my mascot; so go on; I'll follow you," he thought.
"Well, I made up my mind that there was a chance that he
About fifty yards from the tree he had escaped from there would get to you without being discovered, and if he did you
was an open space that Wild could see plainly as he neared it. would certainl y find the knife and revolver," said Jim. "The
He thought that Lion would go around it, and thus keep dog has succeeded in doing what neither of us could. He got
under· the cover of the bushes, but the dog did not do that.
in and out 01" the camp without being seen by the sentries."
He had evidently come that way, and he was going back the
"One of them saw him as we was leaving," Wild observed.
'
same way.
"He did?"
into
stepped
nd
Newfoundla
the
erect,
tail
and
head
W!th
"Yes."
the open place and started to cross it.
"And what happened?"
His ma::;ter was just going to follow him when a guttural
"Lion knocked him down and I hit him on the head with
"Ugh!,. sounded within a few feet of him.
his own gun. Here it is. I brought it with me. It is one of
dog.
the
escaped
growl
low
a
Then
the finest clubs I ever handled."
·wild grasped the hunting-kn ife he held in his hand in a
"I should say so," said Charlie, as he felt of the old-fashtight grip.
piece. "I wouldn't want to git a crack on my head with
ioned
trouble.
be
to
going
was
there
that
He Jelt
th er butt of it."
dog,
the
toward
moved
warrior
Indian
an
instant
next
The
"Neither would I," and Jim shook his head.
probably bent on seeing what it was.
"Where are the cavalrymen ?" our hern asked, as he looked
"Whur-r-r- r!" growled the dog.
and found there were no signs of a camp there.
around
the
heard
Tbe redskin C"arried a heavy musket, and as he
here about a mile,,. and Charlie pointed to the north.
"Over
brains
growl he swuug it over his head to dash the animal's
"Here is Spitfire," spoke up Jim. "We found him shortly
out.
after the Indians got you. We thought we would bring him
Bi:t ho was not quick e1wugh.
along, as you might need him."
the
The Newfoundla nd leaped high in the air and struck
"Good! I think I do need him now. It will make me feel
rejskin's slloulders with bis paws, sending him over back- like my old self again to get on his back."
•;::.rd and causing him to drop the gun.
The three horses were tied behind a clump of bushes, and
Then Young Wild West made 2s quick a move as his mascot Jim led the way to them.
had.
'I"hey were in the act of mounting when they heard an upHe sprang forward like a shot, and gripping the gun by the
roar break out in the camp of the allies under the lead of the
barrel, dealt the Indian a heavy blow on the head with it.
Lion wagged his tail and at once left the sentry where he half-breed Blackpowde r.
"My escape has been discovered, " cried Wild. "Come on;
had fallen, and started across the open spot at the same slow
.
let us get a way from here."
gait he had been traveling.
canter
a
at
went
they
off
then
and
got,
they
saddle
the
Into
certainly
had
he
Indian
the
Wild knew if he had not killecl
cavalry.
rcnd e•cd him unconscious , so keeping the musket in his hand, for the camp of the kept in the rear a.:nd saw to it that they
Young Wild West
he started after I he dog, expecting every second to hear the
the dog.
sound of footsteps from some of tl!e red fiends who had heard did not ride too fast for
Lion could put up a pretty fair gait fo r a dog of his breed.
the noise of the short struggle.
And he seemed to be delighted to be able to run by the side
But this did not happen, so he made up his mind that there
Spitfire.
of
transpired.
what
hear
to
had been none of them near eno ugh
"Let 'em eome after us, if they want to," said Charlie.
Fifteen seconds more, and the boy and the dog were at the
"They' ll wisil they hadn't when they git close to our camp,
edge of the timber.
for we've got a place that we could hold agin twice as many
They vrere now outside the line of the sentinels, but neither as there are of 'em.,.
moved any faster from the knowledge of it.
'"I'hat's right," corroborate d Dart. "We struck a fine place
Young Wild West made up his mind that he had found a
best of us near the wagons. It vras a great
treasure in the dog, and as he realized fully what the animal after they got the
fight, and our side came off pretty lucky, as far as losses are
had done for him he thought more of him than ever.
wounded, though. and Charlie and
Keeping low in the grass, so he could not be seen by any concerned. A whole Jot got grazed my thigh, and Charlie got a
A bullet
of those on guard, the boy crept along in the wake of the I were in the lot.from a redskin's knife."
slit in his arm
Newfoundla nd.
"But ther surgeon soon fixed us up," added the scout.
For two minutea he kept on, and then he arose to his feet.
The uproar in the camp in the timber behind them sub"Now, Lion, we can hurry a little, I guess," he said, patting
almost as quickly as it began.
sided
head.
the
on
dog
the
"They are not going to give immediate pursuit," sai d Wild.
His mascot seemed to understand , for he wagged his tail,
out scouts now to find out where our camp
and as his master made a move to run he darted ahead of "They will send
.Is."
way.
the
led
aud
him
CHAPTER VI.
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Five minutes later the column was in motion, wilh Young
He knew enough about the nature of a i'edskin to satisfy
Wild West and Lieutenant Ogden riding ahead.
him on this point.
The ride to the camp was soon ma.de, and Young Wild West
was warmly welcomed by the cavalrymen and the survivors
CHAPTER VII.
who had been in charge of the wagon train.
THE SE.ARCH FOR THE GIRL BEGINS.
But when they heard how the Newfoundland dog had been
"By Jove! I believe the band of rascals is heading straight
' the means of effecting his escape from the camp of the allies
for Fort Casper!" exclaimed Young Wild West, when they
they were astonished.
"Ther dog has got more sense than some men," spoke up had been following the allied forces for an hour, and found
that they had not turned from the course they had taken,
Jake Stein, the old scout.·
"He certainly has," said Lieutenant Ogden. "I can't tell you which was parallel with the river.
"They must have an idea that they are invincible, if they
'how pleased I am that Leffert.a did not kill him. "
"That dog is worth a dozen such fellows as Lefferts, dead or are going to attack the fort," remarked the lieutenant.
"They would never do that unless they knew just what
. alive," declared the surgeon, as he patted the intelligent ani'mal on the head. "Young Wild West, they say a dog friend is they are doing," and the handsome young scout shook his
the truest friend a man can have. I begin to believe that it is head.
"What do you mean by that?"
true."
"I mean that they would never think of such a thing as at"So do I," replied our hero. "There is only one thing that
the fort without they knew just how the land laytacking
puzzles me, and that is how the dog came to take to me so
thing that they would have an easy time
quickly. He must certainly have had a master before. But thatit."it was a sure
of
I hope whoever it is, he won't come to claim him."
"And in that case there would have to be a traitor from
"He has no other master but you now; that is conclusive."
all the necessary points."
The camping place the cavalry occupied certainly was a the fort to give them
"Yes."
good one.
'"Well, I have an idea who the traitor is, then."
It was on the breast of a ridge that was thickly overgrown
"Who?"
with stunted oaks and pines and backed by a high sandhill.
"Lefferts. "
The ridge was not over a hundred yards long, and around
"But he has not had time to ride to the fort and back yet."
it on all sides was nothing but the bare, open prairie.
"'l'hat is true. But maybe he will ride on ahead and fix it
The approach of an enemy could be seen from all points,
so they will have no trouble in capturing the place."
- and they had the trees and the sandhills to shield them from
1
"Well, there ls wisdom in what you say, for, to tell the
bullets.
truth, I think Lefferts is capable of doing almost anything."
West,
Wild
Young
of
advice
the
on
doubled
were
The guards
"I know so," said Ogden, vehemently.
and some of the tired ones turned in to get some sleep.
"It is just a good easy twelve hours' ride to the fort from
out.
tired
well
pretty
was
he
for
these,
of
one
Our hero was
where the allies started. '!'hat would give them a chance to
day.
that
~onsiderable
through
been
He had
take a little rest and then make the attack a l.ittle after darkHe had been asleep about two hours when he was awakened ness set in."
rifle.
a
of
report
the
by
"Yes."
He was on his feet instantly.
"And there may be a very few men at the fort to protect
Cheythat
report
the
with
in
Then one of the guards came
it."
scout.
Indian
an
enne Charlie had just shot
"Yes. But one thing; they have the cannon, and they could
'"!'hat is all right," said Wild. "They will not bother us mow them down like grain before the sickle after they once
do."
they
if
any more to-p.ight, then, see
got started."
He again turned in and slept till morning.
"That is true; but the allies will not be apt to run any danany
of
signs
no
seen
had
It bad resulted as he said-they
ger of getting in the way of those old cannon, for as oldmore redskins about the camp.
fasbioned as they are, they could create a fearful havoc if
. they were only aimed half right."
When daylight came, all hands were much relieved.
darkthe
in
Indians
'l'here is a vast difference in fighting
"Well, it is hard to tell just what the band of Blackpowder
ness than in the light.
Dan is up to. But one thing I feel certain of is that if they
In the daylight a marksman can see where to send his bul- are really going to try and capture the fort and raid the setlet. while in the night he has to guess where to fire more than tlement, they know just what they are doing. "We all know
half the time, as the red demons are so apt to be moving in the the sort of a man Lefl'erts is now; why couldn't he have been
grass.
acting in a ti·eacherous manner before, and have been in
The men had rations enough left for a good breakfast, and communication with Blackpowder Dan?"
when this was eaten, Lieutenant Ogden asked Wild his ad"That sounds all right," Young Wild West admitted. "You
vice about what they should do.
may be right."
"Stay right here until Blackpowder Dan moves his men
The movements of the half-breed were really a sort of puzfrom the camp over there," was the reply.
zle to them.
"And what then?"
Even Wild could not make out what it meant.
"If they move in the direction ot the Great South Pass we
While it did not seem possible to him that the villain would
will ride on to the fort; and if they go in some other direc- dare to make an attack on the fort, there was no telling what
tion, we must follow them and learn what they are up to."
he might do.
He had been victorious In the last two battles with the regu"You are right; that is the best thing we can do."
"I think so, lieutenant."
lars, and he might have gqt it in his head that he could take
"1 know so, when I come to think of it."
the fort.
Old Jall;e Stein, the guide, had taken it on himself to go out
Then again it might be as the lieutenant said-that Lefferts
on a little scout of his own right after breakfast, and half an was in league with the band.
But our hero did not intend to worry over the matter.
hour later he came riding back to the camp in a hurry.
"Blackpowder Dan is gittin' ready to move," he said. "If · The only thing to do was to follow the band and see what
i::ome one of you'll' climb that big pine over there I reckon you they were really up to.
kin see which way they'll go."
When noon came they were not in sight of them, but as they
.Jim Dart ran to the tree indicated before any one else could halted for a short rest and dinner, Wild and Jim rode on
get there.
ahead to try and locate them.
The young scout's mascot accompanied them, as they were
He was good at climbing, and he went up like a monkey.
In a very short time he had found a good place of observa- not going to ride very fast.
The two boys kept under cover of the timber belt as they
tion near the top.
Fer five minutes he remained silent, and then he called out rode along, and when they had covered a trifle over half a
mile, they suddenly came in sight of the enemy encamped on
to those below:
'fhe whole crowd of them have crossed the river, and are the other side of the river and about a quarter of a mile below.
heading in the direction of Fort Casper."
That was all they wanted to know just then, so they rode
"Well." said Young Wild West, "it can't be that they wm
continue very far in that direction, but a.s they are going back to their own camp and reported what they had learned.
••They must mean to go right on to the fort," said Lieu te nthat way, so will we."
"Mount, boys and get ready to start!" exclaimed the lieu- ant Ogden. "If they don't they certainly have a purpose in
view in travelin g in that direction."
tenant.
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"Well, let them go on," retorted Wild. "We will go, too.
Then between WI and those at the fort I guess we wlll make
1t hot for them."
When they got ready to resume the me.reh Wild and Jim
again set out a.head.
They did not we.nt to let the alUes know that they were
being followed, if they could help It.
And they did not want to get too close to them, either, for
they already had a taste of the fighting qualities of Blackpowder Dan.
The company of cavalry had been crippled bad enough, as 1t
~1as.

The boys signaled for them to come on the moment they
made the discovery that the Indians and renegades had resumed their march.
Then they kept it up all the afternoon.
Our friends were now· certain that the villains were going
to attack the fort.
"If we could only get there in advance of them," said the
lieutenant.
"We can't do that without them seeing us," answered Wild.
"That Is certain."
"We will follow them up, then, and engage them in the
rear when they make the attack."
"That Is the proper thing to do, I should say."
When sunset came the allies were resting in a Uttle grove
half a mile from the river and within two miles of the !ort.
They were so located that they could command a view of the
surrounding country from every direction.
Our friends were a full mile behind them when they halted
in a convenient grove at the very edge of the river to await
the coming of darkness.
If it bad not been for the dog Young Wild West would
surely have started in a. roundabout way for the fort the Instant darkness came, but he did not want to t!tke the lnte.111gent animal wlth him, and 1f he left him with Charlie and Jim
they would only be hampered by him when the fighting began.
So be decided to ride along w1th them and a.id in the attack
from the rear when the time came.
But It happened that Blackpowder De.n led his foroes to the
attack sooner than Wild had figured on, a.nd when the firing
began our friends were so far away that they could just hear
it, and that was all.
"Forward!" cried Young Wild West. "The attack has begun!"
It would take them a good ten minutes to reach the fort by
hard riding, so they lost not another moment.
When they had covered half a mlle at a rattling clip Wild
suddenly thought of his mascot.
In the excitement he had forgotten hlm, and he now slackened his speed to give the dog a chance to come up.
"Go on," he said. "I will be there In time to do my turn."
The boy had never tried to call the dog by whistilng, as he
had not owned him long enough to get thoroughly acquainted,
but he now placed his :fingers to his mouth and blew two
biasts.
Then he called out: "Here, Lion," and blew again.
A short bark was the answer, and then he knew the dog understood.
In a minute or so Lion overtook him, a.nd then after speaking to him kindly, Wild resumed his way In the wake of the
cavalry
He arrived just In time to see the allies scattering In all
directions.
They had been taken by surprise from the rear, and just as
the red demons were about to fire the houses in the settlement
they got such a volley that they dropped the torches and fied.
Seeing that help had arrived, those in the fort came out and
pour ed volley after volley Into the ranks of the retreating
band.
The rout was complete In less than ti1n minutes from the
time Lieutenant Ogden arrived with his cavalry.
The loss of the brave defenders of the fort had been quite
heavy, but the lieutenant had not lost a. man, so well had he
handled them.
They did not pursue the fieeing redskins and renegades very
far, and along the river bank they galloped in wild disorder.
It was the third attack Blackpowder had made In the past
thirty-six hours, but unlike the two that had preceded it, this
one had turned out rather disastrous to him.
Young Wild West harpen ed along In time to take part in
the firing that kept the allies on the run, and he alone created
havoc amongst them.
The cavalry did not pursue them, being satisfied that they
had had enough of It for the present.
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It was now time for Lieutenant Ogden to make his report,
a.ncl he lost no further time In seeking out the commander.
When he told his story the genera.I wa.11 so ll!ltonlsbed that
he couid not open his mouth for the space of a. moment.
"What?" he cried. "Do you mean to say that Lieutenant
Lefferts left in that manner? Where ls he? Send him to me
at once."
"He cannot be found," was the word that came back, after
d111gent search had been m~de.
'
Young Wild West corroborated what Ogden said and gave a
detailed statement of what had happened.
Then General Daniels saw through it all.
"The scoundrel!" he cried. "It was be who spiked the
guns! It was he who planned the attack on us! He must
be found and court-martlaled without loss of time. The
traitor must be shot!"
.At this juncture a colored woman employed at the house
of the general came up.
She was weeping bitterly, but managed to blurt out:
"Ob, Massa Generali Missie Marla done can't be found nowhere. She were out rowln' when de shootin' begin, an' no,
no one hab seed her slnce!"
If a bombshell had exploded In front of him the general
could not have been more astounded.
In the excitement of the attack be had forgotten all about
~~~~
'
She was his only child, and her mother had been dead for
several years.
The old man fairly worshipped her and he bad been a very
kind father to her.
And now to hear that she was missing right on top of what
had just happened was enough to unnerve him completely.
But he managed to keep up, though dreadfully agitated.
A. search was at once instituted for the missing glrl, but,
she was nowhere in the vicinity of the fort.
With the tears streu.mlng from bis eyes, the general Implored Young Wild West to go and find her.
"I have reason to believe that tbe traitor Lefferts Is at the
bottom of the dastardly piece of work," he said. "The scoun-1
drel hae been paying his attentions to her for some time."
"May I have permission to go and search for her, general?"
asked Lieutenant Ogden, whose pale face wore a. look of determination.
"Yes-yes," was the answer. "Do not leave a stone un turned to find my missing daughter. If it proves to be that
she has been taken away by the scoundrel Lefferts, try and
take him alive and bring him to me.••
Young Wild West took five minutes to think over what had
happened before he set out to find the girl.
She had been out rowing wben the atttt~k was made, accord·
lug to the story the colored woman told.
The thing was, then, to see If tbe boat could be found.
"If the boat cannot be found," be said to Charlie and Jim,
"It Is possible she was taken away in It."
"That's right," rep!Jed Jim. "I never thought of that. I
just heard one of the men say that the boat was not where it
is always kept."
"So did I," chimed Jn Charlie. "He said that It couldn' t
be found at all."
"Well, then," resumed our hero, "the thing is to find whether
the boat went up or down the stream. I suppose that will be
a bard matter. We will have to search in different directions,
I suppose."
"The most of 'em are goln' down ther stream," said
Cheyenne Charlie.
"Then we will take our chances and go up. Come, Lion!
You may be of some assistance in this hunt. If there Is any
work to be done In the water you surely w!ll be right in
your element, for I have an Idea that you can beat the world
at swimming."
"He ought to hold his own at it; he ls web-footed, like a
duck," spoke up Dart.
Our three friends left their horses at the stables at th~
fort, and set out along the river bank on foot.
Young Wild West had come to the conclusion that 11' Lefferts
had stolen the girl he would certainly take her to the band or
vlllalns he had so nearly given possession o! the fort and
settlement.
The traitor would hardly dare to make for the neare~t city,
after what he 'i:!acl done, as he would soon be apprehended
when a description was once sent out of his height, color ot
eyes, etc.
The more be though t about the matter the more our hero
be<'arue convinred that the villain had taken his [air captive
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np ·the river in the boat, with the intention of joining the
lrnnd when they got throu gh raidiug the place.
'''Well. if that was his idea." thought the boy. "be' has cert ainly lipped up on it, for they left much quicker than be
had an idea the.1' would, and he will not overtake · them this
b1ight with the boat. And, as he has no horses, be will have
to Rtick to the boat, or else walk."
The three kept on untirin gly. peering cnrefully up the river
ievery time the:V came to a point where it l:iy straight flbead
lfor a di sta ne e.
'
But it was so dark tha t they could see nothing, and as not
a sound broke th e stillness of the night, there was nothing
~o ind icate tllat those they .were sea rching for were anywhere
~bout.
·
The bout had bad more than t'Tentv minutes' start of them,
and being an easy rowing crnft, it i1iade much better headway than a man could at wulking.
Our fri ends were compelled to walk part of the time, too,
·a s the shrubbery v.-a s pretty dense in places, and they had no
li ttle difficulty in getting through it.
Wild wuutecl to ke ep as close to the river bank as possible,
~or he though t the boat might be in some nook and its occupants hiding.
When a couple of hours had been spent in the search they
began to wish they had brought their horses.
They could have ridden along the trail and waited for the
itioat to come up at a poin t fixe or ten miles up the river.
Btlt it was too late to think about that now.
.
"We are in for it, " said Young Wilcl West, "and we will
keep on till dnyligbt. If we do not find the boat by that time
\I will begin to think tha t we have made a mistake."
"Lefferts might llave sunk the boat just to make believe that
h e took tiler gal away in it," Cheyenne Charlie remarked.
"That is true," admitted the young prince of the saddle.
:"But I harclly think so. I am still of the opinion that he took
tbe boat and intendecl to meet Blackp owcler and bis gang
TlP the ri"l'er somewhere. The more I think of it the more I
run convinced that I am right. The tra-itor must certainly
lbe in league with the half-breed, or be would not have spiked
the guns nt tile fort, so the attack could be made without
much clnnger. It w as all a pnt-up job. I'll bet! Lefferts was
to ha.ve the girl for the part be played in the game!"
"There is no other way to look at it, I guess," retorted Jim.
""When I bear you talk th at way I wonder why I had not
thought that "\.Yay before. Wild, yo u certainly have a great
way of figuring things out."
"A person needs to do a whole lot of figuring in a game like
ithis. Just look what has happened since we set out from
the fort five clays ago! The very band we were after came
after us. Then they come back here to ·our starting-point and
nearly destroy the buildings and massacre the people here!
\It is a game of turnabout, ft seems, but I think our turn will
come before long. vVe have got the redskins and renegades
going now, and w e want to keep them that way."
The three plodded on, keeping an eye upon the liver as they
went.
'.!.'he minutes glided on into hours, and finally daylight
came.
Young Wild West was glad of this, for be felt that they
w oulfl now . find the missing girl.
CHAPTER VIII.
WILD AND HIS MASCOT TO THE RESCUE.

As soon as it was light enough Jim Dart ascended a tree
and took a look around the surrounding country.
He could not see very far up the river, owing to a grove
of trees, but wh en he turned his eyes off to the right of the
riYer he saw smoke.
A C'loser look and he discerned moving fol'ms among the
tl'ces.
Then it ;;truck him all at once -that he was looking upon the
c;1mp of Blackpowde1· Dan and his allied forces.
The cnmp was almost two miles 017, but in the strong light
of th e cler.r morning he could see it plainly.
"It mu st b e that Lefferts has got there with the girl," he
thon;(bt, as he quickly descended th e tree. "It is too bad, if
thrit is the case."
"\"\'lien lie told Young Wild West of what be bad seen, our
l!ero couclnded to climb the tree and .take a look bimseif.
Wh en he got near to the top he saw all tbnt Jim bad told
hit~1 of. und then as he tu rn ea. his gaze 1·0 a snrnll sheet of
m1 tc r that hy slig-ll tly to tlle left of tl!e gro ve that hid the
ri >er from "l'ie·w, he ·saw what he took to be a boat.

It was pretty well concealed from his view, and was so far
off that be did not know for a certainty that it was a boat,
but he thought it was.
And there must have been a good three miles of open prairie
between it and the camp of the redskins and renegades.
When he got clown be told his two companions what he had
seen.
"It may be a boat or it may be a fallen tree in the water,"
he said. "At any rate, I think it i s a boat. It looked str:ingely
out of place, too, to see such a craft up in these wilds. If
it is the boat we are looking for Lefferts bas diverged from
the i:iYer and entered the lake for the purpose of throwing
off pursuit. Now, then, let us bead ·for the shore of that
lake."
Lion gave a low bark of pleasure when be saw his master
set out again.
The dog ran and walked about as though overjoyed at the
privilege of being allowed to accompany his master.
Cheyenne Charlie did not appear to have much hope of finding the boat, and the ones who were supposed to have gone

off

in it.

The scout seemed to feel angry because they had not brought
their hors es with them.
But he was not the one to say anything contrary to what
Wild did.
Of course our bero could not accurately judge the distance
to where be bad seen what he took to be the boat as they
made their way along; neither could they see the lake from
the surface of the ground.
But when he judged that they were within half a mile of
the place, he suggested' that each take a different course, hoping thereby to settle the matter quicker.
We will follow Jim Dart, who took a co urse in the direction
he said the lake ought to be.
And though he had not noticed it from the top of the tree,
but simply had it impressed on his mind from what Wild
had said, be struck it just right.
He had not walked through .the grove of scatternrl trees
very far when the glistening waters of the liti.le lake fla shed
before him.
The sun had just ri sen, and the scene was one of beauty
and ffeshn ess. J im stepped quickly toward the lake.
He clicl not forget his usual caution and tread softly as be
went.
In less than a minute be came to the edge of the woods,
and then, as he cast a swift glance around, bis eyes lighted
upon the boat Wild bad seen from the distance.
'.!.'here it was, sure enough, a neatly modeled rowboat. with
t)le oars lying inside It ancl the bow r es ting on the edge of
tbe bank.
Jim Dart was as surprised as he was gratified to see It.
He made just one step to approach the boat when two men
leaped from behind a clump of bushes ancl bore him to the
ground in a twinkling.
They were the villains who bad come up th e river with
Lefferts and the captiVI:! girl.
They had been resting there ever since two hours befo r e
dayl ight.
Though Jim should have been anticipating something of
the kind, be was taken completely by s urprise.
The sight of the boat m a de him forget all else jnsl th en .
He did not even get a ebance to cry out, for a heavy hand
was thrust over bis mouth instantly.
Then the two ruffians, who were powerful fellows. picked
him up bodily and carried him through the busbe for about
a dozen yards.
·
Then the unlucky boy caught a glimpse of th e criplive girl.
She sat on th e ground close to the trunk of. a tr ee. with
her hands tied behind her, and close to her s tood th e traitor
Lefl'erts.
"Aha!" exclaimed the villain, his fa ce lightin g up :i s be
recognized .Jim. "So one of the young scouts was trnilin;:\" u ~.
was he? ..,o\.ny of his friends about?" and be lool;ed quest ion·
ingly at the men.
"He's all alone, cap, I reckon," repliecl one of them. " It's
likely there's a gang close by, th ough ."
"Ah! We will have to mo"l'e soon, then. Did ~-ou sre ::in;thin g when you climbed the tree just now? "
"Yes," rins1'·ered the other fe llow. "I ":o>eu some thin~; thn t
made me fee:; ~ood. Our ~:rng is camped a 1.J911t thr ee miles
from here. I seen ther ~moke from their fir ('s. ''
"You are snre it is our friend;;?'
"Yes, car : I'm sartin of it. It is je::,·' .:t ,. ,~t where tb•~Y
wonld be !il;:ely te l1e. It is :i. snu{;;' i)!u~"" v..- ~;:-.) ~'.:~ cam.,
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The 'illnin with the club made a vicious sweep at tile c1og,
is. too. nn' most likely Blackpowder has halted there to give
but mi.· ed.
tber cavnlry a fight if they should happen to come along."
At that instant Youn"" iVilcl ·west appeared on t·he f5ccne.
. ·
"Well. I hope yon are right."
'l'he men were astonuded, but they mcnnt to fight it out.
"I know I'm right, cap. "
But it was not much of a fight that they put up.
"Gcocl ! N'ow, ju t tie this fellow's bnnds behind him and
Wild and his mascot were more than a match for the two
give him to under. tand that if he opens his mouth he will
scoundrels.
die ins tautly. I want to nsk him a question or two."
The do"" : sank his teeth deep into the thigh of one. while
'!'here wns no need of the man transmitting this to tl,}e
boy, for he was within a few feet of the traitor when he his active master caught th e other by the wri~t and flung
him to the ground.
spoke.
Cheyenne Charlie then bu1· t upon the scene, a revol\er in
But the ruffian did as he was told, and then he removed his
either hand .
hand from the mouth of Jim.
"Don't either of you yell, or you'll die" he exclairnetl.
Dart knew it would be worth his life to cry out, so he r e"Oh, ob!" groaned the man the dog had hold of. "Take him
mained perfectly silent.
off, won't yer?"
"'Where is the cavalry?" asked Lefferts.
Young Wild West could scarcely refrain from laughing at
"At the fort. the last I saw of them," was the reply.
tlle villain.
" '\ Yhere is Young Wild ·west?"
"Let go, Lion!" be said.
"I don't know exactlv.
The Newfoundland promptly obeyed, and the n Charlie
"Is he anywhere close by?"
quickly relieved him of his weapons, after \Thic: b he cut .Tim
"He may be," answered Jim, evasively.
loose.
"You were following us?"
As powerful a man as he was, Young Wilcl iYest bad con"Yes; I may as well admit that."
quered the fellow he tackled in snort order.
" For the purpose of rescuing the young lady?"
The twisting he hacl given his wrist had been sufficient to
"I may as well say yes to that, too."
"YI' ell, do you know what 'is going to happen to you now?" bring that about.
No one could withstand the grip he had.
"Xo; I do not," retorted Dart, speaking as coolly as he
"You are a fine pair, are you not?" he obse1Ted. "),'ow,
couM.
then, my friend, if you don't lie right there where you ai•e
"\\'ell, I will show you. Blindfold him, boys!"
At this a , mothered scream came from the lips of the girl, till I tell you to get up, I'll open a tunnel through the small '
set of brains you have in your head. Please remember that,
who had hitherto remained perfectly silent.
"You know what I told you," said Lefferts, looking at her now!"
The athletic young dead shot got up, taking charge of the
warningly. "Open your mouth like that again, and you will
villain's revolvers as he cl.id so.
wish you had not before you are many hours older!"
Charlie and Jim were busy tying the other's bands when
'l'bi." had the effect of silenc ing her, and terror-stricken,
our hero turned to them.
she bowed her bead.
"Xow, then ," went on the traitor. adclres ing the men, "as ""How did it happen, Jim?" Wild asked.
"Well, it happened so quickly that I don't just know." was
1<0011 a you have fi:i.."ed him so be can't see, take him to the
]Jank, find a ' good heavy stone and tie it close around his neck. the reply. ' "It is a good thing tllat yo n came alon" as you '
If he is allowed to see he wlll make more of a fuss; and if did, for they were going to tie a stone arouncl my ueCi: anrl ,
he does go to making much of a fuss, stick a knife In him throw me in the water. Lefferts ordered them to do it, ancl
before you throw him into the water. I am going to head I was aelaying them a little by talking, '\\·hen Lion sudfor the camp you saw from the tree. You know just what denly came through the bushes. I hen.rel him, but could not
see him, and then I knew I was all rigbt."
to clo now, and when you have done It, follow me."
"Lefferts, did you say?". exclaimed Young Wild We ·t, as
Then he took the girl roughly by the arm and forced her
he proceeded to bind the other villain's wrist . "Jove! I forto rise to her feet.
" If the fellow goes to maldng too much of a fuss shoot got about him. Where ,is the traitor?"
"He started off with the girl about five minutes ao-o."
him, if necessary," were the parting worcls of the villain.
"Ah, we must catch him, then."
Jim. blinufolded and helpless, sat there like one stupefied.
"He staFted for the camp of Blackpowder Dan, 11·hicb h.e
One of the men helu the muzzle of a revolver against his
forehead, while the other went in search of a stone to tie'. ju t learned was not far away," said Jim.
Wild had dropped bis rifle '\\"lien he spr:-tng upon the nrnn.
about his neck in obedience to the commaucl of Lefferts.
~Ieanwhile the traitor was hurrying the poor girl through and as soon as he bad finished binding him he pickecl it up
and then made for a tree .
the woods as fast as he could go.
·Like a squirrel he went up, and both Jim and Charlie knew
.Tim was now thoroughly alarmed.
. .
"See here," he said. "You fellows had better let me go. what he mea.n~ to do.
He wa gom., to shoot the traitor.
If you put me out of the way you won't li ve twenty minutes!
to~ of the tree be co ul<l sec
the
reached
boy
t?e
when
Bl~t
I guarantee you that!"
The one wbo had gone in search of a suitable stone came no signs of either Le6:erts or th.e girl. .
"They ~ust be keepmg al?.ng Ill t_te. timber f>trip," he ~nid,
back ·when be heard this.
"Who would be apt to kill us within t·wenty minutes?" he as he descended. the .tree. . He.. certall)Jy cannot m:-tke very
fast headwa.y with his captive.
af<lrnd, with a slight tinge of unea>iiness in his voice.
. The next rnstant there was a yell. from the bn~IF'S to the
"Young ·wnd West!"
n 00 ht of them, and hn.lf a dor.cn Indian~ appea rerl.
"I reckon he'd have a hard time in doing it."
h"is
with
you
of
both
drop
would
He
"Oh, no, be wouldn't.
rifle if you "·ere a mile away. You ought to know enough
CHAPTER IX .
ahout him for that. He is right around here now, and he
CHEYENNE CHAR.LIE Sl'ARTS ON A J\U .·10.· .
and
bands
my
untie
better
bad
knows J came here, too. You
The attack was so sudden that our friends wer e ratbcr su rlight out, If you want to save your bacon. "
'.rbe man who had the revolver in his hand placed the prised.
"Get behind the trees, boys!" cried Youn::: Wild i'i'est.
weapon in his belt.
Cheyenne Charlie nnd .Jim Dart Jost no time in obeying.
The boy's words had impressed him deeply.
The bullets whistl ed all around them ;i s tl:e.r did o. but
The two villains looked at each other for a moment and
fortunately they were not hit.
then-'l'hen they began to do some firing.
They heard a crashing in the bushes along the river bank,
Crack! Crack! Crack!
and the next instant a big black dog came bounding toward
Three of the Indians dropped in no time.
·
them.
The others then acted the same as our friend s had <loncIt was Lion, Young Wild West's mascot.
When Jim heard the pattering of the Newfoundland's feet tbey got behind trees.
and the ominous growl that came from him, a thrill of joy It was going to be what might be callecl :-i i::::uue of hide·
and-seek now.
shot through him.
Young Wild i'i' e t was rir:llt in bi s clement.
Wild wa. coming to the rescue.
If ;i nytll ing he did like it wn ~ meeting :1 red kin 0 11 terms
As t.be dog appeared before them so suddenly one of the
men drew his knife ancl t he other picked up a stout stick where it took strnteg:r to clcfcat him.
I:Ie watclled the trees like a cat watches a mouse.
fa:o~ t.he ii'.Cauud.
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Tbere were only three of the redskins there, but he did
not intend that there should be that many very long.
Presently be saw the barrel of a ri:tle being slowly thrust
from behlnd one of the trees.
F'urtber around lt moved unttl it was leveled at an object
n ot q11ite in 11ne with Wild.
The boy did not know what it was aimed at, l;mt be was
·
ready to fire the instant the rifle spoke.
He knew he would be pretty sure lo get a shot a.t something as a moYe was made to withdraw the rifle.
1
·
Crack!
The Indian had fired, ancl ns a burst of laughter was ringi n;; out from Jim D:nt, who had fooled the red sk in by placing
;bis hat on the muzzle of Ills rifle and pushing it out at one
side of the tree, Young Wild West's rifle sounded.
A part or the redskin bad become exposed, and he let go
at it.
It was the elbow o! the fiend. and as the bullet hit him he
u ttered a yell of pain and sprung out in full view.
Crack-crack!
Two reports rang out almost as one, and the red demon sank
to rise no more.
Both C!Jeyenne Charlie and .nm Dart had fired.
'.!.'here were only two of them left now, and these suddenly
dropped to the ground and began crawlillg throu gh the bushes.
The underbrush was so thick at that point that our three
friends tried in vain to get a glimpse o! them.
But half a minute later Wild caught sight of one of them
arnl tnking quick aim be fired.
It wns a good distance tha t the bullet had to travel, but
it w ent unerringly, for there was a death yell, and then all
was still.
Young Wild W est knew that if they sta~ed there long they
would find themselves in a regular hornets' nes t.
Once more he wished that they had brought th eir horses
nlong with th em.
He lrnd not the least idea but that Lef'ferts bad met the
h :1 H n dozen Indians, and had directed the.m there to help
tile two vllla!ns put a finish to Jim.
And the traitor would surely bear the shooting and report
tlrnt Young Wild 'Vest and his friends were there when he
.
rPa<>hed the camp of Bln ckpowder Dan.
nesicles, it would not take the one redskin who had escaped
long to reach the camp.
A erowcl of mounted fiends would be upon them in no
time.
"Boys," said Wild, "there is only one thing for us to do
uow, nnd tllat ii:; to take to the boat and go clown the river.
,~.<' will surely meet some of the searching party before long,
aerl then \Ye can go back and equip ourselves for a march
to the Great South Pass. Blackpowder Dan and Lefferts wm
n ot remain in this 1·icinlty very long; neither w111 they pursue us very far. We cannot hope to do anything without our
Jlqrse~."

".~n· even if we bacl 'em. there'd be too much odds agin'
.
us. ·· ndclf'd Cheyenne Clmrlie.
"Vi'ill the boat hold the prisoners, too?" asked Jim.
"Yes; I think it would," replied Wild. "But we have no
use for them. so we will lea\e them here. They can go on
with their hands tied behind them till •they reach their crowd,
or else they cHn chew each other loose."
The two men had been lying close to the ground while the
shoo ting was taking place, and they mo\ed slightly when
the.1· l1earc1 these worcls.
'I'hey f'ould not help moYing. so d e li.~htecl 11·ere they when
tht'.r heard that they w ere to be allowe<l to go.
Cheyenne Charlie looked at them and shook his bead as
thon.c:h it see'mecl to him to be a foolis h thing to let them
p:o, lmt be said nothing, and followed his young leader to
tlw hoat.
Tho Newfoundland · dog had been crouching behincl a log
nn ti l now, for his master had commanded him to lie down
n·Jwn the redskins first appeh.red.
JI0 spr:rng- up wilh a joyous lmrk and leaped into the · boat
nfter Young Wild West.
\\'hen Charlie ancl .Tim were in the craft, WHd took up the
onrs :mcl sent it shooting down the river.
As th !' e111Tc• nt wns runn ing pretty strong that way, the
bonl Cail'l.Y flew through th e water.
'J'llr doll snt in the bow. as though he was the lookout for
them. IYil <l's two friends laughed. when they saw how earnest
lw 'Y:rn in watching the banks of the river ahead.
011 went the craft, and a they rounded a bend our hero
saw the t~rn Yillains rise to their' feet.

They were going to get away before our friends took It in
their heads to come back ancl get them.
With 11 steady ;,trot:e Wild kept the boat forgtng ahead,
only slacking up where there was a sharp bend In the stream
or where the water was very shallow, ancl when an hour hacl
passed they were well on thelr way to the fort.
Though he was not what might be callecl tired, he allrn1ed
Jim to take a turn at the oars, and though the boy wns not
as good at it as the young prince of the saddle, be kept up a
fast gait.
When they were within five miles of the fort they came
upon a party of ca\nlrym<'n, who had been mak ing a fruitless sear<'h for the lost girl on foot.
Our fl'ienus tolcl them where she w as, and then they hurried back to the fort.
It took them hardly two hours and a half to get back ,
though they ·had been all the night In golng up the riYer.
General Daniels was In a great state of excitement when
they got .hack, but when he had been assured by You1111: Vi'i lcl
West that his daughter would surely be rescued he felt a
trifle easier.
The troopers who had gone out on "a fool's erranrl'' had
returned during the night, and another compauy had come
In.
Tha t made something like two hundred men at the f'ort.
At the suggestion of Wild the general picked out a company and placed Lieutenant Ogden in commnnd of it.
There were jus t one hundred men. all told. anrl wh <:> n th ey
were rC'ady to start the general snid :
"Lleuteuant, while I have placed you In commann of the
troopers, I want you to receive your instructions from Yonng
\Vild West. You will do just as he says in the matter, anti
if you come back with my daughter, an (l hrin!!: me. th<' report that Blackpowd er Dau has been killed or taken prisoner
and bis band broken up, you may look for a vromotion to
,
the rank of captain."
"Thank you, general.·• repl!ed the courAgeous lieutenant. "I
hope I may never come baek without being able to accompltsb
what you have said."
"And try and bring the traitor in ali\e, if 110 :Ible."
"Yes, sir."
Then the company set out on the mission they hnd lJe[ore
them.
'.!.'hey were hampered somewhat by the fart thnt their rations hacl to l.J e cut a trifle s hort. but Young Wild 'Yest told
them they would have to depend on shooting- their meat.
The rapture of thP supply wagons by tlw Indium; anu renegades bad qippled those n t t!Je fort not n. lit tie.
But they were bound to get along- somehow.
As might be snpposed, our hero took his <1011: witil him.
He had become so much ntta.rh<'d to Lion that h<' concluded to keep him right with him till he got hlm lo his h ome
in Weston.
A troop of cavalry cloes not ride at a brcnlme<>k pace when
on a hund1:ed and forty-mile march, so the cl og could mannµ:e
to keep up w ith them.
The spot whe're Wild had located the camr of Blaclq1owder
to be was about six miles to the northward of the pony <'Xpress trail.
But when they neared th e vicinity they found that the
band had moved on.
They got upon the trail, however, and a.1; it lecl O\er the
prairie a lmost parallel with the re1nilar route lo the Great
Soutl1 Pass, our hero wns confi(lent that th<' Yillains 11·ere
heading for their be:.tcll]tmrters in the Green Hiver Ri cl~e .
He was anxious to overlak(' them before they reached tbe ·e,
knowin p; that it would be a difficult matter to r out them from
their retreat.
Younp: Wild West thought O\Cr the matter. and when n.
lrnlt wa. mncl e that night. he had a snggesticn to m:tke to
the lieutenant.
It was that a man Rhould be sent nhead to try ancl fiud the
troopers from Fort Bridger.
If be should succeed in doin~ so he was to tell them to Jay ·
In wnit at the err;;tern end of the pass and attn<'k the band of
allies and try to prevent th Pm from getting through till reinforcements came to their help . •
"That is a grand iden!" saicl the lieutenant. " I will le:r;e
it to you to select a man for the t:1sk."
"Yery well, then, it will lie :t t osr<-up as to whethN ii is
Clrnrlie or Jim who will go. I'll r nll t hrm. ·· 311cl he dirl so.
""\Vhi ch of you two want to riclc aheacl of tlJP fnrlinni:; nnrl
rrnegn<l <'SJi.nl1 cut them oil' before they rcnch fhe c~rent :-ioulll
l?ass? .. he asked.
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"I do. " came simultaneously from the pair of them.
"\Yell, h ere is the onl.v way to settle it, then, " and he took
a silver piece from bis pocket and held it ready to toss up.
"Heads!" cried Charlie.
It came down with the h ead up, and Cheyenne Charlie was
the lucky one, if going on such a mission could be called
lucky.
"He won fair enough," Jim said. "But I should have much
liked to be the one to go."
"But you wasn't lucky, though," laughed the scout. "Now,
Wild, j es t tell me what I'm to do an' I'll start at once."
"Well, you are to find the troopers from Fort Bridger, if
you can."
''Yes. "
"And you are to see to it that they ambush the redskins and
rene ~ad e s when th ey come along and try to keep them from
getting to th eir retreat till we get there. That is all there
Is to it."
Half a n hour later Cheyenne Charlie had started on the
mission.
OH.APTER X.
THE LONE INDIAN WITH THE MESS.A.OE FROM BLACKPOWDEB D.L'i.

its own gait, and in a short
tance of the Indian.
"Hello, redskin!" he called out. "Where are .
"Ugh!" was the reply; "where paleface going'
"I'm bound for the Great South Pass, redskin.
you answer my question?"
"It no business of paleface where red man is i'fo.
"Oh, so it ain't none of my business, hey? We
it are. Where's Blackpowder Dan sendin' you?"
The brave had now come to a bait, and turning
around, he faced the scout In a defiant manner.
"He's Jookin' for fight," thought Charlie. "Well, I gue
he will git all he wants before he ls through with me."
But be made out that he was not on fighting bent, and in
his cool and easy way · he remarked:
"Don't git mad, Injuu; I ain't goin' to hurt you. Now, tell
me where you are goin'."
"Ugh!"
"Don't want to tell me, hey? Well, I don't care. But I
reckon you are goin' ther sa.me way as I am, so if you ain't
got no objections, we'll ride on together."
The Indian seemed to be surprised at this remark.
But he simply said "Ugh!" agaln, and turned his horse to;
let hlm go in the way hP. had been pursuing.
With a smile of determination tbe scout rode up alongside.
him.
"Been to Fort Casper lately?" he remarked.
The redskin shook bis head.
"You wasn't over there last night with Blackpowder, then?" '
·
Again there was a shake of the head.
Charlie remained silent for the space of a minute and then1
be suddenly exclaimed:
"See here, redskin, there's no use in foolin' any more. I\
run gain' to ask you a question, an' I want you to answer it
straight, too. If you don't answer it straight, I'll have to
drop you, that's all!" He placed his hand on the butt of hisl
revolvel' as he said the last.
At this the Indian appeared to be slightly disturbed.
"What paleface want?" he said.
"I want to know what become of ther white girl tber soldier from ther fort brought to your carilp this mornin'."
"Paleface maiden all right," was the quickly reply, and the
·•
brave looked at the revolver the scout had his bands on.
"Sbe is, hey? Well, what Is tber measly coyote gain' to do
with her when be gits to your hangout in ther mountains?"
"He make her bis squaw."
"That is what I thought. There ain't no harm come to her'
yet, has there?"
"No. Big chief Blackpowder tell soldier wait till get tol
mountains; then have big time; paleface marry maiden; h<'ap 1
much firewater and big dance."
"Ab!" and Cheyenne Charlie was quite sure the Indian was 1
tell!ng the truth now. "It will be a big time when it happens,
I reckon. Now, then, redskin, I know you are jest itcbin' 1
to kill me, an' I know that you ain't exactly fit to live. Ybu·ve
got a shooter, haven't you?"
"Yes, me got pistol," was the reply, and the red man ·
shrugged his shoulders.
"Well, then ride on ahead a dozen yards or so an' then turn
around an' cut loose at me. We are both carryin' a message !
of importance, I reckon, an' one of us ain't to git there. ;
Hurry up, now, an' let's see what you are made of! "
The Indian understood perfectly.
He was not a coward, either, for his dark eyes flashed, and
I
he urged bis horse forward at a jump.
Then be turned so quickly that he got the first shot in, and
Cheyenne Charlie involuntarily dodged as he heard the whiz I
of the bullet.
But be did not lose his nerve for an instant.
Twice bis revolver spoke in rapid succession and the In- 1
dian tumbled from his horse.
The scout was about to ride on when it suduenly occurreu ·
to him to search the fallen man and see if he had anything 1
that was of importance to him.
No sooner thought of than he dismounted and was bending I
over his fallen foe.
Tied to the belt of t.he redskin he found a folded piece of
paper, · and it was with a nod of satisfaction that be cut it
I
loose and unfolded it.
Then he read the following, written in a scrawling band: I

It was a big jaunt that was ahead of him, but Cheyenne
Charlie was not the one to think of such things, and he simply
set out to get there.
He rode steadily on for the biggest part of the night, resting his horse when he felt that it was really necessary, and
when morning dawned he reckoned that be had passed the
enemy, so he concluded to take a rest of a couple ot hours.
And that couple of hours, during which he ate some dried
beef and government biscuit to allay his hunger, was a lot
to the scout who was so used to roughing it under all sorts
of conditions.
His horse was a very tough animal, and when he got ready
to resume the journey he found the beast willing.
Charlie was following the well-beaten trail and he did not
intend to diverge from it without he was compelled to by
circumstances over which he had no control.
Several times he halted and scanned the prairie in the direction he thought the enemy might be, but each time he
saw not a sign to indicate that they were anywhere in the
l:lnd of the living.
· vVhen noon came he stopped at a little grove where there
was a spring bubbling from the rocks, and after he had
quenched his thirst he gave his tire(! horse a chance at the
grass anu climbed a tree to make a survey of the surrounding country.
Almost the 1'irst thing he saw was a lone horseman riding
a jaded steed over the plains, and heading in the same direction in which he was bound.
A second glance sufficed to satisfy the scout that it was a
redskin.
"He has been sent ahead by Blackpowder Dan, I'll bet a
plug of tobacco!" muttered Charlie, as be quickly descended
the tree. "I reckon I must catch him. My horse is as good
as bis is, anyhow, an' it won't take me more than a halt hour
to overhaul him."
He was quickly mounted and heading for the distant speck
that was moving to the weiitward.
He had not near as plain a view of the Indian as he had had
from the tree-top, but when he had been riding for five minutes he bad the satisfaction of knowing that he was getting
nearer all the ttme.
And he was not t>iding so very bard, at that.
At the end of ten minutes he saw that he had gained rapidly.
And the Jone Indian had not seen him yet.
Cheyenne Charlie patted his horse on the neck and urged
him to a faster gait.
The animal responded nobly, and the distance between them
began to lessen more perceptibly.
Charlie bud no intention of shooting the lone Indian; be
wanted to overtake him and force him to give him some information, if possible.
A couple of minutes later the red rider turned and saw
him.
Then, instead of urging his steed at a faster gait, he slackened his pace.
"Ahl" muttered the scout; "he is going to wait for me. He
1s one of ther redskins that thinks he is able to take care of
".Bn.L ::\hrcHELL:-Take notice! Have all the men ready, 1
himself when ther chances are equal, I reckon. Well, I'll ride
for we might be chased in when we come. Put the Govem-1
on up, an' If he don't show fight I won't drop him."
ae .ir;ave his horse free rein, allowing the animal to choose ment man in the dark cave, so be can't have a show it £it out

I
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haYe one of the Rquaws to fix up a place for a
at iR being- brought with us by a friend. "\Ve
d Juc·k and bad on our trip, and we may have a
it yet before we get home.
"BLACKPOWDER DAN."
'! ''.) PXC!aimec't Ch<'.renne Charlie, jnbilantly.

'"This

!if pretty good. I reckon you will hnYe a hard time
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and after he had taken a good wash nt the brook that trickled
nt tllr side of the camp he felt like a new mnn.
.
"i"Ay!" said he to the captain. after he had en ten i>omethmg,
"how would it be for me to deliYer that note from Blackpowder Dan? It clon't say on it who is tller "feller to bring it."
"I hardly thinl' it won Id be a good idea." was the reply.
"It would 011ly put them on tbeir guard, just the same ns
though the Indian hnd delivered it."
"Yes: but I might hnYe a chance to git the professor. as
they call him, out of tiler place tlley put him in an' land
him here."
"You might; but I don't think it advisable to let them know
that there· is any danger at all. If you could mnna~e to locate the hangout of the allies it would be a good thing, for we
might be able to catch them unawares nud tnke the place."
"Well, captain, I'll strike out an' try to locate ther place.
I'll go right away, an' if I don't find it afore many hours my
name ain't Cheyenne Charlie."
"Good! Go ahead. \Ve have been in need of a 1111111 like
you."·
Che)·enne Charlie lost no time, and he was soon .working
his way up the mountain.

.rou g-it home, Blackpowder Dan! It strikes me
that you'll neYer git home, without it is to your last
Now, if Wild was only here he could tell me jest
at to do with this note."
He placed it carefully in his pocket, resolved to show it to
i·be captain of the cavalry he expected to meet, and let him
decide of how much importance it was.
One thing the scout knew was that he was well in advance
of the band. and. tllat made him feel as though be knew just
what he was domg.
He kept on riding, resting at intervals when it was absolutely necessary for him to do so, and fiually at sunrise on
the second morning after leaving the fort he came in sight of
the commencement of the Great Sout:b Pass.
Pretty soon he saw a cavalryman come riding out from behind 11 cleft of rocks in the foothills and come toward him.
CHAPTER XI.
Then he urged his tired horse forward to meet him.
"Whoopee!" he yelled. "I'm Cheyenne Charlie. Young
THE ALIJIES ARE ROUTED.
Wild West sent me ahead to tell you that he's comin' along
After a long, tedious ride Young Wild West and Lieutenant
in a few hours witb a troop of a hundred cavalrymen from Ogden's cavalry came in sight of the mouth of the Great South
Fort Casper. There's llvely work ahead for you. Take me Pass.
to ther captain, so I kin deliver my message."
It was the night following the arrival of Cheyelllle Charlie,
"Come right on," was the reply. "We have been waiting they being something like fourteen hours behind him.
here g-oin' on three days."
It was moonlight, and as Young Wild West pointed out the
"'Tell, I reckon it is better late than never, ain't it?"
outliues of tbe deep split in th e mountain where the pass
The ca 1·alryroan said be thought it was, and then Charlie went through, tbe lieutenant nodded and said:
was conducted to the camp, where he .soon met the officer in
"I am glad we are here. Now, where is the company from
. charge and delivered his message.
Fort Bridger, that is the question."
The camp was situated on a Httle eminence that ove.rlooked
"They must certainly have got bere long before this, unthe mouth of the pass. and as the scout looked around, he less something happened to them."
came to the conclusion that they could not have selected a
"Yes; that if: true."
better place.
"It may be. though, thnt Blackpowder Dan h::is wiped them
"I reckon you ate all right here." Charlie remarked.
out by this tim e."
"Yes; we picked opt Uic best place we could find, as we
"Do. you really think so?"
did not know what might happen," was the reply from the
"Well, no; I can't say that I do think that way," and Young
captain.
Wild ·west shook llis head . "They wight have made it so hot
Charlie suddenly thought of the message he had taken from for the regulars tllat they drove tl!eru to cover somewhere."
the Indian.
·
"How much have the allies b eaten us here, <lo you think?"
He quickly produced it and handed it over to the captain. the lieutenant asked.
"""hat do you think of that?" he asked. "Is it worth any"'Well. I had an idea th ey "\\'OUlll beat us yery little. I clid
thing?"
figme on a possibility of overtaking them before they got
"I have no doubt that it might be worth a great deal." here."
was t110 answer, when tlle captain h:ul carefully read it over.
"You did?"
"It m:iy help us to rescue Professo r Rn th bun. for the 'Gov"Yes."
ernmeut mnn' must surely mean he."
"Could it be that -n·e haYe pasrncl them?"
"Yes: I thought that much myself."
"It conld be, l.mt I hardly think so. Yon see. they ha.-e been
"I will keC'p the note and try to think of something to do following a route parallel with the trrtil. and about tlm:c miles
about tlie 'Yriting it contains."
away from it all the way along. \Yhil e we roulcl h::n-e pa~sed
" .'1.11 right. If Young ""ild "'est wa only het·e, he would them and not !mown it, I think it is hardl;r probable. 'l'hcy
know je,;t what to do."
·
would not be loafing so much ns that on their route."
The captain shrugg-ell his shoulders.
"That menus that we are liable to be attnckc<l at an:r time
"I haYe neYer met him." he said; "but I have heard that by the fiends."
·
he i~ n wonderfnl young fellow."
""\\'ell, I hardly think f:O. I r:tth er think th:J t Blackpow"There ain't nnything o '"onclerful about him," retorted dcr would make straight for his headquarters before he did
thP ,;ront. "He is jest simply a feller that can't be beat, an' any more fighting. Ile must be crippled u11 consillerably,
one that's p:ood as gold at every stage of tller game. You'll and thPre is the girl captiYe, you know. They would not
likr him. all right."
ruu the risk of a dangerous encounter while they have her
"~o doubt of it."
with them."
'
"I know you will, 'cause I neYer seen an hone>,;t man what
"IIeaven grant that slrn is safe!" said Lieutenant Ogden,
!licln't."
fervently. "I would give--"
"Tha11k yon for your good opinion of me." and the captain
He did not finish what he was going to say, for at that mo:
f;lnilecl :1 t the SC'out's blunt -n·a;v of speaking.
ment a volley of rifle shots sounded in the distance.
A mnn llarl lieeu put at work rubbing Charlie's horse clown
It was followed by another and another, and then the yellnR ::;oon a~ he nrri,·ed. and now when he heard the call for ing of Indians came to their ears.
11rr;1J;f:1't hr made up his mind that he would be taken care of,
"Now you know where the villa ins are," said Young Wild
:i;: wl'!l a~ his horse . so he lost no 'time in' getting a tin plate West.
"They have been attacked by the waiting cavalry, and
in hb hnrnl.
we are just in time."
'.rhP cnn1lrymen had plenty of rations. and Cheyenne Charlie
'·Forward!" cried the lieutenant.
wpnt into the biscuits ancl black coffee as though it bad been
At a swift pace the cavalry darted to the t·escue.
:1 Jn;1g- timp since be bad tasted such luxuries.
Young Wild West and Jim Dart kept in the rear.
Uc wa~ tired of venison and the like, and that sort of a
Our nero did not want to leave his mascot behind.
m0al just ~nited him for a change.
They were only half a mile from the spot where the fight
.\.fter breakfast be lighted his pipe and had a smoke, after was taking place, and by the sound of the shooting Wild could
whirh he turned in to ge~ a good sleep, something he was tell that the troopers were certainly holding their own.
Borel~· in need of.
.
"They have taken the villains by surprise," he sr.id to Jim.
1
1t was late in the aftern2on when Cheyenne Charlie awoke, "I guess this will about be the wind-up of Blackpowder Dan
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and his dreaded gang. We want to make a complete job the nearer he sticks to the truth in making his repli es the better it will be for him."
of it and take as many prisoners as Yre can."
"I'll tell you anything you want to know,'" said the man,
"That's right, ., replied Jim. "But from all accounts, they
are not the sort who let themselves be tak en prisoners; they who seemed to be suffering considerable pain from his wo und.
" I wish you'd put somethin' on ther ugly bite I've got. It is
fight till the last, it is said."
·'That, is all nonsense. They will be glad to give in when all swelled up, an' it hurts me so I don't know what to do."
"I will have the surgeon to look at your wound as soo n
they see that there 1s no hope. If we cai;i prevent them from
reaching their hiding-p lace on the mountains when they r e- as you have answered the questions of Young Wild West,"
tho captain assured him.
treat, we will surely have them ."
The cavalry was now a hundred yards ahead of them.
"'iVell, go ahead, then."
The Newfotrndland dog was holding his own with his mas"I don' t know as there is any more than one question that
long
his
from
out
ter's horse, but he was pretty well tired
I want to ask you," Wild said. "Where is the headquarters of
journey.
your band?"
··Sticwto it, Lion!" cried Wild. "We want to get there be"Well, ther hang-out Is about a mile up ther m ountain, on
fore it is all over."
ther left. You kin git to it by two ways. You kin go In t o
learned
The dog res ponded with r ~hort bark, a thing he had
ther pass fo r about a couple of hundred yards on tiler left,
to do every time Wild spoke to him.
an ' take a kind of windin' path up to a level patch that"s covered by a thick growth of pines. Then you faller a path that's
\Vhen his master whisrn~red to him it was different.
there an' you'll fetch right up in ther three-cornered cut
He would not utter a so und, but just wag his tai l.
'l'hat showed the person who had owned him had trained among tller rocks, where ther caves are in wh ich our gang
lives when they are to home."
him pretty wen.
When the cava ry was within two hundred yards of the
"Yes; that is one way. Now, how about the other ?"
scene of the fighting, Lieutenant Ogden gave the word for the
"That is ther longest way. You ki n go in a straight line
bugle to sou,nd.
from here, an' ther first thing you find t hat looks like a trail
And when the piercing notes rang out above the noise of the will bring you to ther place. from ther hill above the threecornered cut. It ain't bard to find, but Black powder bas got
firing it was immediately answer ed in like .manner.
That told th em just where the other company was.
things fixed up so . t hat after an enemy fi nds it he ain't apt
But the two bugle calls also told the allies that they had to git away. He's got traps laid for prowlers."
Young Wild West believed the man wus telling the tr uth,
better make themselves scarce.
Ho concl uded to ask him another question.
They tried hard to get through !uto the pass.
"Where is the Gover nment surveyor confin ed? " he resumed.
About twenty or thirty of them did get t h rough.
"In a place where it will be hard to git him."
The r emaining ones scattered in every direction, firing as
At this the face of the captain suddenly lighted, and placing
th ey rod e off, showing just how savage they were.
Ogden's men got a chance to do some good worlt, and .they bis band In his pocket, he drew forth t he paper Cheyenne
poured volley after volley into the ranks of the Indians and Charlie had given him.
"Here," said be, handing the message to Wild. " Perhaps
renegades.
Many prisoners were taken, uut among them could not be this might throw a little light on the subject."
"I think ·it may," our hero replied, after he b ad finish ed
found either Blac:kpowder Dan or Lefferts.
reading it. "Where did you get this, captain?"
And the captive girl had not been seen .
"Your partner, Cheyenne Charlie, gave it t o me on his arOne of the prisoners happened to be the man Lion had
bitten on the bank of the lake when he and his master went to rival here. He took it from an Indian brave who was on
his way to deliver it to the man in charge of the m ountain rethe rescue of Jim Dart.
Wild would not have recognized him if the dog had not treat."
"Good! I think this will help us a little. Now," and he
s topped before the man and growled.
'The fighting was all over now, and as our hero noticed who turned to the prisoner , "where is what you term the dark cave
located in your hang-ou t?"
the prisoner was, a thought came to him.
"Right at ther back of ther V-shaped place," was the reIle would try and make the fellow tell where the r etreat
ply.
of the band was.
".A hard place to reach, ain' t it?"
But as yet be had not seen Cheyenne Charlie, and be was
"No; not when you know where it is. It is a sort of secret
anxious to meet his partner.
think there was a cave
··Fetch that fellow over here," he said to oue of the men place, you !mow-a feller would not
.there."
w:10 were in charge of the prisoners.
"Oh, I see. Well, how can one get to it?"
Then he walked over to where Lieutenant Ogden was talking
"By slidin' down ther corner where it comes t o a p'irit a
t <~ the captain of the cavalry from Fort Bridger.
would land his feet r ight on ther fiat rock what covers
Jim and the dog weut along, as a matter of C'Ourse, the dog feller entrance
to ther dark cave. All he would have to do
k:):)ping close to the prisoner and showing his teeth almost ther
would be to lift the fiat stone one side an' step down into it.
c:o11 tin ually.
There! I've told you a whole lot now, won't yer let ther surWhen Ogden saw Wild approaching he promptly introd uced geon dress my wound? It hurts me awful !"
!Ji m to the captain.
"Yes; you will be attended to right away," and the captain
'· r am plea sed to make your acquaintance, Young Wild sent for the surgeon.
\ Vest, .. the cflicer hastened to say, and he said it as though
It was fo und that the dog bite had developed into a danhe meant it. •·1 heard all about you from Cheyenne Charlie, gerous wound.
·
y:: ur friend."
From being neglected, blood poisoning had set in, and the
··Ah! ., answered Wild . "I assure you that I am very glad
to meC't you, too. But, if I may ask, where is Cheyenne Char- surgeon shook his head when h e looked at it.
The man's limb was swollen to twice Its ol'dinary size.
lie?"
"I guess that dog bite will be the death of him," he whisendeavor
"He went out on a scout up the mountainside to
to Wild.
pered
to locate the headquarters of the band of Blackpowder, and
"\.I/ell, it was his own fault," and our hero walked away.
he has not r eturned yet."
He held a short consultation with Jim Dart.
·· u ow long has he been gone?"
'rhey soon agreed upon a plau of action.
"A \;out five hours.,.
Jim was to lead Ogden's men up to the retreat by the way
"It is time he was back, then," an d Wild shook his head through the pass, and he wo uld take the other lot of troopers
t: "easily.
there by the longer route.
~Y• '?.; I was thinking that way."
Only enough men to guard the prisoners an d take care of
"\.•r,ll. I will undertake to find him. He may !lave got in
the horses would be left behind.
trcub!e."
Young Wild West did not know his scheme would strike
"That is possible. I was just thinking of sending a small
the captain of the Fort Bridger company, bu t he knew that
d c~ac11mcn t to look for him whe:i th e band of allies came
Ogden would agree to it.
a~r.. n~ ...
General Daniels had told the lieutenant to do just as Youns
"\'!< 11, I will go an d look for him; but I waut to question
.
Wild West said.
tL.b fellow first."
He called Ogden and told him what he had decided to dq.
.'
He pointed to the villain, who was limping fl om the effects
'•Certainly," was the quick rep ly.
of the dog bite he had received.
The captain was then told, and he, too, a&rMd "
.. Go ahead and question him, and let llim understand that

a. '·
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"Here I am!·• came the reply, in a voice that sounded hope"Now, then, to the rescue of Cheyenne Charlie, Professor
Rathbun and the general's daughter!" cried Young Wild West. ~
..
h
"I'm a friend, and I've come to git you out of ere .
"Heaven be praised!" was the response.
"Are you tied?"
CHAPTER XII.
OONOIJUBION.

Aa Young Wild West thought, Cheyenne Charlie had been
unfortunate in his scouting trip, and had fallen in the hands
of the enemy.
The scout had gone up far enough to locate the place, and he
was just thinking of a way to get to the rescue of the Goverrunent surveyor when he stepped upon what appeared to be
a bed of leaves and went shooting downward like a stone.
The scout brought up with a jar that shook the breath from
him twelve or fifteen feet below, and before he could get upon
his feet three or four squaws appeared on the scene and quickly disarmed him.
Their shrill cries soon brought a white man and two old
Indian braves to the scene.
But, though badly surprised and upset by the fall, Charlie
did not lose his wits altogether.
"There!" he exclaimed. "I got into one of them holes, after
all. Blackpowder told me to be on ther lookout for 'em, but
you see I'd never been here before, an' so I was bound to step
jest where I hadn't oughter."
The white man looked keenly at him as he said this.
"Do you mean to say that ther captain sent you here?" he
asked, incredulously.
"Why, of course he did! " 6Xclalmed the scout, finding that
he had made a point. "What would I come here for If he
didn't, I'd like to know? There wasn't one of ther r eds or
whites that wanted to risk ridin' ahead, so I told him I would
do it. I want to see Bill Mitchell right away."
"Well, I happen to be Bill Mitchell," and then the fellow
looked as though he was more than half inclined to believe
that the scout wa.s telling the truth. "Let him up, there, redskins. Come on, and let's see whether you are lyin' or not,
stranger."
Charlie then gave Mitchell the contents of Blackpo wde r
Dan's letter.
B111 Mitchell looked surprised when he heard all this.
"I reckon you must be tell1n' ther truth," he remarked, and
then he shook his head as though he was in doubt about it.
Cheyenne Charlie was given back his weapons, but Bill
Mitchell cautioned him not to attempt to leave the place under any conditions until Blackpowder Dan arrived.
The scout was jubilant at the way his unlucky accident had
turned out.
He now felt certain that he would be able to rescue the
professor, it he did nothing else.
And he got right at work at it, using his keen eyes for all
they were worth.
In a few minutes he saw a middle-aged man brought from
a big cave and led to the shiu·p corner that formed the back
of the stronghold.
Charlie moved a trifle nearer and saw just how he was
placed in the dark cave."
Then he gave a nod.
He walked about the confines of the place and took in all
that was going on.
He saw one of the squaws fixin g up a snug nook n ear the
mouth of one of the larger caves, of which there were several,
and he made up his mind that there was where the girl captive was to be placed.
After a while Bill Mitchell came over to him, followed by
another white renegade, and asked him to join in a game of
cards.
There was nothing left for him to do but to obey, so he
...11y got interested in the game, since it was for small
•, and he played on until he was suddenly interrupted by
,ound of firing from the "1.irection of the mouth of the
'•

"Yes."

·

"Well, I reckon I'll cut you looee, then," and the next mrnute he hn,d reached the side of the prisoner and done so.
"Now, let's git out of here."
Up they went out of the opening.
Everything about the headquarters was in confusi?n now.
The squaws were running t o and fro in great excitement.
As one of them ran over towaru lhem Charlie sprang to the
ground and seized her.
"I w:int her togs for you to put on,'" he whispered to the
professor.
Then he quickly bound the struggling squaw and gagged her
so she could not ma]{e a noise.
At a word from the scout the professor took hold of her,
after taking charge of the fancy blanket she wore, and
dumped her into the hole they had just come out of.
"Put that on."
The professor picked up the greasy blanket and obeyed.
"Now, come on."
Tile old man kept close to the shadow of the r ocky wall
and the scout walked boldly 'out.
Luck was with them, for in less than two minutes they got
a chance to ascen d the side of the bill.
And once at the top they started hurriedly down by the way
Cheyenne Charlie had come up.
The way was clear, and they r eached the camp of the
.
regulars just as they were starting for the r etreat.
Cheyenne Charlie was delighted when he saw Young Wild
West.
ln a few minutes he had learned the full situation and told
what he h ad learned.
"Now I'll lead you right to the place!" he cried.
And he did so in much quicker time than they could have
got there without him.
The result was that the band was soon at the mercy of the
troouers.
Young Wild West was looking for Blackpowder Dan and
Lefferts, the traitor.
Of course, he wanted to find the girl, too.
With his mascot at his side he led the way among the caves,
closely followed by Jim and Charlie and Lieutenant Ogden,
who was in a fever of excitement over the anticipated finding
of his swilethert.
Suddenly the Newfoundland dog uttered an ominous growl
and darted into one of the smaller caves like a shot.
The next instant a cry of mortal agony rang out; then
there were the sounds of a fierce scuflie and the growls of
the dog.
Young Wild West rushed into the cave, J im Dart following
with a burning bra.nd he had snatched from the fire near by.
Lion had a man by the throat on the ground, and back in
the rear of the cave stood Blackpowder Dan, holding the
fainting form of Marie Daniels on his left arm, while his right
hand clutched a gleaming knife, which he was about to plunge
into her body.
There was a sharp crack from Young Wlld West's revolver,
and Blaokpowder Dan staggered and fell to the ground, a
bullet in his brain.
Lieutenant Ogden sprang forward, and picking the fainting
girl up, carried her outside.
Then our friends turned tlielr attention to the Newfoundland
dog and the man he still gripped by the throat.
Jim Dart held the burning firebrand so the light could
strike his face .
It was Lieutenant Lefferts, the traitor.
"Let go, Lion!" commanded Young Wild West. "You have
finished the man who would have killed yvu !or nothing had
I not interfered on the day you came Into camp. You have
certainly been my mascot, old fellow, and I will keep you
as long as I live in remembrance of how you aided me in
wiping out the gang of Blackpowder Dan, if I had no other
reason to keep you."
"Bow-wow!" answered the dog.

·Ther fight ls on, I reckon," said Charlie, a grim smile on
ugged countenance as he got up from the game.
1
'I reckon it is," Bill Mitchell answered uneasily.
As Mitchell hastened to give some orders to the Indians, the
scout looked over in the direction of the dark cave.
It was as dark as a pocket there, and there was no one
guarding the place.
Next week's Issue "will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
Like a shadow he made for the spot.
CHALLENGE; OR. A. COMBINATION HARD TO BEAT."
He climbed up a little ways and then quickly slid the fiat
stone he had seen placed over the opening aside.
Down he dropped as qui ck as a flash.
"Professor!" he called out, in !Ir low tone.
~is
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CURRENT NEWS
Tho marriag e of Miss Irene Spillne r and Fred C. Spfll·
nor, of Janesvi lle, Wis., recently marks the first time that
a brother and si~ter }iave assume d the relation s of husban d
and wife as far as the records of Rock County show. The
bridegr oom was legally adopted by the Spillne r family
when a lad in bis teens, and many acq uaintan ees did not
know he ever bore another name. Conseq uently there was
surpris e among friends of the· family when the margreat
The steame r Prinee Albert was refused clearance for riage was announ ced. The couple was married by .Tudge
Mazatl an by the Collector of Customs because of a sus- Charles L. Fifield of the County Court.
picion that arms and ammun ition she brou(fht from San
Francis co the other night were intende d for ~. iilibusterin(f
Na than English , of Port Crane, N. Y., celebra ted his
expedit ion in Mexico. She was allowed to sail ' howeve :'
ancl
rifles
one hundre dth birthda y by invitin g friends and newspaafter she left on the dock fifty-fo ur cases of
perman to spend the day with him to prove it is possible
100,000 cartridg es.
to live 100 years withou t following any special rules. He
bas smoked since he was fifteen, taken a drink when he
After a week of 11unshine tlie farmers of Htm1e, Mo.,
wanted it and enjoyed life when not workin g hard on his
are busy 8aving the grain crops, and on accoun t of the
several farms. To show how active be is, English turned
scarcity of help the women arc at work in the :fielas. The
hand-sp rings on the lawn in front of ills daught er's
several
women on most every farm are either riding a cul ti rntor
He then jumped a four-fo ot picket fence and
~1ome.
or driYing a mower or r;:drn. Crops arn good here if the
climbed into an automobile, shoutin g back be though t he
sunshin e will last long enough to let the fanners save
would just take a ride into the city~
them.

A bequest of $1,000 to her twelve-year-old cat, Tiger,
was pleaded by J. W. Ross, a wealthy Chicagoan, as evidence of mental incapac ity of his wife in a contest started
l_Jy tho will of Urs. Nellie L, S. Hoss. Ross, who brough t
the contest through attorne ys of Los AngeleF, was not
mentio ned in the will. The estate is vc1luod at $30,000.

The Overseas Club is to adopt a suggest ion fron1 Canada
to sow seeds of the maple arom1d the graves, cemeteries
or by the roads leading to the cemeter ies where Canadi an
soldiers are buried in li'rance and Flande rs. Consignments of seeds are being dispatc hed from Toronto . It is
also propose d to plant an avenue of maple trees at Lange·
marck after the war.
Up to the first of August 9,350,000 persons had passed
through the exposit ion turnstil es. 'fhe income from admissions from Feb. 20 to July 11 amount ed to $1,568,126.80. The receipts from concessions amount ed to $676,810.02 ; the miscell aneous income was $7'i'5,337.40. The
gross income since the opening 9n Feb. 20 until July 11
was $3,202,274.22.

College boys make the poorest farm hands, say the
farmers of Blackwell, Okla., who have had all kinds during
the recent harveEt. Every season hµndre ds of the student s
from Eastern States bear of the call for hands in Oklahoma and other Wester n wheat fields, and come West with
tbe idea of earning enough to pay their way through school
the following season. A very small percent age of the students who come West, however, last through the entire
l1arvest, and if they do last through one, they seek other
employ ment the followi ng year. The reason for this, the
farmers say, is that the Eastern college man as a rule
knows nothinc0r about the farm and farm• work. Neithe r
do tho mercha nics, miners and other trades, who also enlist in the army of harvest ers every year.

The city of Montevideo now possesses an electric plant
of large s.ize, and within a recent period it has been extending .operations on a good scale. In the station are now
erected four alterna tors operate d by horizon tal steam engines. One of these alterna tors is of 1,000 kw. size, while
the other three have l , 700 kw. capacit y each. In additio n
to these groups, a steam turbine set of Europe an make
was erected in 1911, thiR group being rated at 4,000 kw,
and it runs at 1,500 revolut ions per minute , but it can be
5,000 kw. load for a short time. This steam turChargi ng that a trained goat belongi ng to Shirley Al- · run on
has now given such good results that a second
set
bine
silk
verado, of Cincinn ati, Obio, had destroyed one pair of
of tlie same kind was ordered at a later date. The
tights wpich bad adorned her shapely limbs for dessert group
of Urngua y has made great progres s in modern ap- .
and chewed. up a pair of silk stockin gs and a real lace state
ng of electric .curren t, and it is said that the- GovRhoe. :M:iss Marie Cha pron, actress at an anrnsem ent rrsort, plicatio
t is engage d on plans fo:r erectin g electric stations
bas brough t R11it against Alverado. She asks $500 dam- crnmen
t small towns which are establis hed on a. well·
<'liiTeren
in
anrl
ages, chargin g that she suffered "great mental pain
designed and uniform ;plan.
anguish ."

James C. Duggcn s, a farmer, who li~es on the Laughe ry
Creek, near Aurora , Ind., has a water spaniel that is noted
along the stream for its method of catchin g fish. The dog
has caught several hundre d pounds dming t he last few
months for its owner and his neighbo rs. The dog dives
into the water and soon appears with a fish in its mouth,
and will repeat its diving for several hours 11,t a time.
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·THEt:'ooBBLERS OF TURKEY NECK
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERI AL STORY)
CHAPTER XII (continued)
"There isn't the least use. If there was I should favor
your doing it,'' replied Ran . " ow listen, Fred/' he
added. "What I have learned is of the highest importance,
although, as I said before, it doesn't give tis the clew to
Jack's whereabouts, and that is what we want."
"Fire away," said F red. "I am most anxious to hear."
"Well, I went to Moseley's, and as soon as I' mentioned
the matter he began questioning me in the :fiercest kind of
way, for he jumped at the conclusion that I was at the
bottom of th e fake that was worked upon him.
"It seems that Moseley has taken the agency for this cct ion fo r those rubber-tired vehicles, and has had a young
roan whom he scarcely knew drumming about the country
1 •·
trying t o make sales.
''Yesterday afternoon he o·ot a telephone from this fellow to send the carriage to Windhaven and have it there
not later than ten o'clock, as there was a party who wanted
to buy one and had to leave on the half-past ten train.
" o the carriage was driven over and the drummer me_t
'
it at the postoffice.
"H e told the driver to wait for him and he· would cl rive
to the house where his man wa stopping. · · Well, :Fred,
he drove .away and the driver waited all night. Thi._
mornin g the horses were found hitched to ·a tree on the
· .
Egg Rock road, and the drummer was misl'ing.
"The driver couldn't find him, but the horse~ were all
winded and the carriage covered witli m\1fl. You ca n
draw Your own conch1sions. T've drawn mine. 1'11 het
:fi.fty dollars to a nickel that Moseley's carriag-r 11"31' nscn
to "take Brother X a.way from Katy Kidd's house last
night."
So much for Brother A's di i::rovery.
As he said in the firl't pl11 re. it fnrnishcrl 110 r.]P.w, hut
it did go to confirm the belief of hoth the hoys that lVfl'.
Burton was at the bottom of the whole af1'11ir.
"I'll bet you . wh11.t yon like tlrnt Burton went on1. of
town in that carriage," RaJ1 kept i< ayin g. "hnt 1yhy he
should want t o take .Jack with him, unless it ·"lrns to- -"
Here Han's voice failed him.
He feared the worst.
So did Fred.
The boys 11·ere still discus ing the affair and their
spirits were at the lowest ebb when the:· reached Dill's
wharf at FairhaYcn, rearh to ~ ta r t for TmkeY ":\eek.
_ -,:;i,1-.u4 J,t All I" w.'i.ei:i, i'~lly li:i~ d.q·~ i.u.to ~o

cockpit of the Seabird, "some one has been throwing a lot
of old duds into my boat."
"Hold on! It's a man!" whi spered Ran.
Freel looked again and gave a low whi stle.
''By Jove!" he breathed, "it's my tramp, sound asleep
in the boat !"
CHAI'TER XIII.
A STARTLING DIS CLOSURE.'

.

Fred and Ran got into the boat without eYen di,turbing
the trarop's peaceful slumber.
The fellow had evidently been loading up with whisky
or stale beer, · for his breath smelt horribly, and he mored
and snorted like some great fat pig.
"\\hat in the world brought him here, do you suppose?" exclaimed Ran. "Do you think he knew that this
\Vas your boat, Fred?"
"Sure," replied Fred. "Didn't I tell you he said he had
been watching around Windhaven for a week? In spite
of his rough appearance, Ran, you can see tba.t he is an intclligent man, and probably an educated one. I tell you
from the little I heard him say I'm sure he's up to snuff."
"He seems to be doing a good deal of snuffing. all
right," laughed Ran, as the tramp gave another tremendous
snort. "Say, shall we let him sleep?"
"Why not?"
" 1 o reason on earth why not. Every rea son- why we
shonld. My idea would be to taJ,e him right into the mceting ji1st as he is, if WC can get him there without clistmhing him, and let the Gobblers wRkc him up."
' ."'Good enough !" cried Fred. "A great scheme. Say,
Ran : clo you suppose this can be the tramp the ilei"edive is
following?"
"T'll never tell you, but from what you tell me f m:ike
snrc he'R a walking bag of informat ion."
"Say tub or barrel, that will be better," laughed Fred.
"Well, all right. F rom the way be is sleeping I guess we
can get him over to Turkey Neck without his ever knowing one blessed thing about it . You a.re sure the boys will
be there?"
The meeting it called. They have
· "Dead sure of
got to be there. Come, let's hustle up and make a start."
. It did not take Fred long to get started, and as the
wind happened to be with them they went up the bay
· ~·~.
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/ny was the pleasant summer's evening that Freel and He soon found that he bad a job on his hands, for the
had sailed up and down the bay in the Seabird, often slumber of the seven sleepers was nothing compared to
Katy Kidd, who was engaged to Ran, and Susie that of the tramp.
Fred shook him and kicked him, tickled his nose with a
, Frr.d's girl, along with them.
ose were pleasant times to look back upon, but there straw. and did everything he could think of, but all in
:nothing pleasant about this trip, for Fred was full vain. 'l'he tramp would not wake up.
·"I'll fix him;" said Brother A, pulling out a revolver
xiety about Jack, and most anxious to hear the diswhich he had been carrying of late. "I tell you, brothers,
ares of the tramp, whatever they might be. ·
he boys talked to each other iu a suppressed way from there is nothing these tramps are so afraid of as a shot.
~ to time, but actually rery little was said until they Let's give him a few and we will blame soon have h~m on ·
his feet."
into the cove at 'l'urkey Neck and dropped anchor.
So Brother A :firei! three shots, one after another, up
/bis was not the cove near the old mill, but another in
of the ruined house where the turkey-head masks at the ceiling.
At the first one the tramp rolled over. At the second
· been left.
ot om:e since that night had the Gobblers met here, he gave a twist and a hitch. At the third he sprang to
· bad they made any attempt to take away the masks, his feet, staring wildly around.
Before t his Fred had stepped back into bis place, and
now that the rumor had rrot around town tlwt there
IS such a society, and people were asking who they were with the rest of the Gobblers stood silent and motionless.
The tramp rubbed his eyes and looked from one ·mask
,d what they were, Ban had concluded to call the next
to another, at last exclaiming in a trembling voice:
eetin~ at the old house on Turkey iil eek.
"Great J erusalem I What's this?"
And the Gobblers were ready for the meeting, all right.
"My friend," said Brother A, in his most sepulcl}ml
They came crowding down to the water's edge as the
tones, "you have fallen into th~ hands of friends or - en~at pulled into the cove.
"Hush up, there, you! Don't make any noise!" ex- mies, just iis you choose to make them. Prepare to aniaimed Ran, in a suppressed voice. ''W e'\·e got a prize swer every question put to you, to answer briefly and ·
truthfully:
1g here and we don't want to wake rum up."
"How came you to go to sleep in t hat boat?"
Grea t was the excitement among the boys when they
I ''Well, I was tired and I laid down there," replied thei ·
liscovered who the "prize pig" was.
•'\Ve want to get him right up to the house. -Let tramp sulkily.
"You knew that the boat belonged to Fred Farley, t he
im wake up in the middle of the meeting," said Brother
"W1ai.cvcr this fellow knows we want to know, and young man you spoke with on the long bridge?"
"Yes: I did."
red and I have decided that this is the best way to find
"Good. That's the way to answer. Why didn't you
put."
1\obody objectP,d to the plan, but the question was how wait for that young man on the other side of the bridge,
as he told you to?"
.
·
:to carry it out.
"Because I wanted to see him alone, and I thought I
Finally the Gobblers hit upon a very simple method .
One of the doors of the old house was taken off its hinges would have a better chance to do so in the boat."
"Good again. What is your name?"
and carried down to the boat.
"My name-what has that got to do with it?"
Everybody had put on the turkey-head ma ks then, and
"I demand yo'Jr name as an evidence of good faith, and .
if i.he tramp ha cl waked up be would have been somewhat
surprised to fi ud himself surrounded by these strange- I .want your true one. Don't attempt to deceive us. Therf!
is black trouble ahead of you if you do."
looking figures .
" Well, it is so long since I have spoken my true name
Xcthing oI the kiud occurred, howel'er.
Tbev li fted the tramp out of the boat and laid him on that I scarcely recollect it myself," was the reply. "Here
the clo~r and :ill he l i] \ms to tum oveT once and give an it is, though, Alfred Ambler. I want you fellows to undersb:nd, whoever you are, that it is a name once good for
extra snore .
Then si:-.. of the Gobblers taking hold they carried him :t hunnrecl thou sand dollars at the bottom of a check, but.
up to the ho11$e and plan t0d him on th e floor of the olcl that's neither here nor there. It was a long time ago . By
the way, I think I could talk a littl e hetter if one of you
sitting-room.
Doors and windows were now tightly closed, and each fellows ·woulq giYe me a drink."
"Not a drop will you get here," said Ran, decidedly.
Gobbler li ghted a lantern.
rraki.q.g their places in a double row facing the door, "K ow Mr. Ambler, to come down to business. You seem
they stood there hol cling their lanterns, presenting to be 'an intelligent man. T ell this assemblage in as few
words as possible what this secret of yours is. Then we
a strange ancl weird assemblage.
Ran Morgan took his place at the head between the will decide what to do with you, and we can't decide b~
, fore.''
two lines.
·'BrotheT D ~ " l1c s'.l ld in that sepuichral tone which he' "Ir ell , I ca n do that, all right," said the tr~mp, who. ·
li ked to assume wh en presiding OYer a meeting of the Gob- had begun to get used to his situation, ''but before I do it
bl ers . "Brnlhcr D, step fonra rd and 1rake up IOLU prize I want to know where I come in on this deal?"
·"' .,"": ., ... _..
pig."
' .
(To be continued)
Fred approached the trnm;i and went to work.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
INMAN, BILLIARDIST, LOSES.
Melbourne Inman, the English billiard champion, has at
last mot with defeat in London. Conceding N ewrnnn
.2,~50 start in a.n 18,000 ~p game for $250 a side, he just
failed. to beat his young nval by 649 points. At one time
the champion got within 100 points of Newman, but a
final desperate efl'ort by the latter got h.imself well out of
danger. This is Newman's last game until the war is
over, as he has volunteered for work in one of the Government munition factories.

\

of the Sele Ri ver-normall y flowing west from the Apen·
nines to Lhe Tyrrhm1c Sea-to the city of Bari, on the
.
Adriatic.
'rhe eastern part o[ sontl1ern Jtaly r::aaly Jacked water,
while the western part hacl far more than it needed. The
River Sele was selected as that which could best be spared.
It rises 124 miles from Bari, and the whole range of the
lofty Apennines are in between. It was necessary to bore
sixty miles of tunnel, • mostly through granite; to build
between four and five miles of aqueducts and to install
between 47 and 48 miles of metallic double siphons. The
main aqueduct is 132 miles long, and from it branch off
1,000 miles of canals that distribute to the villages of
Apulia the 120,000,000 gallons of water that are deflected
every day from the western to the eastern shores of the
country.
More than 150 reservoirs, most of them carved out of
solid rock, store up more than five million cubic feet of
water at intervals along the aqueduct to provide against
accidents that m~y make repairs necessary. And seventeen towns situated at points higher than the aqueduct receive the water by means of elevators.

ANTIDOTE FOR SNAKE VENOM.
India's annual loss of over 20,000 lives from snake bite
has forced the production of an antidote serum. The
Pare1 Laboratory, Bombay, keeps a supply of cobras from
which venom is extracted every ten days. The snakes are
forcibly fed with egg flip through a tube. The venom
is dried over lime and then dissolved in a salt solution.
Increasing doses are injected in a horse until at the end of
~wo years the. an~al .can stand a dose 200 times the origmal one and is quite immune from tho cobra poison. The
serum from the blood of this particular horse is an antiabsolutely effective if injected in time . Many
~ote and is _
lives have been saved by its use. However, each bite rePURSUED BY INDJ ANS.
quires an antidote made from the venom of the same sort
of sn.ake that.itrfiicted the bik The Parel Laboratory is
Escaping from warlike Indians in a motor car is the exworkmg to develop a greater variety of antidotes.
perience related by Louis R. Brand, who passed through
Hutchinson, Kan., en route to Detroit by automobile.
Brand, his wife and two boys, aged 3 and 7, escaped
FISH GATHER IN MILLIONS.
with their lives from Sonora, old Mexico, after a thrilling
Errry summer there is a remarkable run of herrinO' on
the North Pacific coast. These fish come in such sl~oals chase.
J\ir. Brand has miniµg interests in the country where
i hat they seem a solid moving mass. They crowd into
Lhe Yaqui Indians are on the warpath. Although bis
the inlets and sheltered bays and can be taken in millions
presence was needed at the m ines his interest in the lives
hv the simplest means. Men and bo~s on the Grand Trunk
of his wife and children was greater. To have remained
Pacific dock at Prince Rupert use waste paper baskets and
like sure dea.t h. Mr. Brand was prevailed upon to
looked
similai· utensils, which, with rope attached, are thrown
make a dash for safety in his motor car.· The country he
into the water and allowed to sink below the surface then
would be forced to drive for, California, was infested with
hanled in ag~in full to over~owi:og with lovely he;,_-ing.
Hut a better idea of the density of these schools of fish is Indians.
One hundred and fifty miles stretched from the mine
afforded by the fact that fishing lines with hook attached
the border over roads seldom used, through deep sand
to
can be sunk. in the water and pulled out instantly with just
and across malapai washes. Accident to tbe car would
~~ many fish as th:re are hooks, be there a dozen or fifty.
have been fatal to the party, for the Indians would not
Ions of these herrmg are taken by the :fish companies and
allowed them to escape. Only once were t hey at have
frozen in boxes for use ru; bait for the halibut fisheries.
tacked. That was in crossing a long stretch of sandy
'l'hey are an excellent table fish and there ought to be a
desert about fifty miles from the mine.
profitable market for them in the interior. As vet comA small group of Yaquis approaching from a side road
paratively few of them are shipped, though dealer; a;e now
the car coming and then began a race t o see who
saw
calling .for them. Fishermen say the herring seek the
reach the crossroads first. The Indians had only a
would
bays to escape the whales, which prey on them in certain
to go and the motorist more than a mile, but
way
little
localities during their migrations.
the car responded nobly to the demand and crossed the
distance in little more than a minute.
IT ~.\LY'S :i-Ew AQUEDUCT.
One of the Indians tried a long-range shot with his
The Italian' Gornrnment has finished one of the most rifle, but the bullet whistled harmlessly over tbe beads of
important engineering works of modem days in the con- the party. It was a thrilling ride, with ruts and chuckstruction of an imme11se aqueduct which carries the waters holes often disregarded and all speed possible made.
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The Wonderful Adventures of a New Monte Cristo
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)

kept the truth :from me. I :found lie was a prisoner and
CHAP'rER XII (continued)
then I bribed some of the natives to release him. I glory
"Master ! Master !"
what I have done."
in
afl'echim
greeting
Sinbad,
"What is it, Ivan?" asked
Never had Sin bad admired her more, bitterly incensed
tiom-.tely.
against her though he was. She stood boldly confronting
e "Oh, such satl news!"
him with flashing eyes and defiant attitude, and for a mo"Quick! Speuk ! \Vby do you keep me in suspense?"
be was speechless, and when he did address her
ment
!"
"'I'he prisoner has escaped
again he changed bis tone.
"Don Ricardo at large!"
"Claire," he said, sadly, "you do not know what mis"Yes_, Jacques."
o man could get out chief you have done. Strife e:nd crime and misery have
"Then there has been treacl1ery.
been unknown on this island till now. Your action bas
of the dungeon without help from the outside."
stirred up the demon of discord. Don Ricardo, for such I
I 11 an said nothing, but hung his head.
"You clo not speak, I van. · You know something. Tell will call him to you, has enticed away nearly three-fourths
of the natives."
me everything. Who is the traitor?"
Still Ivan hesitated and Sinbacl shuddered . H e noticed
"'J'hey recognize how unjustly he has been served."
the absence of Kama, hi s dearest friend, and at once he
Sinbad laughed bitterly.
felt he knew the reason.
"Would that were only so. It would be better than
what ha s happened. Listen. The don has in his retreat,
'"l'hc traitor," said I van, "is a woman."
so han tells me, contrived to distill some fiery liquor from
"A woman!"
tbe plants that grow on the island. He has made the na"Yes, Claire Quin, the prisoner's daughter."
crazy with tlrink, and tlie poor half-mad wretches foltiYes
is
Where
faithful.
is
Kama,
brave
my
Kama,
"'l'hen
low him, scarcely knowing what they do."
Jliss Quin?"
"Master! Master!"
"lo the palace sti ll. But, master, we are in great danSinbad mshed out of the room, hearing both I van and
ger. rl'his Don Ricardo threatens to attack us. We have
Jacques calling him.
not a moment to lose."
"Look! Look!"
"~ome to i.he palace."
'11 he two men drew Sinbad's attention to a man who was
"But the yacht?"
coming down the hill at a great pace, followed by a crowd
"What about the yacht, I van?"
of men, yelling like demons.
"It mmt not be left. It might be capture<l."
"It is Kama! To the rescue! Don't fire, if it can be
"'l'rue. Con and the crew will stay here to protect it."
l:linbncl, Ja cques ancl Ivan hurried away, followed by all helped, but, Kama, my brave Kama, must be saved at any
.
the nati res who remained loyal. At the pdace the first co t."
J acqucs, Sinbatl and twenty men rushed to meet the ad.
person he met was Minta, Claire'i; attendant.
vancing force, and when they presented their guns at the
"\Vhere is you r mistress'"
enem~-, Kama's pursuers halted temporarily. In an in"She is within, my lord; sl1e will see you."
"Enter !" cried a soft voice, and Sinbad, throwin!" aside stant they rushed on again.
"Fire over their heads!" shouted Sinbad. "One volley
a heavy silken cmlain, fonml himself confronting Claire.
scare them."
will
a
not
was
There
ever.
She looked more beautiful than
trace of shame on her face. Site did not show any uneasi- j Ancl so it provetl. Panic-stricken, the poor, half-drunkness, bul regf1rdccl 8i11bad with a proud and confideut air. en natives fled a1ray as fast as possible, a.nd Kama, in a
few minutes, was with his friends .
"So this i~ how you requite me"!" he said, bitterly.
"You are bleeding, Kama."
"Requite .vc•u ! What thanks do I owe you? Better tliat
"Tt is nothing. Some stones struck me."
I had sunk in the sea than have lived to be torn from mv
"Where have you been?"
·
home aod my friends and separated from my father."
"My lord, I have tried to bring the people back to their
"From such a father!"
"l care not what his life may have been/' cried the girl, duty. I went amongst them, for they all like me, 11J1d the
passionately, "he is my father, and that is enough. You greater part were on the point of following me back he:J.'.e."

a
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"Is that all?"
"Parblen ! what's th e good of 1Ycn lt h, mon nm 1. You
crmnot Bpcnd a f'O U on thi s islan d ...
"I nm perfeet l? n1rarc of that, MiBter D upree, therefore
I don' t intend to stay here."
"W' ill you swim away?"
"No, I am coming to that point. I demand th e smren-r
a
dcr of the Avenger to me.''
"Have you finished ?"
".Not quite, Sinbad. Y ou will allow me lo lake 1Y ith me
from this island 3ny peopl e J ma y wi ~h. and also my
daughter ri1airc."
"Are you through?"
" Yes."
"It's my tim e to speak, then. Supposing I reject your
tenw, what will happen?"
The clon hughed scornfull y.
"Death, exkrmination," he shouted. " Refuse my demands and I'll kill you and all your friend s. :Kot one will
I ]eaYe alive:''
"Pity kind sir" whined Jacqu es in a plain tive voice,
with a· 'most com'ical look on hi s fa ce. "S p ~nc a poor,
lonely French orphan ."
Sin bad nud all around him burst into a fit 0£ laughter.
Don Ricardo was furious.
"So you think this a la1whing matter !" he r eared .
appeared.
"Y cs·. don't you ? Surel; , you haven' t been serious all
An hour after sunset, wild shouts proclaimed their arwhile?"
this
rival.
"Yon shall Eee,'' cried th e don, pas.:; ionalely. and withThe gates of the pa.la~e were .closed, and 0 ~ a platform
ou t another word he darted. ba ck ::m cl joined his followers.
behind the walls stood Smbad "'.1th a few of !us friends.
"Is Sinbad there?" cried a voice from the enemy's ranks. ' " We shall be attacked now " said Ivan.
'
' ?"
. Wh o want s h im
''H e is.
K ama pushed his way to the fro nt.
·
" My friend s !" he cried, loudly, speaking in the native
"Your late prisoner; your conqueror now. Don Ricardo
tong ue, and aclc1ressin0' Don Ricardo's su pporters. " It is
Quin."
Kama who spea"ks to you. Li t en to the \rnr<h of a brother.
Why will you rai se yo m hands aga inst , 'in bad, onr lord
CHAPTER XIII.
mnRter, to whom we owe e\crything in life? Let not
and
'£HE A'l'TACK ON THE AVENGEil- CON's STilATAGE:~L
this stranger cau se you to fa il in }'<Hll' loYe for om bene"Sinbad," asked Don Ricardo, "is my life safe if. I come factor ancl frieml . I,cal'e him to his .fate, and come and
forward to speak to you?"
join us. Forgi l'eness awaits you. Corne."
"Yon in snlt me," an swered Sinbacl,. angrily.
Ban !! !
In the gloom Don Ricardo's form was jnst visible as he
Kan~a 's oration wa. cut short by a bullet 11·hiclt passed
moved forward towards the walls of the palace from amid c;o near his head that it cut away some Jcather whirlt were
th e crowd of natives who had been surrounding him. At affixed to it. Don Hi carilo had ad.opted th is way of puta distan ce of fifty yards he halted.
ting an end to the talk, for he feared the effect it might
"You villain I" cried Jacques, shaking his fist at him. have on the natives wit h him.
·
,
"Why should I not kill you?"
Sinbad' pulled Kama back.
"No-no, Jacques,'' said Sinbad, quickly, preventing the
"Your life is too precious to be risked in this way,
Frenchman from bringing his -rifle to his shoulder.
Kama. They will attack us, although it is hopeless for
"It cannot be. I have given my word."
them to do so. This place is· impregnabl e."
"I have come here,'' said the don, speaking loudly and
"Parblen ! we will kill them like flies."
in defiant tone~ , " to propose terms to you."
-"Not one, Ja cques~ not if I can help it."
"Terms !"
"You must. Poor creatures though they are, yet it is in
"Yes, term s, Sinbad. No doubt;" continued the don, self-defense we act."
with a sneer, "you are surprised at my doing so, for as
"Can vou see the villain and his men ?"
you are completely in my power I might demand an un·
"No; it is as dark as the tomb."
conditional surrender."
" Deltis, tell me where they are."
T he don stopped, evidently expecting some comment,
Sinbad turned to a tall native who, until Don Hicardo's
but Sinbad said nothing.
escape, bad acted as his jailer.
''Now, listen, Sinbad," he went· on. 'lMy proposals are
moderate. I demand half your wealth."
(To be continued)
''What happened to prevent it?"
"About twenty drunken wretches came tip."
"But the others would not listen to them?"
"My lord, that'w:tetch, your late prisoner, sent qua11t i1.ics
of liquor· by these men. In a few minutes the men with
whom I had reasoned were. as brutal as tho, .others."
"They turned on me, attacked me with .stones, and I fled
for my life."
"Now, do you understand, Jacques, why I refused to
allow any liquor on the island?"
"Master, it is a pitiful story. I feel for the poor creatures. Still, I don't intend to let them cut my throat if I
can help it, and I'm afraid they'll try to do so without
loss of time."
"They will attack us to-night,'' said Kama. " I beard
them say so. Don Ricardo has promised to divide all your
precious stones and riches amongst them, and the poor ,
people have been led away by him, became they ha ve taken
the wine he made for them."
At once Sinbad took energetic measures to repel any attack that might be made. The Y!eht appeared to be safe.
The crew was sufficient protection for it. So Sinbad armed
all the force at his command, a.nd stationec1 them so as to
defend the palace. A line of sentries was thrown out, with
instructions not to fire, but t0 fall back when the enemy
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TIMELY TOPICS

e
Editl1 Channel, a young woman of Kansas Citv, Mo.,
arherl Snn Ti'nrnrisco Aug. J, completing a long journey
foot ~c~rnn in the Missouri city Feb. 2. Accord ing to the
h.n:ician i11 charge of the tuberculosis booth in the Exosition Palace of Education at the Panama-racific Exositior: . who mnde a thorough examination, Miss Channel,
ho left her home .in the shadow of the great white plague,
s in perfect hcB-Hh.
T . S. Edmunds, of Monroe, Ga., reports that he has
growing in his gan:cn the "healing squash." He for a
ong time doubted that there ever grew such a vegetable.
ow, hnving made the test, he is satisfied that such a thing
·s po~0 sible . He l1as cut from the e11c1s of tlie p ro<luct a
ufficien cy for a meul or two ancl healing was immediate,
and the Ycgctablc is yet go.ing forth to give a new supply
s the occasion may clenrnnd.

forms of the ordinary cultivated' peach . Mr. Meyer's latest expedition succeedecl in reaching Lanchowfu, when
further progress was prevented by tlie desertion of the
interpreter. Recent collections ' have largely augmented
the Agricultural Department's· stock of jujubes and persimmons from western China.
P ermanent damage to the heart does not result from
rowing under the present college system, according to results shown bv an examination of oarsmen at Harvard
conducted by Dr. Roger J .. Lee, professor of hygiene. In
an article in the Harvard· Alumni Bulletin, Prof. Lee
savs : "No evidence has been discovered in the study ot
this group of 42 cases that would tend to show that the.
present system of intercollegiate rowing, with a four-mile
race and a long preliminary training period, causes any
p<!rmanent damage to the heart, particularly, as has been
the case at Harvard, where only organically sound students are pennjtted to participate and are kept under
medical supervision. Furthermore, rowing persisted in by
college oarsmen for an average of over five years after
graduation, fails to show ·· that 'the size of the heart is
affected."

Thomas Langdon, a Rockport, Ind., cit izen, bought sever:il pigs Tccently. Much to his ~urprise he found that he
ha<l , ome trained animals on his hands, for whenever the
J2 o'clock or 6 o'clock \Yhistles blew the pigs made a frantic rusl1 for tl1c feed trough, where they stood and squealed
uuti ! fe(1. Making inquiry, he learned that they had been
forn 1r•rly kept l1ear the ftom mill and fed by ouc of the
One of the most serious situations which invariably
empl oyee~ as suon as the wl1istlcs blew.
faces an army in the field is the lack of proper bathing
facilities for the men. Until very recently this has been
Put-in -Bay residcr:t · arc making arrangements for the particularly true in nearly all the war camps of Europe.
elebration of the one hundred and second anniversary Of late, however, a step bas been taken by the Germans
f the battle of Lake Erie on Sept. J 0 of this year. 'l'o which apparently will go far in bettering the unsanit~
hem the main Ii;;Jt of the P erry Memorial, on the south- conditions which have heretofore prevailed. 'I'his bas come
ea;:tem ehorc of Pnt-in-Bay Island, Ohio, is one of the in the construction of bathhouse trains which were sent
wor.<10r..; of Lhe 1rnrlu. 'l'he only thing they do1d like into districts occupied by the Germans in northern France.
about it is the charge of t.1Yenty-fi ve cents exacted for the These trains consist of an engine and tender, a large tank
trip by clc\'::i.Lor to the dome. The shaft is an important car carryi ng water and a number of cars :fittecl with shower
baths, together with others provided with tubs and lockers,
landmark to the navigators of the Great Lakes.
as well as dressing-rooms for the officers. Sufficient water
Srrnth Africn is coming into the limelight as a mcat- can be carried jn one of these tanks, which is similar to
expr:ri.ing cli~trict, according to a commerce r eport. Ship- those used in tr~nsporting oil, for about 1,000 persons.
men ls hnYc bef:)n made to England since May, t he total to
recent <late' l>cing 35'1 quarters of beef. All of this meat
camr from Xatal, with the exception of about 1,500 qua.rtcr.: from '?t pc To•.rn. Although it "·as of poor quality,
on tl:c 1rhole, it bronght 13 or 13 cents a pound at Smithfield market, l,onclon. Exportc<1 under favorable conditiom. an experimental consignment of 24 quarters of meat
from i.110 Om·ernment School of Agri'culture at Ccdara was
sold in England a.t 17 cents a pound for hindquarters and
15 cents a pound for fores.

Another case of mysterious disappearance · has been solved b,v the :finding of Elias McDaniel, heir to an estate
in Danville, Ind., who chopped out of existence more t han
twenty-five years ago, so far as this community knew. McDani el was located in the West by Levi Brown, administ r ator of the McDaniel . estate, after a long sear ch. The
man had turned l1enhit and trapper and was found· living
in a lon esome c11.bin in a forest near Portland, Oro. When
told that .his _father .and mother were both dead and that
··he }Va!\ heir to -about $7,000 worth 0£ property, he evinced
The Bureau of Plant Industry reports that its agricul- no feeling wh.a tever, but flatly refused to return and take
tu ra1 explorer, Mr. F. N. Meyer, who al ready had so many possession. H e was finally persuaded to go into town and
remarkable "fincl s" to his credit, has recently sent in an sign papers giving Mr. Brown authority to sell the propunusually interesting collection of new fruits from the erty and send him the proceeds. No one has ever been able
Tibetan border of China. These include t.he Tangntian to .fathom the cause of the estrangement between fatbei
almond, the Potanin peach, and a notable series of wild and son.
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GOOD CUUR EN'l, NEWS

Military observers who have been watching the progress
of the war in Russia are convinced that the German
troops will not be stopped in Russia until the entire
first line of the Russian army is .either captured or broken
up in such a manner that it cannot take the offensive
within a year. Assuming that the Russian situation is
cleaned up, these observers believe that the combined German and Austrian forces 'vill make a driYe into Italy,
seeking not only to crush the Italian army, but to open
the way for invasion of France across the border of Haly.
It is argued that the losses in invading France througb
Italy will be less than in a drive through the entrenched
lines on the western frontier of Germany. With this
·ituation the Austrian and German forces would be attacking the Allies in France from two sides. 'l'his assumes
that they no longer feared any serious offensive from
Russin until the issue had been forced in France.

ARTICLl~S

There are about 500 wild buffaloes in the Province of Al(HUNS AND CHUCKLES
berta, Canada, an.cl these are said to be the only wild herds
Harry-Yo u and Tom appear to be the best of friends.
left on the continent out of the vast hordes which once
Dick-\Yhy sliould.n't we be? We never say what we
roamed the prairies and the foothills. Most of the 500
of each other.
think
r ange in northern Alberta., and the rest in the McKenzie
district. Protection is given to tlic buffalo by the NorthMr. Durnhe ..1a-Nelson was coming to call, but I told
west Mounted Police.
him yol1 would be eng&ged this evening-- :Uiiss Ole11rn.c1e, ra.p tmously-Oh, William!
The United States is, by for, the greatest paper-pro·
ducing country in the worlrl. It is estimated that Lht>
'l'he Idiot-But you don't know wherein lies the differprci:ent annual output of the Ameri('an paper mills i ~ euce between a good cook and a poor pri.nter's devil? The
worth $300,000,000. The Uuitcd States is, holl'erer, a Victim-Unburden your so ul. 'J'hc Idiot-Ono forms the
comparatively sma.11 exporter of paper, the rn :innl'<ldnrer~ pie and the other pies the form.
in the past having had about all tl1cy c011ld Jo to supply
the home demand. Paper exports ham bCl'Il incrcu;; ing to
"So Ambishious has achieved fame, has he?" ·askell the
England and Argentina.
pl1ilo$opher. "He has,'' replied the cheerful ch up. "Brilliant things said by other men are now credi.ted io him ."
Gus Brown_, of Dubuque, Iowa. displa~'e a a shoe shi ue
Mrs. Hi gliblowcr-Rlsie, you never speak oulsiue o.£ the
the otlier day that cost h im $:3,uOO, and it w ,1s not HO
spcctacnlar as one migl1t imagine. Bro11·11 gaYe the porter qnarrels between your papa a.nd myself, do you? Elsiein a hotel in Los Angel es, Cal., 1he , hoes i o be ent to the Oli, no, mamma. But when you are pleasant to cacb other
bootblack ana when they came back Mrs. Bro\\·n told her I al'rnys mention it.
husband that she had h1ckccl ~3,600 worili of jewelry in
one shoe for safekeeping. 'l'he bootblack deniecl see ing
Blobbs-Newlywed's wife is a cooking-school girl, and
the valuables and the porter pleaded ignorance. 'l'he police she has been feeding him on angel food. Slobbs-What
have been unable to recover the property. Meanwhile the effect has it had on him? Blobbs-Well, I think he has
shine ha.s worn off.
rather given lip the idea of ever becoming an. angel.
Capt. B. n. King, superintendent of the Fort Meade
waterworks, was in Wauchula, Fla., recently and showed a
picture of the only working alligator in Florida. Some
time ago one of the sewers of Fort Meadb became clogged
110. It was 4.00 feet from manhole to manhole, and the
s;wer was twenty feet below the surface and in quicksand.
It looked as though the city was in for an expensive job.
The captain. conceived the idea of getting an alligator,
t ieing a line to him and letting him work his way through
the sewer. At :first an 18-inch alligator was tried. He
went nearly 200 feet and turned back. Then a four-foot
gator was obtained, and he worked his way from manhole
to manhole, carrying the line "'ith him, after which the
cleaning of the se\\·cr was a simple matter.

"The new railroad has been a great blessing to us,'' says
a rural exchange. "In less than six weeks we got enough
damages out of it to build a town hall and grade the cemeterv. A few more enterprises of this kind, and our town
will rise to heights undreamed of in the history of new
settlements."
''Do you think it is polite," said the foolish stranger in
Crimson Gulch, "for a man to sit in his shirt-sleeves and
play cards all da.y ?" ''Yes, sir," answered Three-Finger
Sam ; "and maybe it'll be for your own good to remind
you that the fewer sleeves a man ha.a on when he plays
cards around here the less liable he is t o fall under suspicion."
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eye, taking care to keep the boat out of reach of the deadly
tail. When the· beast's convulsions had ceased and he
floated quietly on the surface we towed him to the bank.
By Col. Ralph Fenton
In this way we landed five good-sized alligators in the
course of the forenoon.
"I think," said Bill, my guide, "we had better make an
Before starting for camp I wanted to take a swim, but
arly start, as it's ten miles to the pool where the alligators was afraid of the alligators. The sun was at its meridian,
and the heat was intense. Bill said he knew of a small
re the biggest ancl the thickest."
"All right," said I, "I'll be ready as soon as you are."
lake or basin of water where we could be safe, as it was
It was my first adventure of the kind, and I was very protected by a ledge of roe.ks that separated it from the
nch excited, and looked forward to the hunt with con- river.
siderable pleasure.
I was enjoying the water immensely, it WM so refresh"! reckon you won't he so ambitious the second trip, ing, and was a.bout to venture out in the deeper water,
young man," said Bill, who was an old hunter. "One taste when, to my intense horror, I heard Bill cry loudly: "Alliof the mosquitoes and other pesky things'll be enough for gator, alligator!" and I saw making right toward hi~ on
you, I'll warrant."
the other side of the lake the father of all a.lligato
"1'11 run the risk of a. stinging," I retorted, "if you will shouted to him to make ior the shore. For a mom!
just show me the alligator." I was not a crack shot like seemed undecided what to do, then, realizing bis po
Bill, who could snuff a candle at a hundred feet, but I he struck out with a vim, but the monster was n
thought I could put a bullet Lhrougb the eye of an alligator fearful proximity to him. I held my breath and wr..,._
/
if it was not too far away.
him, for it was a race for life. Paralyzed with tetr g ,ted
The Charco del Demonio, or the Demon's Pool, is close saw Bill make a quick turn and dive. The brute f nomes
to the Ulua, the principal river of Honduras. Nothing his tail furiously, and from the commotion in the water~
could be lovelier to the eye, weary with the blinding glare I thought it was all up with poor Bill, but in another
of the sun, than tbe deep, rich green of the trees along the minute, to my surprise, Bill was on the shore in safety.
bank, their interlaced branches affording us a cool and
It was by Bill's derlerous movement in diving that he
shady resting-place below.
succeeded in so puzzling the alligator and saved bis life.
So we immediately began our preparations for camping.
Being so occupied with Bill's terrible danger, I had-noti
Every tree and shrnb seemed full of life, and the air was thought of myself, so you may realize my situation when,
fairly thick with mosquitoes and other "pesky things," the just as soon as the brute spied me, be made rapidly in my
like of which I have never dreamed, and I soon found out direction. I was at least twenty feet from the ledge, my
\rhat it was to camp in a tropical forest.
only refuge, and my sole chance was to get there in time
We had collected woocl for our fire, and now set out after to climb out of my pursuer's roach. It was true the dangame for our supper. By our jcrint exertions we soon sat ger was not so imminent a.a that of Bill, but my position
down to a meal we thought excellent of roast porcupine was nevertheless one of extreme peril, and one from which
and a species of grouse . We were very tired after the I could see no means of escape. Some horrible instinct
day's Lramp, and turned in early to be fresh for the morn- seemed to enable the alligator to scent me, for a few mining hunt. Bill was soon fast asleep; but nothing like utes after Bill reached the shore not a ripple was on the
slumber came to me, for there were howls and groans, and water.
piping and cawing, sl1rieking and bellowing, and it apI reached the rock, but in getting up slipped, and was
peared as if an army of magpies and crickets and other nearly precipitated into the very jaws of the alligator,
voluble creatures were striving their best to out<lo one an- when I had managed to scramble up again, how I never
other in horrible di~coril.
knew afterward, for it was almost perpendicular, and forTownrd morning I wa.; so dead beat that I .fell into a tunately so smooth the brute could not climb it, being very
doze, from which I was avrakened by the crackling of the sluggish when out of water. I could not keep my eyes off
lcal'es. I fancied that orne wild animal must be near, my horrible companion, who continued to fl.oat almost moand was on my feet instantly, gun in hand. Our fire hav- tionless at the surface of the water. His small eyes, placid
ing gone out, I was in the darkness, and for a moment I yet so ferocious, seemed to follow my every movement.
dared not moYe or speak, but as my eyes became accus- There it lay, as if dead, yet never taking its glance from
tome<l to the gloom, I saw something moving toward the its prey.
sleeping Bil L I'eerjug cautiously through the lmslies, I
I gave up· all hope, as fa.r as anything I could do for
saw the hideons snout of an alligator and I aimell right at myself was concerned. So I thought of my mother's
his eye, but, before I could pull the trigger, Bill was on ,prayer, and waited heaven's will. My strained muscles
his foet, nnd, quicker than it takes to tell this, he popped were giving way, and I felt I could not hold on much
the brute square in lhe eye.
longer to the slippery rock, and, looking, saw :Bill
Afrcr this alarming cpisoL1e of course I folt no inclina- iu the bout within twenty feet of the alligator,
tion to sleep, so, stirring t.he fire into a blaze, I sat uown He had thrown it a piece of meat, arid as the animal turned
waiting for the (1awn. rrhc .first ray of sun found us in and closed its jaw on the morsel Bill drew a bead and sent
our boat pulling up the river, and by seven o'cloe;k we u. bullet through its brain, and as soon as its struggl~s
r,,ache<l the entrance to tbe Demon's Pool.
were over I was hauled into the boat.
Soon Bill's practised eye saw an alligator. IIe flung it
'l'he monster measured fully eighteen feet, of which the
a pi..ece of meat, and then put a bullet through its nearest t:.til was five and a. ha,lf .feet. T~ circu.m,f~ce, in the
BUNTING ALLIGATORS.

/
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thickest part, was oYer four feet, and the hinder leg", with
thigh and paw, two feet long. The paws, from the joint
to the point of the longest claws, were .about nine inches
in length, having four toes, united by thick membrane,
three of which were armed with claws. The upper jaw
was a fixed part of the skull and the lower jaw movable,
as in all animals, and when they yawned to their greatest
extent the open.ing between them was a full fifteen inches,
sufficient to receive the body of man or beast.
I agreed with Bill that I was not anxious for µother
alligator hunt, but Bill was very proud of having killed
the largest alligator he had ever seen. I have still two of
the monster's teeth that I have kept as souvenirs of this
adventure.

:================================
the way to catch a snake. Be gentle
of triumph,
"th~t's

with 'em, and clon't move quick."'
o sooner was the snake fairh in his 1rnnc1 than he carried him to his heacl, ancl he co.iled about and in his hair
as though he was thorougbly at home.
"I understand that you eat snakes-in that a fact?"
""Well, I shou ~cl say so. I had rather cat a basin of rattlesnake, that i~, if they had not bitten themsehes, than
the plumpest spring chicken you ever saw."
"How do you cook them ?"
"There is only one way, and that is to broil them over
coals. I never could succeed in stewing them; they then
become tasteless."
At this juncture a squabby woman, with spectacles, cold,
blue eyes and humpty-dumpty :figure, who had been sitting
just outside the door smoking a clay pipe and reading
A SN AKE-EA 'l'ER.
In ·a di~apidated rookery on Third street stood a dilapi- "Beecher's Life of Christ," came in and said : "Oh, John,
dated man. He was a snake man. Over his shoulder was you hush up; J '11 how the gentleman the critters."
a/ red velvet Don Caisar de Bazan cape, fantastically And the old lady l::tid Beecher's book on a vacant snake, i,trimmed with faded and tawdry gilt. Blue calico breeches box, crammed her specs over her head, and, reaching her
left-iped with red bunting, and a wig of hemp tliat reached long, lank :finge~s into the box, pulled out a handful of
w:.v n1s waist, completed his attire. He called it his den. wriggling reptiles. "Here is a blowing adder," and he
In three boxes covered with window glass-the boxes ·were ran out one inch and a half of spiteful tongue. "This is
marked soda crackers and castor oil-lay coiled some thirty the black asp, black on top of bocly and light blue beneath;
they blow their poison. rrhese are a pair of copper mocor forty of the slimy monsters.
"'l'hese are my pets," said the old man. "Snakes has csins, and these are blacksnakes, or some calls 'em coachsense. Now watch," and drawing aside one of the lids he whips." She flung them all around her neck, and they
took out a huge rattlesnake that he called "Pete." J; ou climbed into her hair, over her comb, and mingled up toought to see him handle Pete. He said: "Petey, come gether, twining and squirming and wriggling in all conhere, Petey,'' and he took the dirty, slimy snake in his ceiva ble ways.
"How do you feed them, and what do they eat?"
hands, coiled him around his neck, then stuck his head in
"A snak'e loves milk (sweet milk), frogs, toads, some''his mouth, called him by his name and said :
"Kiss me, Pete!" and the slimy monster crawled up his times a piece of raw me.at; and I give them fresh water
body, wound his coil around his neck, ancl ran his three times a day. In winter they have to be kept in a
venomous lips ·ancl darting fangs along the snake man's warm room. \\hen they are well feel and fat they'll shed
mouth. The fangs ran out two inches. "Are you not their skin three or four times a year. If they are hungry
afraid he'll poison you?" "Oh, no! Snakes has sense, and half-starved they'll only shed once a year. When they
and old Pete knows me as an old friend. Well,'' said the .go into the shedding process they become blind,'' and,
old fellow with a droll leer of his eyes and a knowing shake reaching into one of the boxes, she dragged out an old
6f iiis head. "snakes is a busines . \Vl1en I was only five rattksnake, ancl said: "He's a-shedding; look at his
}eari; old my parents founcl me eating my bread and butter eyes."'
Sure enough, he looked blind. The eyes had a dim,
wiili ti. pair of snakes. I kinder took to 'em. They were
my playmates. 1 never played with other children. I sup- glassy look, and we noticed that they never blinked as we
pose they ch:umed me. When I was only nine yea.rs of age passed our hand rapidly in front of them.
"H e will be blind for from ten to eighteen days. Then
Barnum took me, and I was with his show for a number of
years. One day his manager got mad at me, and in a he'll shed his skin and come out all right."
"Are snakes a paying business?"
drunken fit threw one of the rattlesnakes at me. He bit
"Well, no," said the old man. "I can make a decent
me in the eye, but I cured it with Indian remedies."
living, and that's all. Fact is, city folks don't like snakes,
"How do you catch a snake?"
"I'll show you," and he laid a vicious-looking copper- but in the country I always do well. When I traveled with
head some three feet long on the flo or. "Xow, you must be Barnum I was called 'Wonena, the Indian snake charmer,'
·gentle with snake~. If I go at him quick he'll bite sure,'' but I am a half-breed. My mother was Dutch; my father
and, advancing with a swift motion towards the reptile, it was a Spaniard. During the war I was not exactly a solsprang up, head erect. and dart ecl out a pair of Yenomous- dier, but I carried the flag on board the Cumberland, and
when the l\farrimac ran her down a shell struck my arm,
looking fangs at hi s hand.
and I had to have it amputated. Mortification ensued,
"Re's cross."
· "Oh, no, it'8 only tlie way you come at 'em. · Now see," and the stump bad to be taken out at the socket, so I have
and, placing his hand gently on the floor, near his head, been one-armed ever since. I think I'll have to get a tent
and gradually moYing it under it, the animal, as soon as and go down on the river bank, for rent is so high. Why,
he felt the warm hand, crawled into it and seemed as docile stranger, I pay $8 a month for this room. I tell you it's
a.s a pet lamb. "'l'here," said the sna.ke man, with un air enough to bankrupt a Rothschild, let alone a snake man."
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month of Scptcm~ber gathered in droves and migrated.
They were very tame and quiet when in numbers. 'l'hey
walked or ran as a rule, so that the weakest were not lost.
Bird-lovers in those days tried to protect the young, but
the professional hunters slaughtered them even with clubs.

Yi'hilc motoring on the reRervalion across the riYer, at
Mobridge, S. Dale, some Mobridge men sio·htcd a fullgrown coyote. They returned to town for. ammunition
and succeeded in running down and shooting the coyote.
In the early days the only thing that could outrun a coyote
was a jackrabbit.

The most distinguished company of "white wings" that
ever repaired local roads was a company of indignant and
determined women, representing the :first families of Potter's county seat, Coudersport, Pa., who, enraged at neglect
of the borough authorities to put the residential section of
East street in appropriate shape for Chautauqua week,
turned out in silks, laces and diamonds galore and fl.ashed
hoe, shovel, spade, rake and wheelbarrow, as well as gravel
along the line till their fair and intelligent faces glowed
with exercise and indignation over the way their :fine homes
were disfigured by mudholes and weeds of neglected streets.
"Our patience has been exhausted in appeals to city fathers," declared one. silk-petticoated worker, "and we won't
A recent number of a Bavarian trade organ, Handel und stand for it any longer."
Industrie, states that the K111pp works have just turned
out a si.eel flafc that will put all burglars to shame. ,It is
Consul. George N. West, Kobe, Japan, has forwarded
reported that this famous Essen firm has succeeded in to the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Comri1erce an exmaki1}.!?: a si.eel of sue:h resistibility that it withstands the tract from the Japan Chronicle which reads as follows:
methods of attack anc1 the tools at present known to
"In view of the paralyzing effect on Japanese industry
burglars. At a melting test, steel plates with a surface of of the stoppage of imports of chemicals by the war, the
11. 8 Lv 11.8 inches and a thickness of 1.57 inches were Home Department has been making chemicals on an elaboused, '~'hit:h, in the eparate testings, were subjected for a rate scale at the Government hygienic laboratories in Tokio
different length of time to an oxyacetylene flame. At one and Osaka, with satisfactory results, it is now announced.
of lhc~e tests a hole of 1 .968 inche diameter and 1.377 Chemicals of as good a quality as those imported, it ha8
inches depth was burned into the plate.
thus far been proved by experiment, can be manufactured
in Japan, including· hydrochloric acid, salicylic, carbolic
'rhe first ruler of Unitcc1 Italy allowed his mustache to and sulphuric acids, morphine, atropine, bromine and bis~
altain such a length that in his later years he 'rouk1 ne1er mulh. The preparation of these chemicals is to be undereai <rnything at a public banquet. \Yhen taking food he taken prirntely, with the help of a State subvention, on
was obliged to tie the ends of the mustache behind hi the lines recommended by the Government laboratories."
hcacl, and he would not appear in this undignified attituclo in front of people not belonging to his circle of inThe "polato bread" made of rye flower and potatoes,
timacy. After a visit he paic1 to E11gland, Haniet, ai1<l highly r ecommended by the German authorities as a
Duch ss oC Sutherlancl, wrote: "Victor Pmmanucl is the nbstitute for wheat bread, does not appeal to the New
only Knight of the Garter I h:wc e1'cr sen who looks as York 2\feclical Journal, which says that the numerous
if l~c woulrl certainly have the best of it with the Dragon." complaints attending its use indicate that this makeSo c1·it1c111ly lw had acquired th wi hcd-for look of fe- shift fare is not achieving the results which have been
roc:ity.
claimed for it. 'l'he Jourual, our medical contemporary,
points out "that the constant consumption of this bread
---Tliirt y '.'C::tr~ ::ip-o the prairies of X cmalrn Connt~-, Kan., is attendd by many unto,rnrd symptoms. Chief among
'Were po}mlnte<l with coveys of quail ancl flocks of prairie these are diarrhea, h.yperacidity, ~~tulenc.e, and constichiek<'llf;, Professional hunters came from tl1c river cities pation. Because of its u npalatability the German war
bi·ead is often not nrnsticatc'd enough, and to this are probarn1 killet1 t hrm for ma L"ket. 'J'hese destroyeTs C'Otrnte<l
clue :l great many of the .symptoms. Flatulence also
alil,v
when.
clr:nrn
were
'These
birds.
a poor day's work of 200
killccl and ~liippcrl daily . On the city markets the chickens i probab!,v due to the s1~·allowrng of large, tough lumps of
brourrht ~2 a dozen and tl1e qu::iil $1. The chi kcM have bread. These uictetic discomforts are, as a rule, amenable
been c exterminated Crom the county, anc1 a former who to treatment, in fact, thorough mastication of the bread
po SC'S. cs :i covey of quail tlie.,;c clays considers them so will oft~n re'.ieve t'.rnm entirely. In th~ hyperacidity small
vahi:ihlc as in, ed destroyers that he prosecutes hnnters doses of sodmm bicarbonate are effective. The flatulence
who ~n:n scare the birds. In those days the flUuil in the yields to large doses of charcoal.''

onthard, society girl and daugi1ter of
Frank E. Sontha l'd, president of the Toledo Metal Wheel
and Tool Company, while visiting friends in the East
some time ago, got as ti remembrance a picture which she
bad found in the attic and for which she expressed admiration. She was told the picture had been in the family
300 year . Upon its arrival it was sent to an art shop
to have iis frame regilded. Then it was learned the canvas
was eith~r a Yan Dyke or Rubens and was worth probably $50 . 000. , The picture, according to Miss Southard,
was brought from England in 1600.
)'[i,s Dorothy
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INTERESTI!'IG 1\RTICLES
FURS IN 'fHE NORTHWEST .
Consul-General R. E. Mansfield, Vancomer, Canada,
writes to the Department of Commerce that there is little
prospect of any big fur sales being held in that city this
season, and that the usual annual influx of fo.r buyers is
noticeably absent.
He also says that, with an almost complete absence of
demand from Europe, which is the chief market for .furs,
combined with n material decline in values of the higherpriced pelts, the lot of the fur dealer or trapper in the
Canadian Northwest is not a highly remunerative one at
present.
The supply of furs is very good, according to reports
from the North, which may tend to force prices still loweT.
Many of the well-known fur traders in northern British
Columbia and the Yukon are unable to pay their till , because they have been unable to obta.in a.nythi.ng like reasonable prices for their furs . It is anticipated, howe»er,
that there will be a demand for moderate-priced furs in
the n ear future. Black furs will be much in demand in
Europe and elsewhere because of the almost universal
mourning. Other furs, like the white fox, musquash and
· lynx, will be dyed black to meet the demand.
N ORWEGIAN M:TSER HAD OVER $1,000 IN. CASH.
Face downward in a heap between pieces of hi.s crude
home-made furniture, the body of Torgen 0. SYendsen,
aged seventy-four, a Norwegian miser, was .found in his
lonely house on Olalla Slough, Toledo, Ore., the other day
by J under Olson, a neighbor.
Dr. R. D. Burgess, county physician, and Sheriff Geer
found the house locked and barred and the windows nailed
with heavy spikes, making it necessary to bi;euk in a
door.
In the bottom of Svendsen's trunk were two tobacco
sacks containing $1,000 in gold, on his person was a $20
gold piece wd some small change. He had ordered $1
worth of cough medicine c11arged at a Toledo drug store,
saying he had no money with which to pay for it.
His estate includes property worth more than $1 ,000
and he has been known to have lent some money. It is
said he also has property in Oregon City and in Salem.
His friends estimate h.is wealth at $15,000.
L ittle is lniown of Svendsen in Toledo except that he
came from Gudbrausdalen, Norway; that he lived for a
long time a.t Horing, Ore., and that he has a sister, Mrs.
Walker, whose husband is said to own a lumber yard at
Clear Lake, S. Dak. Efforts are being made io reach his
·
relatives.
LACK OF CHAUFFEUR S IN RUSSIA.
Whatever may have been the causes of the withdrall'al
of the Russian armies from their strong positions in Galicia and Poland, there now remains no doubt that one o.f
the strongest mnst have been the lack of cha ufl'eurs capable of <4-iving: th~ American motor i.rucks. Advertise-

ments appearing in British ancl Canadian papers-yes,
eYen in Detroit and Toledo pa.pers-offer high wages to
motor truck dri 1·ers "willi11g to go to Europe for not less
than one year," as the adrnrtisernents in America and
Canada state. Russia, of all the fighting nations, has
been most hand:'.e;appccl by its lack of motor equipment, by
its poor roads and its lack o.f chauiicurs. Hundreds of
good drirers have fallen into the hands of the Germans,
while the rest b:lve to conquer great obstacles before they
can remler valuable sen-ices.
Less than ten per cent. of the entire Russian people are
acquainted with motor traction, eYeu in the most superfiial manner. Not more than one per cent. are able even
to handle a motor Ychicle, mnch less repair it! And as
for really good drivers for this liai:artlou~ and difficult work
of keepino- huge armies supplied-Rui<s ia has. less than
5,000 men! The motor Yeltie:lc play an important role in
all the fields of battle, but when the hi tclry o.f the war
comes to be ·written it will be found that its mo. t -pectaculnr and most clcarh risible effect ltns been tbe paralysis of the Ibssian mas;cs as compared with the flexibility
0£ the well-equipped German-Austria n armies .
:JfETHOD FOR COXCES'IRATL~O GRAPE J ICE.
The Ameri an Dcpnrtmcnt of A ~riculture announces
that there has been discovered at Wa hington a method
.for concentrating grape juice which promises to be the
greatest discover~· in the wine industry since Pasteur cliscoYered the meihocl of prescning light wines for the
French Government.
'fhis new method is altogether novel, as it consists not
in boiling down the juice, but in freezing the juice. The
ice i~ then cracked into small pieces and whil'led in a centrifugal machine; by this means all .t he suga r and thick
syrup is separated from the ice, which is almost pure
water. By this means a gallon of ihe syrup is reduced
to one quart.
A peculiar phenomenon incident to this process is the
fact tbt the cre::im of tartar crysta1lize.s out with the
ice and makes the acidity of the juice much less than
normal. 'fhis is particularly true of the Concord grape
juice, which has a large percentage of tartar in it.
This new method of freezing the juices to concentrate
tlicm preserves in a wonderful degree the natural purple color of the juice and makes the drink very much
more beautiful in its rich purple appearance and more
sparkling.
\\'hen the concentrated juice is sterilized afterward by
heating it keeps indefinitely a.s a thick syrnp. It can be
usc<.1 at soda fountains, as flavorings for cookery and other
dietary purposes. The Government hopes to exploit this
latest discovery on a commerciaJ basis this year, as it
promises not 01)ly to give a fine quality of goods from the
best grapes, but also the · freezing method takes out the
"rough" taste of many cheaper grades and gives a very
.fine article from thg cheaper and coarser varieties.

THE :mJRN'ING ClGAl':ETTE.
The greate3t trick
ll~"~x.~·-.ifu:.,..,:;4;:'.::J j oke out. A perfect
0 1
dering cigarette with br1~~ia;~ J fl~;. a I~~~~f;
the wisest. Send lOc. and we w111 mall it,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
~~ =~,!;'>'A

DELUSION TRWR.
A mnglc lltt1e box In three
parts thnt 1• very mystl!ytng to those not in the trick.
A celn placed on a piece of
pa.per disappear• by dropping
a. nickel ring around Jt tr&m
the mnglc box. Mo.de or hard
l>rico, 12c.
wood two inches in diameter.
H. 1''. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
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TRICK llfATCHltS.
consist or a Swedish satety
matches
with
filled
box,
Just
which w!ll not llght.
the thing to cure the match
bg;;o:i~~g habit. Price, lie.,
?, P
~'
W 0 L FF "'OVEl,IY CO., 29 W. 26th St .• N. Y.
lmTATION GOLD 'l'E!l:'i'U.
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1895. Send lOc tor our illuetr•ted eolu va.l\11 boolt,
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EIGHT GA M ES FOR 1Oo

Chess, Cbeckera, Fox and Gee•e, Nine Mon Morris,
Authors, In trod uction G&me. Spanish Prison Domlnoes; a wbole yeBr's e.mnsement and ::!.~·_,,.
'-'"-"'
ihe whole thing for only..............
Send 10 Centi today and iret all et1rht Qame1
Delphos, Olllo.
Box 233
DELPHOS NOVELTY
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SEE-SAW PUZ2:LE.
The most aboorb in g puzzle seen for
The kind
years.
you sit up h air the
night to do. The
puzzle ta to get
both balls, one In each pocket.
Price, lOc.; 3 for 25c. by mail, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVEJ,TY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
GLASS SCOPES.
This popular novelty is made of
blown glass, and ts to be ti.llAtl
It then becomes a
with water.
powerful n1agnlfl.er suitable for en ...
largJng any small object to an ex~
traordinary size. Can be carried tn
tho vest pocket. Price, 5c. each by
mall postpaid.
1,-, LANG, 181G Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
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l\'Al\IE CARDS

Tht' newest fad tn picture
They are beu.utifully
poBtala.

~~

llth ograpked In a variety of
colo rs and have vari ous names.
us PJ:ury, Edith, etc.,
printed on the r evers.e side.
Just the thing to mall to your
Crlonds. Prlce 6 for 10 cents,
by mall, postpaid. Centre St., B'klyn, N. Jl.
J.!.PANESE 'J:WIRLER.
F, L.~G. 1815
A wonderru l Imported p&J)9!' U .
By a simple manlpu- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - no-velty.
TRICK CUP.
la.tfon of tne wooden ha.ncllefi a

(. GLASS PEN.-Patent glass pen, with ntco
i!lp, writes like any ordinary pen; each put
Price, lOc., postpaid.
u p tn wooden box.
,WOLl:"F NOVEL'£Y CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
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be produced. It takes on !lovers.!
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colors.
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29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
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JAPANE!lE TRICK KNIFE
c roat tn ck novelty and tmmePse seller.
•
Price, me., postpaid.
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Jnstantty dra.wtllt a.err•• dyour II. F . J,A...."10, 1815 Cenh'e St., B'klyn, N. Y.
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.
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tn his hands.
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twenty-one pieces ot
wood nicely finished;
tako them apart P..nd
DEAD SHOT SQUffi'l' l"ISTOL.
them tegether
p u t
It you shoot a man
s am e as Hlustrated.
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Ilk<>
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Learn to swim
I

by one b-ial

Pl'lCe. le& eeat1, Po•tt>aN
'l'laeoe wt.ter-wlnll• t&kG up no more rv°'"' ttiae a
pooket -h:ill.l<e<'CWef. Tber welllll a ouoe&1 anti
port1remi0 toZSO poo11ds. Wit!<: a pal>UTODtl'=
)earn to swla. or Ao&t. Fer nae, yOtl have onir to wet
._
tbem. blow them Ill/. o.ud pre•• to11ae11ter ll!D6tomM':U under tbe mout.lo1>la!~
\VOJ,E'F NOVEJ,TJl CO., 29 W. 28th St., N. Y,

BUBBLEB.

The cre&teat
Invention ot th•
age. The box
contain• a blowp 1 p e ot neio.tlY
enameled meta.I,
and five ta.b let1;
a.lso prln ted dl•
rectiens !or pla1"-

1oap-bubble i;amea, such a. ln~a.'i1~:'i:u';,~I~•~
Repeaters, Surprise Bubbles, Double Bubbles,
?'he Bo"ers, Lung Tester, Supported Bubbles,
Rollln& Bubbles, Smoke Bubbles, Bounotng
1 BuDbles, and many others. Ordinary bubbleblowing, with a pipe and soap water, are not
It produces
In It with this aclentlflc toy.
la rger, more beautl!ul and strong'er bubble•

water, and to.king aim, }Jrcas the rubber bulb I than

you

can

get

by the ordinary method.

at the Butt of the Pistol. when a small stream I The games a.re intensely interesting, too.
Price, 12c. by mat&.
ot wa.tcr is squirted into his face. The bc.s.t
thing to do t h en is to po c ke~ yo"r sun an:i WOLFl' NOVEL'l'Y CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
run . Th c t"e o r fi "loads o! f un" !n this wicked
,
lttt!o joker, which looks like a r eal revol v er,
EGGS OF PVABAOH S SERPENTS.
trigger, cocl<. c ha m b ers, burr~! a:l cl au. P ri ce
1
no¢e!t;;on~~~':1rao~~: S~~";:~i~!?
;~~. l!:~t~fgct~fcoW; ~~/ 1;~ I ~~~ip~fci.'. ror 25c.; one dozen 6-0c. by ma.ii .
are produced from a. 1mall egg,
ed up stream of water Is H. F. LANG, 1815 Ceutre St. B'klyn. N. Y.
no larger than a pea.. Placo one
e.1ectcd into the face .ot
c~,.t,;,",,t;• ,;~~c~ :,;~
toor 1 ~h_;'f'th
SURPRISE KINElllATOGRAPH.
~~~ "f~gt~~~~t~~ ~~~:;;~~
1
Instantly a large serpent, a. yard
The greatest hit ot tho I
Price, 3oc., postpaid.
or more In length, alowly un It consists •r a
sear.on!
~
WO!.l':F 1'0VJ~LT~ CO., 29 W. 2Gth St., N. l:.
coils 1tselt from tho burning egg.
srne.ll met&.!, nicl~cled tube,
Each serpent assumes a. ditrerent
eye view,
with a lens
pos!tlon. One wlll appear to be
which shows a pretty bal,_. 'I.
,
iltA VEJ,Lr.NG JOHE.
gliding over the ground, wlth
Hand
let girl in tights.
Yards upon yards ot laughs.
head erect, as though spying
be
it to a trt..:nd. who wBI
Don't rniss tt! Everyone falls for
d e llghted with the first Pin- d anger ; another wlll coll ttsel! up, as tr prethis one. It con•lsts or 1.1. nice lit1 tu re; tell him ta turn the paring !or the !atal spring upon Ito victim,
tie bObbln al'ound which ls wo u nd
scr~w Jn center ot instru- while another will stretch out lazily, appar·
You p!n the
a spool ot thrc::l.d.
usual noonday nap. Im ..
bobbin und<.:r the lapel of your coat, ment to change the views, when o.. stree.m ot cntly enjoying its
his race, much to his dis· mediately after the egg stops burning the
Into
and pull the end of the threP.d wa.ter squl•ts
thro ugh y :.>Ur button hole, then gust. A'!lyone who has not seen this kinema.- e~rpent hardens, and may afterward be'Itept
U
watch you1 friends try to pick the tograph in operation is sure to be caught as an an1using curiosity. They are put up in
~
oiece of thread off your coat. every time. The fnstrornent can be refilled wooden boxes, twelve egga in a box. Prlc&.
Enough said! Ge:; .;. c:arn! Price. J.2c. each, by with water in an inatan~ . ready for the next So., 3 boxes for 20c.; 1 dozen boxes for 60c..
Price 25c. by mail, pestpaid. sent by mall, postpaid.
1nall. Postage stnmpe taken same as nioney. customer.
lVOJ.l•'J!' ,. OYEL'.J.'Y CO., 29 W. 2Gtll St .• N. Y. WOLFF NOVli:LTY CO., 2P W. 26th St., N. Y. WOLFF NOVELTY :'0,- le '\J., aitb A. . . S,
POCKET FLASH UGilT SQUffiT.
Made of decorated en•
amcled metal, represent4'
tng an exact flash pocket
lighteF; by pressing a but-

1 1

I

I

4

o:

r

;JUM-P:rN9 CARD.-A:

A'laill• ~~ckcjr~m;."t~~~~d
~!'. o •

pretty little trick. easy to
perrorm. Effect: A selectln\"o i~:

8

E>
~

"
.~
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_.\
·

'

!i<"'

air at the p¢-r!ormer•s com ..
mand. Pack is he1d In one.
hand. Price or apparatus,
with enough cards to per·
form the trick, lOci.

WOLl'F NOVEL'.rY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

I

SMAJ.J, COU.APSIBLE Pm\CJJ,S

1 t '\~~J{~a~ea:~ ~11~~]~~
while it is hanging on
your watch-charm, a.nd 1t ls very handsome
in design, prettily nickeled, and very compact.
But just hand th~ end of it to you r friend.
a.nd It begins to untelescope until he imagin es
th ere ls no end to it. Besides its ability to
malrn !un, it ts a good '.lsetul pencil, too.
Price, lSr. each, by n1a1J, posrpald.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 20th St .• N. Y.

CQ

DICE WATCHES

One of our best novelties.
About the size of a watch,
with a. nick el case.
A glass
face enclo$es several Ivory
di ce. On the rim. of the case
is a spring. By j)ress1ng Jt the
dice aro spun a.na. scattered.
The most intensely interesting
games can be played with It.
It can be carried in the vest pocket.
Formerly sold for $1.00.
Price, 30c. each, by mall. pootpald.
H. F. ·LA..~G, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
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w~;~f:s11~ ;:tt~·ho~ ::e~;:;, o~

any other l<nitted article ot
similar lc:ind should have a
Knitter. Anybody can work
Tho most beautiful de-

ft.

signs can be made by usi ng
colored worsteds with t his ha.ndy little object.
It is handsomely lacc,:-..rnred, strongly made. and
the wires are ,·ery durable.
Price, JOc. each, by mall, postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. G2d St., New York City.

CRA\VLL"G BUGS
These giant beetles are beautl·
fully enameled in natural, brilliant
colors. There is a roller undern eath, act u ated by hidden springs.
When the roll er ts \VOund up the
bug craw l s about in \he most ltrellke manner. 'l'ry one on the maid
it you want to enjoy yours.elf.
Price, 12c. each, by mall, postpaid.

TANGO TOP
A
bt'artd new novelty.
More fun than a circus. You

,...-:;

eptn the post wt th your
fingers, and the snake tan ..
goes all around tho top of
the circular metal box, without falling off, although lt
ls not fastened in any way.
When the post stops spinning, the snnl<e drops from the 11d. What is
the secret ot its great attraction to the poet?
The marvel of the age.

C. BEHR,

FOUR WEEKS (A LO<m EOOK) .
Has the ::ib!olute and ·~xa.ct
shapo of a. book In cloth. Upon tho opening or the boolt,
A.ftcr havln:;- it set up accor d
ins to diroctlons furniched, a
loud report simtlo..r to that o•
a pistol-shot will be hearJ
much to the an1azement ar.
surprise ot the victim.
Cap.
not mailable; can be bought
a.t an:v toy store. Price, 65c. by mai1, postpaid..
WOLFF NOVEL'.rY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
IMITATION CIGAR BUTT.
It ls made or a composition.
exactly resembllng a
llghted
cigar. The white ashes at the
end and tho Imitation o! tobacco·leaf being perfect.
You
can carelessly place it on top ot
the tablecloth or any other ex ...
pensive piece of furniture. and
await the result. A!ter they see
the joke everybody will ha.ve a
c;ood laugh. Price, lOc. each by
mail, postpaid; 3 tor 25c.
C. BE1ffi. 150 W. (;2cl St., New ).or!< C1 '

1i51geTJ-_Oc62~ac~t.,b).~;11.y,;;.~~tb~~~:

•.TRICK CIGARETTE BOA:.
This one is a. corker! Get a
box right away, I! you want to
ho.ve a. barrel ot joy. Here's the
secret:
It look• like an ordinary red box ot Turkish cira·
rettes. But tt contains a trigger, under which you place a
paper cap. Otrer your friend a
il"'l~~>:;-...jl\ smoke and he raises the lld of
the box. That explodes the cap,
and t! you are wise you will get
out o! Right with tho box before
he gets over thinking he was
ahot.
Price, 15c., postpaid.
11. .F. LANG, 18111 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y

THE MULTIPLYING CORKS. - A small
round box is shown to be empty and one ot
the spectators is allowed to place three corks
in it. The cover ls out on and the box is
banded to one ot the spectators, '"ho, upon
removing the cover, :finds six corks in the box.
Throe of the cork~ are now made to vanish as
mysteriously a.ti they can1e. Very deceptive.
Price, lGc.
If. F. LANG, 1815 Centro St., B'klyn, N. Y.

SLIDE THE PENCIL.
The pencil that keeps them
guessing.
Made o! wood and
lead just like an ordinary pencil, but when your victim starts
to write with It-presto! the
lead disappears.
It is so constructed th at the slightest pres•
sure on the pap"r makes tha
lead allde Into the wood. Very
funny and a practical joke.
Price, lOc. oach by mall, post paid; S !or ?.5<
H. F. J,ANG, 18lo Centre St., B'ld;rn, N.

WE
TO Rt::AD

"Moving
AWeekly Magazine devoted to Photoplays and Players

....

s''
Absolutely the finest little publication on tho news-stands

BlrPRICE 5 CENTS A COPY-.J
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DESICNS
New portraits of actors and actresses every week

THIRTY-TWO PAGES
FINE HALF·TONE FRONTISPIECES
Get a copy of this weekly magazine and see what It Is

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS

Six Gripping Stories, based on the latest and best films, each profusely illustrated with fine half-tones of scenes in the
plays.
Photographs and Biographies of the most celebrated Photoplay actors and actresses.
Special Articles relating to Moving Pictures, "-ritten by the greatest authorities in the film business.
News Notes ·f rom the studios about the doings of everybody of prominence connected with the Photo.plays.
Scenario Hints and the names of all the companies who may buy the plays you w1ite.
Poems, Jingles, Jests and every bright feature calculated to intere t both young and old.
GET A COPY NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 5 cents in money or postage stamps, and we will mall
you tbE; latest number issued.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher
168 West 23d Street

New York

~EST
~LATEST ISSUES~

630 Young Wild \\'.est"• Three Sbot1; or, Arletta and the RattleanakH.
631 Young Wild West and the "Sky Pilot;;" or, The Ropera of RoqJll.
and-Ready Ranch.
632 Young Wild West's Lucky Drop; or, Arletta and the Outiawa.
633 Young Wild West'• Wild West Show; or, Caught In the European
War.
634 Young Wild West and the Kaiser; or, The Big Show In Berlin.
635 Young Wild West Under Fire; or, Skirmishing on the ll'nlncb
Frontier.
C36 YoG~fftt~~~~ West Helping the Red Cross; or, The Crown Prtn.,.•1
637 Young W!ld West and the Servlan; or, The Shot That SaTed a
GeQeral.
638 Young Wild West'• Neutrallty; or, Accused by Germana and Alllea
639 Young W!ld West and the French Spy; or, The Honor of a~
American.
640 Young Wild West at the Forts; or, Outwitting a Russian Captain .
641 Young Wlld West and the Sharpshootero; or, Arletta and tlle
Hlndoos.
642 Young Wild West at the Flooded Trenchea; or, Saving a Belstan
Town.
643 Young Wild West Along the Yser; or, Arletta'• Wonderful Shot.
644 Young "'!Id West and General Von Kluck; or, The Treaoure of
the Hulns
645 Young Wild West's Luck: or, Striking It Rich at the Hilla.
646 Young "'lid West's Victory; or, The Road Agenta' Laot Hol'd Up.
64i Young Wild West's Pluck: or, Bound to Beat the "Bad" Men .
648 Young Wild West's Best Shot: or, The Rescue of Arletta.
649 Young Wild West at Devil Creek: or, Helping to Boom a New
Town.
650 Young Wild West's Surprise; or, The Indian Chlef'a Legacy.
651 Young Wild West ~llssing; or, Saved By an Indian Prlnceaa.

West and the Detective: or, The Red Rider• of th•

6112 Young Wild
Range.
8118 Young Wild
611• Young Wlld
61111 Young Wild
West.
6116 Young Wild
6117 Yo~~fd.Wlld

658
659
660
661
662
668
66'
6615
666
667
668
669
670
671
672
678

6H
6711
676

West at the Stake; or, The Jealousy of Arletta
West's Nerve; or, The J\lne Gol den Bullets.
West and the Tenderfoot: or, A New Yorker In the
West's Triumph ; or, Winning Against Great Odds.
West's Strategy; or, The Cpmanche Chief's Laat

Young Wild West's Grit; or, The Ghost <Of Guantlet Gulch.
Y'Oung Wild West's Big Day: or, The Double Wedding at Weston .
Young Wild West's Great Scheme: or. The Building of a Railroad
Young Wild West and the . Train Robbers: or, The Bunt for thl'
Stolen Treasure.
Young Wild West on Ols Mettle: or Four Against Twenty.
Young Wild West's Ranch : or, The Renegades of Hlley's Rqn.
Young Wild West on tile Trail ; or, Outwlttl:Jg the Redskl)l!.
Young Wild West's Bargain ; or, A Red Man With a White 'Il ea rt
Young Wild West's Vacation; or, A Lively Time at Roaring_ Rane~
Young Wild West on His Muscle; or, Fighting With );ature •
~
\Vea pons.
Young Wild West's Mistake: or. Losing a Bundred 1Thousand.
Taper T op .
ot
Terror
The
or
:
Deadwood
Young Wild West In
Young Wild West's Clo se Call : or.t. The Raiders of Rawhide Rldse.
Not Hold
Would
That
Net
The
or,
;
'l'rnpped
West
Young Wild
Him.
Twenty.
at
l\1ayo1'
A
or,
;
Election
West's
Young Wild
Young Wild West and the Cattle Thieves ; or, Breaking up •
"Bad Gang."
Young Wild West's Mascot: or, The Dog That Wanted a Master.
Young Wild West's Challenge: or. A Combination Ilard to Beat.
Young Wild West and the Ranch Queen ; or, Rounding up the
\ Cattle Ropers.

P'or sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address oa recetptiiur price, Ii cents per copy, In money or postage stamps. oy

168 West 23d St., New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ..llNY 'B..llCK NUM'BERS

of our weeklles and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained trom this office direct. Write out and
IUI In your Order and send It to us with the price of the weeklles you want and we will send ihem to you by return mal,l
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

168 West 23d St., New York.

.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

No. 46. HOW TO MAKE ANll l'SE ELEC-

RAPHER.-Contalnlng useful Information re·

TRICJTY.-A description ot the wonderful
u1e1 ot e'1ectrtc1ty and electro magnetism; tosether with full Instru c tions for making Electrtc Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel.

garding the Camera and how to work lt; also
how to ma.ke Photographic Ma g ic Lantern
Sltde1 and other Traneparencies. Handsomely
tllu1trated.

tloN~:

47. H9W TO BREAK, RIDE .\l\D
DRIVE A HORSE.-A complete treatise on

fo !~1~ a~~~:~!!~ co~:fel~,r-St,;:dr~~:mri::
Po-

the horse.
No. 48.

No. 68. HOW TO BECOlllE A SA VAL
CADET.-Cornplete Instruction• of how to gain

Containing over ntty llluetra-

A. M .. M. D.

the horse. Describing the most useful horse s
for business, the best hones for the road;
alao valuable recipes tor dli!eases peculiar to

HOW

TO

Bl,;ll.D

A..°"D

SAIL

CAN6ES.-A handy book for boye, containtnc full directions for conetructlng canoes and
the mo.at popular manher of •ailing them.
Fully tlluetrated.
HOl\" TO DEBATE.-Gtvtng Tulea
No.
tor conducting debates, outlines !or debat~•.

•o.

question• for dlscuulon, and the beet sources
tor

procuring

~ x:.'

50.

No.

Ill.

1

Information

on

the

question

No.

0

HOW

62.

TO

BECOME

A

WE!!'T

tlone. Duties, Stair of omcera, P oet Guard ,

lice Re1'lllatlon1, Fire Department, and all a
boy should know to be a cadet. By Lu Senarens.

11.dnWalon to the Annapolis Naval Academy.
Ala~ntalnlng the courae o! Instructi o n . deacrlptlon of ground• and butldlnga, historical
aketch , and everything a boy ahould know to
become an omcer In the United States Navy.
By L.u Senaren1.

No.

n~.

HOW TO MAKE

bfACHIXES .._contatntng

tull

ELECTRICAL

directions

fOT

HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND A..'\-

:r:nk~;:,~ 1 .• :~~l:~n:'~~~~~e~,oy~n~~ct;.cinwocr~~~

WITH

orlglna.I Joke book ever ;>ubllahed. and It la

l~lALS .-A valuable book, giving lnstTucUona
in collecting, preparing, mounting aryd preaervtng bird•. animate and lnaecta.

HOW

TO

DO

TRICKS

1

Fully
By R. A. R. Bennet.
by electricity.
tllu!ltrated.
No. M. .MULDOON'S JOKES. -The moat

CARDS.-Conta.lntng explanation• of the genera~ principle• of •lelght-o!-hand applicable
to card tricks•, of card tricka with orJlnary
carda. and not requiring aletght-of -hand ; ot

lt c ontains n.
brimful of ~· tt and bumor.
large collection of 1onra, jokes. conundruma,
etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wtt, hu mortal, and practical joker o! the day.

of N•:_ec~a~.ly ~OefVrT1> C:L~Y ~~i;'S.~Gtvtn~
the rule• and full directions 1 or playing
Euchr&, C ribbage, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce,

ta.tnlng ove r three hundred tntere1tlng puzzle•
A comand conundrum1, wlth key to aame.
~
plete book. Fully tlluatrated .

trick• In\ olvlng alelght-of·ha.nd, or the UIO

Pedro Sancho,

Draw Poker, Au ction Pitch,

All Foura, and many other popular game• of
carde.

No.

58.

HOW TO WRITE LETTERS. - .A

wonderful little book, telling you
to your aweethea.rt, your father,
ter. brother, employer; and, tn
body and anybody you wlah to

No.

64.

how to write
mother, alafa ct, everywrite to.

HOW TO KEEP A..°"D MANAGE

PETS.-Gtvtns complete information aa to the
manner and method o! railing, keeptna, tamtng breeding, and ma.nas~nt all kin d a o! pet• i

alao glvlntr full lnatructlona for rnaklnK C&K••,
etc. Fully eiplalned by twenty-eight lllu1tratlon1.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STA.'\IP8
AND COI!\8.-Contalnlng valua.ble Inform&-

No.

No.

66.

67,

HOW

HOW

TO

TO

DO

DO

PGZZLES.-Con-

ELl:t:TRICi\L

TRIOK8.-Contatn1nr a large collection or tn atructtve and hl .. hly arnu11ng electrtcal trtcka,

t04r!'ot.he6r8. W'HltohWlllTu01trD&tolonC•H· E!31YJCAAL. ATnl~IeCr~ocns ..

" •·
. .,
!\
-Contatnlns over one hundred hlghly amu1tnc and tnatructtve trtcka with chem lcala. By
Handaomely llluetrated.
A. . Anderaon.
No, G . HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND.
--OontalDIDS' over fltty or the latest and beat
trtcka ·ueed by mac1clana. Ale o conta ining the
Fully Illustrated.
••cr~t of aecond 1tsht.

No. 71. HOW TO HAKE l\IAGJC TO\'S.Containing tun 41reotlons for making MaKlc
Toya and 4,Tlcea ot many kinda. Fully llluatrated.
No. Tl. BOW TO DO MECHANICAL

tton regar4ilnc the "rcollecttrig and &rranglnc
of atamp• and cotna. Ha.ndeomely Illustrated.
No. 66. H8W ' TQ BECOME A.'i EN-

lnstructlon1
TRICK.8.-ContalJJlns · complete
tor performlns ovel" •ixty Mechantca.I Trlcka ..

become ._ locomotive engineer; al10 dlrectlona
tor butldlns a model locomotive; tosether
wtth a full deacrtptton or everythln& an en-

WITH CA.RDS.-Kmbr&elng all or· the
and moat deceptive card trlck1, wlth,
HOW TO
tra.tlona.
DO TRICKS
N~M·BJ~·S.-Showlng many
curtoua

GINEER.r-ContalnlnK full lrutructlon1 how to

Fully lllu1trated.
No. 72. HOW

TO

DO

SIXTY

TRICKS
lateat
tllua·

with ngure1 and the magic of numbera.
A. Anderaon. Fully Illustrated.

BJ

LETTERll
TO WRITE
No. 74. HOW
lnatructlon.o
CORRECTLY.---Contalnln g full
fo r writing letter• on almost any aubjeot;
a lso rule• tor punctuation and composition.
wtth specimen lettere.

No. 7fi. HOW TO BECOllIE A CONJURER.

-Containing trtc.:ka
Cupe and Balls, Hats,
alx llluatratlona. By
'lo.. No. 76. now TO

Dtc•,
with Dominoes,
etc. Embracing thlrtyA. Anderson.

TELL I"ORTUNES B'I
·.i;HE HAND.-Contalnlng rulea tor telling for-

tunes by the aid or line• or the hand, 01
Alao the aecret ot
the secret of palmistry.
telling !uture eventa by a.id. of moles. marka.
ecars, etc. lllu•trated.

No. 77. IHHV TO DO FORTY TRICKll
WITH CARDS.-Conta.lnlng deceptive Card

Trlcka as . performed by leading conjurer• and
Arranged !or home amueemenL
magicians.

Fully Illustrated.
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.

-Containing a complete deacrtptlon or the
myaterlee of Magic and Slelght-of·Hand, together with many wonderful experlmenta. B7 .
Illustrated .
A. Ander1on.
No, 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.
--Containing complete ln1tructlona how to
make up for varloue character• on the atace;
together with the duties or the Stage ManaMer,
Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property Man.
No. 80. Gt.:S WILLIA:'llS' JOKE BOOK. Contatntns the latest Jokes. anecdote• and
funny atortea of this world-renowned German
Sixty- tour pagea; handsome colcomedian.
ored cover, containing a half·tone photo of
•
the author.

No.

81.

HOW TO .\IES.\11':RJZE.-<::ont&ln-

lng the moat approved methods or me1mer1.1Sm; anima l magnettam, or, ma.rnetlc ..heal•

lnK.

By Prof. Leo Hugo Ko'ch, A.C.S. autho'

ot "How to Hypnotize," etc.
No.

82.

HOW TO DO PALMI8TRY.-<::on-

ta.lntna- the moat approved method• of readlnl' the line• on the hand. together with a full
explanation of their meanlna-. A110 ex.pJaJnlnl" phrenology, and the key tor telllng charBy Leo
acter by the bump1 on the head.

HUKO Koch, A.C, S. Fully lllu1trated.
No. 8S. H'OW TO HYPNOTIZE.-<::ontaln-

tnc valuable and ln1tructJve ln!ormatton reAl10 exe-ardtns the s cience of hypnotlam.
plaining the moat approved methoda whtola
are employed by the leadtnc hypnotJata of

the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
No . . 84. HOW TO BECOME AN AUTH{)f\

oi

.-Contalntns lntormatlo n re&"'ardlng choice
subjecta, the uae or worde and the manner lot
A~o
prepa.1'1ng and 1ubmlttlng manu•crlpt
containing valuable ln!orma.tlon aa to the
neatneas, legibility and ceneraJ compoaltlon
·
•
of manuacrtpt.

n 'ITH
trtcka
glr;..•:.r ~~ullio\\,o~.O BECOME A PHOTOOof
receipt
on
addreu
an7
to
aent
be
will
copy, ur 3 for 25 eta., In money or postage atamps, by
or
per
eta.
price, 10
For sale by all newsdealers.

FRANK Tt>USEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York..

